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Foreword

Harbhajan SohiYadgari Parkashan has brought this selection of
writings in defense of Mao Tse-Tung Thought from the pen of
Comrade Harbhajan Singh Sohi (HBS).

ln the period of worldwide ideological confusion following the
loss of socialist China to capitalist roaders Com. HBS with his

ideological clarity and grasp of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung

Thought emerged as a front rank f ighter to thoroughly recognize,

analyze and expose the new opportunist currents, represented by

three-worldists of China and two-worldists of Albania. Firmly carrying

forward the legacy of Great Debate and Cultural Revolution, he at
the same time refuted the crypto-revisionism which raised its head

to revise Mao Tse-Tung Thought in the name of drawing lessons from
the setbacks to international communist movement.

ln late seventies large sections of communist revolutionaries in

our country got swayed or confused by opportunist currents. A

section was able to ultimately come out of the grip of this revisionist

onslaught. However, another section got settled in the revisionist

camp.

Practice has sufficiently proved what Comrade HBS concluded

and presented many decades back. His writings published here are

not a mere record of correct Marxist-Leninist positions in the highly

testing period of ideological confusion. These provide a valuable

ideological-political frame for recognizing and combating opportunist

currents that may raise their heads in different twists and turns of
world situation and communist revolutionary movement.

Harbhajan Sohi Yadgari Parkashan
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HOLD ALOFT
THE II{\TINCIBLE BANNER OF

MAO TSE.TUNG THOUGHT

(Statement of the CC(p) of the UCCRI (M.L.) in
Commemoration of the eightA sixth birth anniuersarA of

Comrade Mao Tse-Tung on December 26, tg7g.)
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I
Eighty six years ago, Comrade Mao Tse-Tung was born to live

forever in his immortal revolutionary work. Since September 9,
1976, his person is no more with us but he continues to engage

the minds of friends and foes as a lMng force. Mao Tse-Tung
Thought, as an integral part of Marxism-Leninism, has come to
stay as a mighty ideological force of our times.

Since the great debate, it is modern revisionism, mainly
centered aroundthe revisionistleading clique of CPSU, whichhas
been running a virulent propaganda campaign against Mao Tse-

Tung and Mao Tse-Tung Thought. All these years, the line of
attack of modern revisionists confirmed, from a negative angle,
what Marxist-Leninists all over the world realized from their
positive experience of struggle against modern revisionism, that
is, Mao Tse-Tung Thought is the sharp edge of Marxism-Leninism
cutting against the present day revisionist fallacies. The great
struggle against Khrushchevite revisionism as well as Titoite
revisionism and Euro-revisionism, conducted by genuine Marxist-
Leninist parties and groups, with CPC led by Mao Tse-Tung in
the vanguard, coupled with the great struggle unleashed by
proletarian revolutionaries led by Mao inside China against the
hidden revisionist, restorationist forces and for pushing the
socialist revolution forward through the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, educated and steeled vast contingents ofinternational
communist movement in the revolutionary spirit of Marxism-
Leninism. Mao Tse-Tung Thought reverberated throughout the
five continents establishing the revolutionary authority of Mao

't'se-'l'ung as u great teacher of internutional proletariat after Marx,
Engles, Lenin and Stalin. By the close of the sixth decade, the
ideological objective of exposing modern revisionism anddrawing
a clearline of demarcation from ithas, basically, been achievedby
international communist movement. Thus, the bite of
I(hrushchevite revisionism has been rendered ineffectual to a great

extent (while the struggle to bring about its total rout still
continues).

Today, powerful forces have sprung up from within the
international communist movement to derail or deviate it from
its established general line and principles. In this great trial of
strength between Marxism-Leninism and international
opportunism, the battle around the estimation of Mao Tse-Tung

and Mao Tse-Tung Thought is crucial. Feverish attempts are being
made, in categorical as well as veiled fashion, by various
opportunist quarters to denigrate the name and teachings of Mao

Tse-Tung. Confronted with this temporarily formidable opposite,

the revolutionary aspect of international communist movement

is being impelled to develop and supersede it through struggle.

Gradually increasing number of genuine Marxist-Leninist parties

and groups who boldly come forward, against heavy odds, in
defense of the glorious revolutionary practice of Mao Tse-Tung

and Mao Tse-Tung Thought, is the manifestation of this
phenomenon and a testimony to the inexhaustible vitality of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought. Our organization,
the UnityCentre of Communist Revolutionaries of India (Marxist-

Leninist), warmly greets all these fr aternal parties and groups and

exults in being able to march along with them under the
revolutionarybanner of Man<, Engels, Lenin, Stalin and Mao Tse-

Tung at this critical juncture.
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il
Mao Tse-Tung Thought is an integral body of teachings of

Mao Tse-Tungwhich is a continuation and development of
Marxism-Leninism.

Mao Tse-Tunggrasped and applied the science of dialectical
materialism in a masterly fashion and, in the process, greatly
enriched it. Carrying forward l,enin's observation that the law of
contradiction is the kernel of dialectics, Mao Tse-Tungdefinitively
formulated that the law of the unity of opposites is the basic law
of dialectics. Thus, he specified the inter-relationship of various
laws of dialectics.

Consistently upholding the principle of universality of
contradiction, he applied it to socialist societyandthe communist
party as well. Not only did he further develop the concept of two
types of contradictions, i.e., antagonistic and non-antagonistic
contradictions to be resolved by two different methods but more
importantly, he explored the identity of these two opposites i.e.,

under certain conditions, antagonistic and non-antagonistic
contradictions undergo transformation into their opposites. Thus,
he provided the theoretical frame for conceiving the political
phenomena of formation and dissolution of united front between
different class forces, and of altemating periods of milder and acute

forms of struggle in the development of socialist society as well as

communist party, under varying conditions. Applying it to socialist
society, he propounded the theory of continuing revolution under
the conditions of the dictatorship of the proletariat his most
outstanding theoretical contribution to scientific socialism.
Applying it to the communist party, he put forth the organizational
concept of struggle between two lines in the communist party,
inter-linking the inner-party struggle and the class-struggle in
society. Thus, he clearly pin-pointed the class-content of the

motive force of development of socialist society and that of the

development of the communist party.

In his analysis of the law of contradiction in things, Mao Tse-

Tunglaid special emphasis on the study of particularity of
contradiction and underlined its great importance for guiding the

course of revolutionary practice. Exploring the problem of the
particularity of contradiction, he ascertained a new dimension of
contradiction representing in its particularity the unevenness of
forces that are in contradiction, i.e., the uneven character of
development of various contradictions in a process (the principal

and non-principal contradictions) and that of the two aspects of a

contradiction (the principal and non-principal aspects), and more

importantly, the mutual transformation into each other of the
principal and non-principal ones. Thus, he greatly enriched the

concept of the particularity of contradiction and provided a

comprehensive methodology for determining the strategic and

tactical policies of a proletarian party. ["The study of the various

states of unevenness in contradictions, of the principal and non-
principal contradictions, and of the principal and non-principal
aspects of a contradiction constitutes an essential methodbywhich

a revolutionary political party correctly determines its strategic and

tactical policies both in political and military affairs." ("On

Contradiction")l

Applying this comprehension of the particularity of
contradiction to such pairs of opposites as were generally

considered to be undergoing a change in the respective positions

of their aspects, namely, the productive forces and the relations

of production, theory and practice, the economic base and

superstructure, Mao Tse-Tung observed that the productive
fbrces, practice and the economic base generally play the principal

role but in certain conditions the relations of production, tLeory

and the superstructure in turn manifest themselves in the

(
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principal role. Thus, he restored the true spirit of dialectical
materialist outlook in the international communist movement
suffering from a mechanical materialist streak in its viewpoint,
particularly on questions related to the construction of a socialist
society. This provided the ideological basis of the recognition of
prime necessityof revolution in the superstructure afterbasically
completing the socialist transformation of the economic base. The
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in China was the result.

Grasping the uneven and dynamic character of various
contradictions in the process of development of a thing and that
of the two aspects of a contradiction, Mao Tse-Tung observed:
although the fundamental essence of a process remains basically
unchanged till the culmination of the process, marked changes in
the inter-relation ofvarious contradictions in process (and that of
two aspects of a contradiction) take place at times during the
development of a process; the respective periods encompassed
by these marked changes have their distinctive characters or
particularities representing, respectively, qualitatively (partially)
different states of contradictions in their inter-relationship. Thus,
he crystallized the concept of definite stages in a process of
development of athing.

Mao Tse-Tung's comprehension of the phenomenon of
definite stages in aprocess of development of athing entailedthe
development of another law of dialectics, that is, the law of
quantitative changes leading to qualitative changes. In this
connection, he ascertained that, in the process of development of
a phenomenon, along with uninterrupted quantitative changes
many partial qualitative changes too take place before the final
qualitative leap occurs. ["In any lengthy process of change, before
entering the final qualitative change, the subject passes through
uninterrupted quantitative changes and a good many partial
qualitative changes. But the final qualitative change cannot come
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about unless there are partial qualitative changes and considerable
quantitative change." (Critique of Soviet Economics - Mao. p.56)

Mao Tse-Tung's conceptual grasp over the law of
contradiction in things, especially, the uneven and dynamic
character of contradiction: the possibility under certain conditions,
of mutual transformation of principal and non-principal aspects
of a contradiction, of partial qualitative changes in a process on
the way to total qualitative change permeates all of his important
military concepts, which constitute the most developed form of
proletarian militarythoughttill date - the strategzandtactics of
protracted people's war. For instance, at a strategic plane the
concept of a revolutionary'base-area under people's state power
amidst the countrywide counter-revolutionary state power (under
certain conditions, the mutual transformation of non-principal
aspect - revolutionary power - and principal aspect - counter-
revolutionary power - in a relative and partial way), the concept
of strategic defensive - stalemate - strategic offensive (three main
stages of development of the process of transformation of people's

military power from non-principal position, through transient
relativebalance orequilibrium, to principal position in its struggle
against initially superior military power of the enemy): and at a
tactical plane, the concept of miniature counter-encirclements by
the people's armed forces within the overall encirclementbythe
enemy forces, and the concept of "ten against one" in tactical
operations (the possibility, under certain conditions, of relatiue
andpartialtransformation of the non-principal force into principal
force).

Mao Tse-Tung integrated the universal truth of Marxism-
Leninism with the concrete practice of the Chinese revolution. In
grasping and solving the complex fundamental problems of
national democratic revolution of semi-colonial and semi-feudal
China and of its transition to socialist revolution, Mao Tse-Tung



illuminated the general course and features of the revolution in
the colonial and semi-colonial countries. Carrying forward the
teachings of Lenin and Stalin on the colonial revolution, he

dissected the native bourgeoisie, studied the characteristics of its
segments, drew a clear line of demarcation between the big
bourgeoisie (comprador bureaucrat capital) and the national
bourgeoisie, treating the former as a target and the latter as a

potential (though vacillating and unreliable) ally of the revolution
in its first stage preceding the socialist stage; concretely solved

the peasant question by providing proletarian leadership to the
agrarian revolutionary movement and relying on the peasantry

as a main force in the national democratic revolution; ensured

the consummation of the national democratic revolution andthe
transition to the socialist revolution by charting out a course of
maintaining the independence of the proletariat as a political force,

forging the worker-peasant alliance under the leadership of the
proletariat (which irrevocably effected the supersession of the
bourgeoisie by the Proletariat as the leader of the national
democratic revolution), establishing the hegemony of the
proletariat over all the political forces engaged in the revolution,
including the national bourgeoisie, thus making it a new

democratic revolution, in its political character.

Mao Tse-Tung critically absorbed the first experience of the
proletariat ofbuilding socialism in USSR and the loss of proletarian

state power there and drew illuminating conclusions for steering

the development of socialist revolution in China. Complementing,

with this experience, the experience of concrete practice of socialist

revolution in China, he arrived at a most profound generalization:

".... in the historical period of socialism, there are still classes, class

contradictions and class struggle, there is the struggle between

the socialist road and the capitalist road and there is the danger of
capitalist restoration...." Hence, he brought forth the foremost
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position occupied by class contradictions in propelling social
development throughout the historical period covered by socialist
society, and laid down the cardinal precept that for properly
appreciating and tackling all problems of the development of
socialist society (for that matter any class society) proletarian
revolutionaries must proceed by taking class straggle as thekey
link. Hestressed the great significance of thoroughgoing changes
in the relations of production and the superstructure for greatly
boosting the development of productive forces during periods of
revolutionary transition of society. He pointed out that socialist
society (in which the relations of production and the productive
forces, the superstructure and the economic base, stand both in
harmony as well as in contradiction, moreover, the old harmony
constantly giving way to new contradiction due to the rapid
development of productive forces), being a long historical period
of revolutionary transition, calls for unrelenting revolutionary
effort to adapt the relations of production to the constantly
emerging requirements of the development of productive forces,
and transform the superstructure to bring it in tune with the
socialist economic base so as to consolidate and develop the latter.
He further observed that as every socialist transformation in the
relations of production and the superstructure corrodes the
socialist basis, influence and power of the old exploiting classes

and new bourgeois elements, it encounters their frantic resistance.

And, this class-struggle between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie gets intense expression on the political front. Hence
the paramount importance of political revolution for successfully
effecting revolutionary transformations in the cultural as well as

economic sphere. Further, summing up the experience of
deepening socialist revolution in China, he pointed outthat after
the smashing of overt bourgeois political resistance, the chief
political representatives of the bourgeoisie are to be found hiding



within the Comrnunist Party - the Party persons in authority
taking the capitalist road - against whom the sharp edge of class

struggle must be directed. For successfully conducting this
complex class struggle to defend and consolidate the proletarian

revolutionary line, affect all-round socialist revolution in
ideological, political and economic spheres, defend and
consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat, and march forward,
step by step, towards the realization of communist society, Mao
Tse-Tung exhorted the proletarian revolutionaries to rely on
revolutionary masses of the people and revolutionary mass

movements bringing into full play their creative initiative and
genius. The glorious decade of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution of China, led by proletarian revolutionaries headed

by Mao Tse-Tung, witnessed the practice and maturing of this
theory of continuing revolution under the conditions of
dictatorship of the proletariat, marking a great leap forward in the

revolutionary experience and achievements ("socialist new
things") of international proletariat.

These are, in brief, the salient components of Mao Tse-Tung

Thought.

We do not subscribe to the notion of infallibility of great

revolutionarypersons, no Marxist does. Mao Tse-Tung,like other
great teachers of international proletariat Marx, Engels, Lenin and

Stalin, cannot be free oferrors and inadequacies. But such errors
and inadequacies, if noticed, are to be analyzed in a total and

historical perspective, on the basis of Marxism- Leninism-Mao
Tse-Tung Thought, and to enrich it. Whosoever ventures to
challenge the validity of Mao Tse-Tung Thought, as an inalienable

part of Marxism-Leninism, for illuminating the path of world
proletarian revolution in our times, must come to grips with this
ideological edifice as a whole, especially his contributions to
Marxist philosophywhich constitute the basic frame of this edifice.
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The leadership of Albanian ParW of Labour launched an

attackon Mao Tse-TungThoughtin a most irresponsible manner
without theoretical refutation of a single fundamental tenet of Mao
Tse-Tung Thought. Not only did they take a turn of hundred eighty
degrees on their own previous estimation of Mao Tse-Tung and
his teachings (at the latest, Enver Hoxa's Report to the Seventh
National Congress of the Albanian Party of Labour, held in Nov.
tg77,rcfersto Mao Tse-Tung as a great Man<ist-L,eninist) without
any convincing explanation or self-criticism, but they also resort
to gross misrepresentation of Mao Tse-Tung's views to suit the
convenience of their attack. Not contented with their own
distortion of Mao Tse-Tung Thought, they portray as Mao Tse-
Tung Thought the opportunist standpoint ofTeng-Hua revisionist
clique of CPC, who are the most cunning foes of Mao Tse-Tung
Thought. Apparentlythey cross swords with Teng-Hua revisionist
clique but in actual fact they are proving of great help to it by
conferring upon it the sought-after legitimacy as successors to the
ideology and cause of Mao Tse-Tung, causing confusion and
diversion in the struggle of genuine Marxist-Leninists against this
clique, and complimenting the latter's sophisticated attempts to
discredit Mao Tse-Tung Thought with their wanton attacks on it.

The shallow and unfair polemical stand of the leadership of
APL, at present, against Mao Tse-Tung and Mao Tse-Tung
'fhought is disappointing and quite out of character with its
reputation of a principled and mature Marxist-Leninist parff
which boldly withstood tremendous pressure of modern
revisionism, under testing conditions in the sixties. Less said the
lrctter aboutthe so manyrag-tag organizations deckedin Marxist-
l,cninist colors, gathering under the 'protective umbre[j of
Albanian 'center' and covering their political bankruptcy and



renegacy to Marxism-Leninism with vociferous denunciations of
Mao Tse-Tungand Mao Tse-Tung Thought. Their presumptuous

conduct reminds one of a line of Mao's poem, "Flies lightly
conspire to topple the banyan tree!"

The objectives of the Albanian leaders in presenting a

distorted version of Mao Tse-Tung's views and practice apart, their
own metaphysical and mechanistic approach to the study of
concrete contradictions of present day world is linked to their
inability to grasp the dialectical materialist content of Mao Tse-

Tung Thought, especially Mao's exposition and handling of the
particularity of contradiction.

They reiterate the basic contradiction between the proletariat
(in ascendance) and the bourgeoisie (in decadence) in this era of
imperialism and proletarian revolution but fail to examine the
various specific manifestations of this basic contradiction, at

various stages of its process of development, in the uneven
accentuation of the four fundamental contradictions of the present

dayworld and changes in their inter-relationship.

They reiterate the historically ripe situation for socialist
revolutions in developed capitalist countries of Europe, North
America, Japan etc. inthe era of emergentproletarian revolution,
note the increasing social discontent and turmoil under the impact

of intensifring economic crisis of world imperialist system but fail
to examine these factors of the situation in connection with the
state of development of conscious revolutionary factors
(revolutionary mass movement led by a mature Marxist-Leninist
party), in otherwords, the specificpolitical situation.

They reiterate the common essential character of all
imperialist forces and also emphasize struggle, particularly against

the two imperialist super-powers, without laying bare the
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distinctive features of the latter.

They reiterate the decisive significance of hegemony of the
proletariat for successful consummation of national democratic

revolutions but fail to recognize the peculiar form of its realization
in an anti-imperialist and anti-feudal revolution wherein the
national bourgeoisie displays its incapability of leading the
revolution through to the end but retains, in some measures, its
revolutionary potentialities [that is, the proletariat supersedes the

bourgeoisie as the leader of the revolution by unfurling the
standard of national liberation and democracy from proletarian

internationalist and revolutionary standpoint (to put it in Mao Tse-

Tung's idiom, pursuing nationalism as applied internationalism),
establishing its credibility as the most staunch and consistent

champion of national and democratic aspirations of the broad
masses of the people by dint of its program and practice of
revolutionary struggle, striving to win over and carry along all those

social forces whose revolutionary potentialities are not totally
exhaustedl.

They emphasize the revisionist nature and defection-to-
capitalism role of Soviet rulers (the chief characteristic of the
Khrushchevian phase) and under play their social-fascist nature
and counter-revolutionary imperialist role (the chief characteristic

of the present phase). They underplay the revisionist nature and

defection-to-capitalism role of Chinese rulers (the chief
characteristic of the present phase) and emphasize their militarist
nature and great-power hegemonic role (the chief characteristic
of a would-be phase they vainly aspire to). Thus, in both the cases,

they miss the specific of the state of development of a phenomenon

and divert the Marxist-Leninist attack from the relevant focus. So

on and so forth.



This metaphysical approach to questions related to the
formulating of stratery and tactics for the revolutionary movement
at aparticular stage of its process of development cannot but drive
them to "left" and right opportunist political positions. Despite the
revolutionary phraseologr of their documents and statements, and
along with their "left" opportunist positions regarding the
orientation of the national democratic revolutionary movement
in the East, the present situation and tasks of proletarian
revolutionary movement in the West, their practice also betrays
serious right opportunist tendencies. For instance, their political
stand on the developments in South-East Asia. Criticism of
revisionism from "left" opportunist standpoint is by now a familiar
experience for communist revolutionary movement of India. In
the case ofAlbanianpolemics, it seems, theirbombast againstthe
Teng-Hua revisionist clique of CPC and real attack on Mao Tse-
Tung Thought are meant to serve as a smokescreen for their own
retreat to a right opportunist course ofaction.

The leadership ofAPL has facilitated the exposure of its own
opportunism by its all-out, contrived and spurious attack on Mao
Tse-Tung and Mao Tse-Tung Thought. Hereafter, its capacityfor
causing confusion and disruption in the international Marxist-
Leninist movement, especially the Asian contingents, is
considerably reduced. Still, so long as the experience of the great
reversal in China, that occurred with the defeat of proletarian
revolutionaryline and forces after the death of Mao Tse-Tung, is
not properly summed up and placed in the overall perspective of
the zigzag course of transition from capitalism to communism,
the negative approach to MaoTse-Tung's revolutionary
achievements in theory and practice shall sustain on the traumatic
effects ofthe event.

Change of color of socialist China, the great bastion of world

proletarian revolution, is such a tremendous loss as many
revolutionaries find difficult to acknowledge and digest. In India,
the leadership of many communist revolutionary organizations
and circles, afflicted with opportunism in varyrng degrees and of
different hues but formally upholding Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tse-Tung Thought, are banking on this state of mind of their ranks
for virtually treating the developments in china as a non-event,
deliberately evading or scuttling the issue. "The picture is far from
clear", "internal affair of CPC,""Indian revolution should be our
prime concern", "Two line struggle is going on between Teng,s
revisionist forces and Hua's revolutionary forces" and ,,support to
CPC headed by Hua Kuo-Feng with serious reservations', etc. is
the kind of their arguments to tranquilize the anxiety of their
ranks. Serious effort, on the part of genuine Marxist-Leninists, is
needed to accomplish a thorough exposure of the counter-
revolutionary line and practice of present day CpC leadership to
enable the vast masses of genuine revolutionaries to see and treat
it as the most detestable and cunning foe of Mao Tse-Tung and
Mao Tse-Tung Thought. Concentration of ideological attack on
Teng-Hua revisionist clique of China is necessarybecause, one, it
attempts to utilize and undermine the great prestige of Mao Tse-
Tung by formally accepting and caricaturing Mao Tse-Tung
Thought, two, at present broad sections of the communist
revolutionarymovement of India are proneto a right-opportunist
swing which finds a great booster in the class-collaborationist
international line dished outbythis clique.

The present day Chinese rulers, the revisionist usurpers of
proletarian state power and party leadership in China, are
ideologicallytoo bankrupt to challenge the theoretical validity of
Mao Tse-Tung Thought and feel still politically too insecure to
openly renounce it. Instead, they choose, for the time-being, to
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strangle M&o'l'se-'l'ung'lhought by nrnlcvolcrrt er rrbrucc.'lhey rob
it of dialectical materialist and revolutionary content and peddle
its shell stuffed with eclecticism and pragmatism. In a way, they
are doing to Mao Tse-Tungwhat the Russian revisionists did to
l,enin. The latter disposed of Lenin by reducing him to a glorified
mummy and unleashing a proxy-attack on Stalin who faithfully
defended elaborated and applied Leninism. Similarly, the Chinese
revisionists seek to dispose of Mao Tse-Tung by reducing him to
a venerable icon and unleashing a pro>cy attack on The Four, who
faithfirlly defended and applied Mao Tse-Tung Thought. But there
is an important difference between the two situations. Whereas
the Russian revisionists hada distance ofaboutthree decades and
consequences of Second World War from the time of Lenin to
amend or ignore as irrelevant his teachings under the pretext of
changed conditions (although this pretext could not be used in
dispensing with Stalin's revolutionary Work), the Chinese
revisionists are denied this escape-route from the revolutionary
legacy of Mao Tse-Tung, as late as the year of his death and their
counter-revolutionary coup-d'6tat, used to comment on vital
questions of internal and external line of China's socialist
revolution. That is why, the distinguished feature of their
revisionism is the reversal of established contemporary
revolutionary line, principles and policies at national as well as

international level. And, to begin with the reversal of correct
verdicts of great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of China.

Teng-Hua revisionism in its presentform is the continuation
and development of Chinese revisionism which has been engaged
in fierce contention with Mao Tse-Tung Thought for controlling
the steering of social development of China since the emergence

of NewChinaintg4g.Ever since, the central thrust of the Chinese
revisionists has been to stall the forward movement of social

rcvolution of China on a course charted out by the proletariat,
with the slogan of consolidating the obtaining stage of
rlevelopment of the revolution, should this stratagem fail, to
sabotage the revolutionary movement in the name of rectifring
the "excesses" of revolution, should this stratagem fail too,
hypocritically to hail the victories of revolution and stall the next
revolutionary step further with the plea that the revolution already
achieved its objectives and other tasks come to the fore, all the
while scheming to corrode and reverse the previous gains of
revolution.

The counter-revolutionary basic content of Chinese
revisionism remaining intact its manifestation invarious forms is
conditioned by the varying pressure exerted (or constraints
imposed) upon it by its opposite revolutionary aspect at various
stages of development of their mutual struggle.

The proletarian revolutionary aspect exerted pressure through
ideologically-politically exposing and defeating the particular
platformbymeans ofwhich revisionism soughtto gain ground at
a given stage, and consolidating and extending the dictatorship of
the proletariat over the bourgeoisie in all fields. Uptil the passing

away of Mao Tse-Tung and the counter revolutionary October
Coup, the struggle developedunderthe conditions of dictatorship
of the proletariat. Despite the various relative shifts in the balance

of forces between the proletarian revolutionary aspect and the
bourgeois revisionist aspect of this intensely unfolding class

contradiction, both within the Party and the state, the former
retained its principal position and initiative in the struggle. The
latter was trounced from one battle-position after another and was

constrained to adopt new form, other than the already exposed

and defeated ones, in order to be able to contend with the former
in its advanced position. Now, after the October Coup, a qualitative
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change has taken place; the proletarian revolutionary aspect has

been thrown backto a non- principal position, and the struggle is
unfolding under conditions of revisionist bourgeois dictatorship.
Obviously, the nature of revolutionary pressure exerted (or
constraints imposed) upon the counter-revolutionary revisionist
forces has also radically changed. Hence, under new conditions,
the Teng-Hua revisionist clique can venture to march backto the
once defeated revisionist positions (and then to more forthright
renunciation of Mao Tse-Tung Thought) and reverse the correct
verdicts of socialist revolution of China.

The reversal of correct verdicts and the proletarian
revolutionary line is brought about, by this clique, in phases

through a series of shifting postures corresponding with the
changing state of consolidation of its counter-revolutionarygrip
over CPC and PRC since the October Coup. The typical pattern of
these shifting postures has been that of taking, as the point of
departure, an established formulation which pin-points the
principal contradiction or the principal aspect of a contradiction
but rendering it non-operative forthe period at hand bylaboring
the non-principal aspect; in the next phase, placing the principal
and non-principal contradictions or aspects of a contradiction at
par, in an eclectic manner but letting the weight of the whole
argumentto fall in favorofthe non-principal aspect and elevating
it to the principal position without plainly saying so; and
ultimately, substituting metaphysics for their earlier eclecticism,
inflating the non-principal aspect to the point of virtual negation
of the principal aspect.

Take, for instance, the treatment of the Cultural Revolution
and the relationship of grasping revolution and promoting
production, at the hands the Teng-Hua revisionist clique. During
the first year of its revisionist usurpation upto the conclusion of
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the Eleventh National Congress of CPC, the counter-revolutionary

consolidation being yet very fragile, the clique had to maneuver

in the familiar fashion of the earlier periods, that is, formally
accepting the verdict of the Ninth and Tenth Congresses that the
Cultural Revolutionwas a gloriousleap forwardof China's socialist

revolution but harping on the abuses of the Cultural Revolution,

allegedly the result of the Four's harmful influence [formally
accepting the principal positive aspect of the Cultural Revolution
while emphasizing the non-principal negative aspectl. Formally

upholding the Cultural Revolution, in other words, the
significance of grasping revolution, then, giving it a revisionist

twist to draw the conclusion that the tasks of revolutionary
transformation, having already been accomplished, should give

wayto the urgent tasks of greatlypromoting production [formally
accepting the principal aspect-grasping revolution-while
stressing the decisive relevance of the non-principal aspect -
promoting productionl. Apart from being a pretext for formally
terminating the Cultural Revolution, this revisionist logic
insinuated that the Cultural Revolution did not embrace the task

of promoting production. During the next year upto the conclusion

ofthe third plenum ofthe eleventh central committee, with more

counter-revolutionary consolidation, the clique stated explicitly
what was implicit in its previous posture that during the years of
Cultural Revolution, due to the ultra-leftist policies and
inter{erence of the Four, the development of production was

adversely affected in some fields and to overcome this lag and boost
production, the focus of the whole work has to be shifted to the
four modernizations. The appraisal of the Cultural Revolution was

made an open question and the need to critically examine it and

sum-up its experience was stressed. Thus, the correct verdict of
the two Party Congresses on the Cultural Revolution stood



suspended [placing the principal positive aspect of the Cultural
Revolution at par with its non-principal negative aspectl. During
the next year, having passed the critical phase of its counter-
revolutionary consolidation, the Teng-Hua revisionist clique fert
bold enough to declare the glorious decade of the Cultural
Revolution to be a period of veritable calamity for the economy
and people of China. The clique moaned that the chaos of the
Cultural Revolution had thrown the economic development of
China many years back and what had been consolidated during
this decade was not the dictatorship of the proletariat over the
bourgeoisie but fascist dictatorship finflating the non-principal
negative aspect of the cultural Revolution to the point of virtual
negation of the principal positive aspectl. Revolution and
production were made to appear to be antithetical phenomena,
one developing at the cost of the other. So, in the name of seeking
unhindered development of production, revolutionary mass
movements were prohibited, revolution was banished [inflating
the non-principal aspect of promoting production to the point of
virtual negation of the principal aspect of grasping revolutionl. In
this way, the Teng-Hua revisionist clique effected the reversal of
the established guiding principle of socialist construction, .Grasp

revolution and promote production", and the correct verdict on
the Cultural Revolution. As a corollary, the correct verdict on the
chief exponents and the chief opponents of the Cultural
Revolution was also reversed. With this reversal, now, the Four
(by implication Mao Tse-Tungalso) turn out to be bourgeois
counter-revolutionaries and Teng, PengTeh-Hui and Liu Shao-
Chi become great proletarian revolutionaries!

Broadly following this pattern of shifting postures, the Teng-
Hua revisionist clique has reversed almost all the verdicts of
socialistrevolution of China, andthe essential components ofMao
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Tse-Tung's proletarian revolutionary line concerning the internal

and external conduct of China's socialist revolution as well as his

teachings onvital problems ofworldproletarian revolution in the

present era. It has replaced Mao Tse-Tung's theory of continuing

revolution under the conditions of dictatorship of the proletariat

and its derivative principles with the theory of productive forces

and its derivative principles, i.e. the theory of capitalist restoration.

It has replaced Mao Tse-Tung's lineof building an advanced

socialist economyby mainly relying on China's own potential, its

resources and the conscious dynamism ofrevolutionary masses

of the Chinese people, and availing of the assistance of
international proletariat, with the line of pushing four
modernizations by relying on the finance capital, sophisticated

technology and production partnership of foreign monopoly

capital i.e. the comprador bureaucratic capitalist line of national

betrayal. It has replaced Mao Tse-Tung's revolutionary line in
foreign affairs of socialist China (of opposing imperialism and

reaction, especially, the two imperialist super powers and their
respective lackeys, unswervingly supporting and assisting socialist

revolutionary and national democratic revolutionary movements

of the people of the whole world as an obligatory proletarian

internationalist duty, and pursuing socialist diplomacy for seeking

peaceful co-existence between states based on different social

systems and maneuvering within the scope of inter-imperialist
contradictions to prevent war and aggression and promote

revolution), with the line of solely opposing Soviet social-

imperialism and its accomplices from narrowbourgeois nationalist

considerations of China's state security (menacedbythe former)
and for currying favor with imperialist states led by U. S.

imperialism, ditching or disorientating the revolutipnary
movements ofthepeople ofthe world and supporting onlyand all



forces pitted against Soviet Social imperialism, justifiring and
prodding the war-preparations of u.s. imperialism and its allies,
thus sabotaging genuine anti-war movement of the world people
led by international proletariat, and aligning itself with one of the
two aggressive imperialist groupings in the name of utilizing the
inter-imperialist contradictions, that is, the rine of capitulating to
imperialism and aspiringto become a regional hegemonistpower
with the patronage of u.s. imperialism. Donning the infamous
mantle of soviet revisonits as apologists of neo-colonialism the
Teng-Huarevisionist clique has replaced Mao-Tse-T\rng's analysis
of the semi-feudal, semi-colonial character of overwhelming
majority of countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America and the
pressing tasks of democratic revolution and national liberation at
the hands of revolutionary movements in,these countries, with
the spurious concept of third world countries mastering their own
destiny and valiantly resisting imperialist machinations for
domination over them. Grossly underplaying the sway of neo-
colonialism over these countries, it projects the defense of
independence and promotion of nationar economies in these
countries, as the primary task of the revolutionary movements
instead of national and democratic revorution. It flouts Mao Tse-
Tung's celebrated thesis on the differentiation of the bourgeoisie
of colonial and semi-colonial countries into two wings, that is, anti-
imperialist national bourgeoisie and pro-imperialist big
bourgeoisie in describing the countries ruled by big bourgeoisie
and feudal classes as the main force in the struggle against
imperialism and hegemonism. It flouts an important tenet of Mao
Tse-Tung Thought according to which the character of the
phenomenon is mainly determined by its principal aspect (and
that in a country the ruling class constitutes its principal aspect
which mainly determines the character of the country) in
describing the character of these countries as basically anti-
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imperialist because of the numerical insignifi cance of reactionaries

and agents of imperialism inhabiting these countries.

Last but not the least, it has reversed the correct verdict of
international communist movement onTitoite revisionism as the
counter-revolutionary agency of imperialism, and bestowed upon
it the honor ofbeing not only a genuine anti-imperialist force but,
more a genuine Marxist-Leninist force successfully building
socialism in Yugoslavia. (It has reversed the earlier verdict on euro-
revisionism of 'communist Party' of Italy and is anxious to
rehabilitate other revisionist parties as Marxist-Leninist parties
provided they exhibit some kind of estrangement with the CPSU).

The rehabilitation of arch-revisionism of 'Communist League'of
Yugoslavia as Marxism-Leninism byit amounts to a declaration
on its part that Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought and
revisionism is synonymous pair ofwords in the newjargon ofthis
clique.

The imperative of the volatile world situation is forcing the
pace ofthe Teng-Hua revisionist clique in restoring capitalism in
China, mending fences with imperialism and reaction, and
spinning outwhole sale revisionist stuffto rationalize its renegade

conduct. Consequently, every passing day heightens its
predicament of either to make a clean break with Mao Tse-Tung

Thought orto get hopelesslyentangled in glaring inconsistencies

of its theoretical as well as practical positions and stand more

exposed. A well-concerted ideological attack by Marxist-Leninist
forces directed againstthe clique shall make itspredicament more
unbearable.

IV
The historical fact that every contemporary variety of

opportunism was driven to an inevitable clash with Mao Tse-Tung

Thought and ultimately crashed against the solidity of its



theoretical edifice and the efficacy of its political guidance, and
that it is not amenable to formal acceptance and revisionist
adaptation as the Chinese revisionists are now finding to their
chagrin, is a veritable indicator thatMao Tse-Tung Thought
is the indispensable id.eological ueapon uith the
interna,tiono,l proletariat to defeat the onslarught of
opportunisrn agabtst the reuolutionary orientation of
world. proletarriotn reaolutionarry rnouetnent.

On his eighty sixth birthday, we triumphantly wave the red
flag to solute our most cherished comrade and teacher Mao Tse-
Tung and express our gratitude to the Chinese proletariat for
providing us with Mao Tse-Tung Thought which is a great source
of inspiration and illumination for our revolution's onward march
tovictory.
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IN DEFENCE OF MARXISM-
LENINISM-MAO TSE.TUNG

THOUGHTAND GENERAL LINE OF

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST
MOVEMENT

(The Document Upheld by the Special Conference of
UCCRI (M-L), Feb. z5-27, 1982)



PREFACE

The main text of the document, "In Defenceof Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought and General Line of
International Communist Movement", was prepared in Circ alg7g.
At that time, the People's Daily editorial of AugustrgTT that had
expounded the Three World Theory and its application to the
current international situation, generated an international
ideological controversy. In this regard, there emerged a sharp
divergence of views, in the CC of the UCCRI (ML) too.

It was prepared by Comrade HBS, representing the minority
view in the C.C., as a draft for discussion in the C.C. with the
objective of thoroughly examining and resolving the differences
and arriving at a unified position on the ideological-political issues
involved. subsequently, as the divergent ideological-politicar lines
remained intact in the C.C., it was issued as the minority draft
document for inner-organizational discussions preparatory to the
proposed conference of the Organization. However, the inner-
organizational discussions didnotget initiated and a split occurred
in the UCCRI (ML) in September,rgTg.

A special conference of the UCCRI (ML) led by Com. HBS
was held in January, 1982. The document under reference
(alongwith another one titled "on the Internal Developments in
china") was submitted to the special conference for deliberation
and approval. The Central Committee (provisional) while
submitting this document to the conference proposed certain
official amendments. It was felt that the formal pattern and
argumentation-structure of the text, influenced as these were by
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the specific circumstances of its birth, called for its reshaping so

as to serve the purpose of a positive statement of our International
line. Such a full-fledged reshaping of the text being not feasible,

some formal pruning and addition of some points (regarding the
factandinternational implications of China's change ofcolor) were

sought to be effected through the offi cial amendments. The Special

Conference, in its second sitting of Feb. 1982, unanimouslyupheld
the amended version of the main text as well as the supplement
as international line document of the UCCRI (ML) led by Com.

HBS. The March, 1985 Regular Conference of the said
Organization, reiterated the decision of the r98z Special
Conference.

The August, 1988 Unity Convention of five Communist
Revolutionary Groups that brought into being the unified
Organization, the CCR[, upheld this document as its official
international line document. Of course, the document is not up-
to-date regarding the analysis of international political
developments (a deficiency that is sought to be compensated, to a
certain extent, bythe Dec. 1988 Political Resolution ofthe CCRI).
Still the basic ideological political stand-point and orientation
providedbythe document are relevant even today and constitute
a reliable weapon in the ideological struggle against opportunist
trends of the right or the "Ieft" variety. On this consideration, the
CCRI deemed the document fit to be its official international line
document. In due course of the time, the CCRI intends to prepare

a more comprehensive and compact document for the purpose.
Till then, the readers are requested to receive this document with
due consideration of its historical significance as well as

limitations.

February,t98g
CentralCommittee,

C. C, R.I.
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SECTION_ II

I. The ideological controversy and polemics presently going
on among the international communist movement involve not
onlythe questions ofpolicyto be adopted in the presentperiod of
its development (i.e., tactical orientation of the movement) but
also the statement and affirmation of the general line of the
international communist movement. It is so because, in the debate,
apparently over the questions of tactical orientation of the
movement, certain principles of Marxist-Leninist theory are being
interpreted and applied in a controversial manner, which have a
bearing on the general line of the international communist
movement.

II. The generalline ofthe international communist movement
can correctly be defined only in the theoretical framework of the
Marxist-Leninist characterization of the present epoch, and on
the basis of class analysis of all the fundamental contradictions of
the contemporary world and all the struggles emanating there
from, which are interrelated and constitute the essential content
of this epoch. It is not addressed to, and based on, the class
analysis of the non-fundamental contradictions, in the
contemporary world (those come under the purview of the class
analysis for defining day to day tactics and short-term policies of
different contingents of the international communist movement).

It "must take as its guiding principle the Marxist-Leninist
revolutionary theory concerning the historical mission of the
proletariat and must not depart from it". (From ,,A proposal

concerning the General Line of the Internationar communist
Movement."June t4, tg6g Letter of the CpC).
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III. The tactical orientation of the international communist

movement is based on the periodic analysis of the process of
development ofthe fundamental contradictions of the world and

the significant changes occurring therein, while the fundamental

contradictions maintain their continuity and validity. Thus the

tactical orientation remains subservient to the general line of the

international communist movement. In conformity with the

general line ofthe international communist movement, it indicates

the most appropriate and immediate direction of advance of the

movement in a given period. In the long process of development

of the world proletarian revolution in the present epoch, different

periods of its development are marked by the change in tactical

orientation, while the general line of international communist

movement remains, basically unchanged.

IV. A comprehensive statement of the general line of the

international communist movement, at a given period, not only

should point out the basic direction for the revolutionary struggles

ofthe proletariat and people ofall countries, but also the current

direction i.e., the tactical orientation of their common world

revolutionary struggle. In other words, it should point out not only

the general course of class alignment and direction of epochal

struggle between world proletarian revolution and world
imperialist counter-revolution, but also the chief reactionary force

or forces by whom the imperialist counter revolutionary global

stratery is mainly, being carried out, in the given period, and against

whom the concentrated fire of the world revolution is currently to

be directed.

V. The above, seemingly obvious, formulations are intimated

by an important Marxist-Leninist principle, viz. the principle of

conceiving and forging organic connection between the immediate

and ultimate, specific and general, partial andbasic, tactical and

strategic tasks, struggles and orientation of the revolutionary



movement. Both the "revolutionary,,phrase_monger and the
reformist violate this principle by negating or impairing this
organic connection, with the same objective, and result of non-
realization of the basic, strategic goars of the revolutionary
movement. The former with his barren assertions of the basic,
strategic objectives and orientation while obliterating or ignoring
the immediate, tactical tasks and orientation, through onlywhich
the concrete realization of these can proceed; and the latter with
his sole pre-occupation with the immediate, partial objectives,
investing these with excessive importance and independent
legitimacy and not subordinating these to the requirements of the
basic strategic objectives, despite the ritualistic reiterations, which
are relegated and consigned to an indefinite future for
materialization. For Marxist-Leninists to remain faithful to this
principle, it is imperative to combat the erroneous and eclectic
view, which is directly opposed to the dialectical character and
conception of this inter-connection between the immediate, parLial
objectives and struggle and the long range, basic ones of the
revolutionary movement; the view which comprehends and
attempts to establish this connection only in a mechanical
sequence i.e., the later operating only after the fruition of the
former. This view refuses to recognize that in the revolutionary
scheme of things (operations, phenomena) the immediate, the
partial, the tactical, the particular, the defensive is impregnated
with the ultimate, thebasic, the strategic, the general, the offensive,
that the latter grows and matures, in embryonic form, in the
former; that in the development of the former, the latter is
manifested and realized in a peculiar and limited form, though is
not exhaustedbythis form. Thus, this view, actually, negates the
continuity in the development of the revolutionary struggle
(effected through gradual movement and leaps). And this is the
view-point of reformism of social Democracy. This is precisely how
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reformism sacrifices the basic interests of the proletariat and
revolutionary people on the altar of momentary interests by
snapping or distorting the organic connection between the two.

Here are some illustrations from the writings of great Manrists
which contain the statement and application of this principle:

"The communist fight for the attainment of the immediate
aims, for the enforcement of the momentary interests of the
working class but in the movement of present, they also
represent o,nd take care of the future of that
ra.ou etnettt " (Emphasis added)

(CommunistManifesto)

"One should knowhowto combine the struggle for democracy

and the struggle for the socialist revolution , subordinating the
first to the second. In this lies the whole difficulty; in this is the
whole essence." (Emphasis added)

(Letter to InessaArmand, Lenin, Dec. 25. t9t6).

"While actively leading immediate struggles, communists in
the capitalist countries should link them with the struggle for long
range and general interests, educate the masses in a Marxist-
Leninist revolutionary spirit, ceaselessly raise their political
consciousness and undertake the historical taslcs of the
proletariant reuolution. If they fail to do so, if they regard the
immediate movement as everything, determine their conduct from
case to case, adapt themselves to the events of the day and sacrifice

the basic interests of the proletariat that is out and out social
democracy." (Emphasis added)

(Proposal concerning the General Line of the International
Communist Mouement, CPC letter, June 74, 1g@)

VI. Another important theoretical principle, emanating firm
Leninist theory of world proletarian revolution in the imperialist
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epoch, is this that the most vital and general link connecting
various component parts of the world proletarian revolution,
various phases and stages of its development, various fronts and
levels atwhich revolutionaryfight is conducted is the hegemony
of proletariat. Hence one of the important criteria to assess the
correctness or otherwise of any strategic or tactical orientation,
policy or tactic of communist movement is whether or not, and to
what extent, it leads to the promotion or strengthening of the
hegemony of proletariat in the revolutionary struggle and over
the various class forces involved in it.

VII. In the epoch of imperialism and proletarian revolution,
the revolutionary traits of the bourgeoisie have turned into their
opposites, transforming it from a progressive force upholding
democracy and nationalism into a reactionary and counter
revolutionary force, a "decrepit bourgeoisie which is capable only
of raping, not of freeing nations" (though the national bourgeoisie
of colonial and semi-colonial countries being oppressed by
imperialism, "retains a certain revolutionary quality at certain
periods andto a certain degree-even in the era of imperialism in
its opposition to the foreign imperialists," as distinct from the anti-
democratic counter-revolutionary monopoly bourgeoisie tied to
imperialism in compradorial relationship). This "imperialist,
rapacious, predatory, reactionary bourgeoisie strives for
domination over weaker and small nations, and when confronted
by more powerful imperialist adversaries, threatening domination
over it, or actually dominating it, it works up rabid national
chauvinism and war frenzy in a desperate gamble to seek robber
parity with them. In either case, its role is detrimental to the
interests of the people of its own country and betrays its hostile
character in relation to the genuine national cause of other
peoples.

In this regard, any view which, overtly or by implication,
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attempts at investing this imperialist bourgeoisie with progressive

or revolutionary attributes and role, while affirming the Leninist

characterization of the present epoch, is liable to the charge of
revising some ofthefundamentalthesis of l,enin onthe character

of imperialism and its conductor, the senile bourgeoisie. It will be

Trotskyism turned inside-out. Trotskyism attempted a revision

of the Leninist thesis on national and colonial questions from a
'Left' opportunist position, by attributing the counter-
revolutionary character and role of the bourgeoisie of imperialist

countries, to the oppressed bourgeoisie of the colonial or semi-

colonial countries, effacing therebythe sharp distinction between

oppressing and oppressed nations-the most important
fundamental idea of the thesis, whereas, it would be an attempt at

revising the Leninist thesis from a right opportunist position, if
the same distinction between oppressed nations and oppressing

nations is effaced the other way round, by attributing the
revolutionary anti-imperialist potentialities of the bourgeoisie of
colonial or semi-colonial countries to the bourgeoisie of the

imperialist countries.

Trotskyism effaced the distinction between the capitalistically

advanced imperialist oppressing nations and capitalistically
baclonrard, oppressed nations of colonial, semi-colonial countries

by mechanically applying the revolutionary experience and tactical

principles of European communist movementto the colonial East

and rejecting the tactic of forming a national united front inclusive

of national bourgeoisie against imperialism and for national
liberation in these oppressed countries. Whereas it would be an

attempt at effacing the same distinction from a right opportunist
position, if this tactic of forming a national united front (inclusive

of imperialist bourgeoisie) for national liberation is applied to the

capitalistically advanced, imperialist oppressing countries.

VIII. The concept of the principal enemy, in a given period,
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andthat offorming abroadunitedfront against it, is not applicable
in an identical fashion to the revolutionary movement in one
countryandthatin the international arena. This assertion is made
on the basis ofthe fact that, so far as the aspect (factor) ofstate
power is concerned, a country is a single entity, whereas the world
is not.

Hence in a countrythe principal task, at a given moment, is
one and the same for all the contingents of the revolutionary
movement throughout the country. consequently, all other tasks
are directly and immediately related to the principal task through
being rendered non-principal forthe given period, whereas in the
world, the different contingents of the communist and
revolutionary movement have different principal tasks, at a given
moment. Consequently, due to the interplay of various
fundamental contradictions whichever principal common task
confronts the international communist and revolutionary
movement, at a given moment, it does not, usually render directly
and immediately the principal tasks of different contingents of
international communist and revolutionary movement, non-
principal. Its co-ordination with the respective principal tasks of
different revolutionary contingents assumes different forms and
extent, depending upon the nature of those tasks and its own
nature. obviously, this matter has a bearing on the nature and
inter-connection of the united-fronts operating at national levels
and of that at the international level.

Any view which does not take this distinction into
consideration and mechanically seeks to apply the concepts of
principal enemy principal task and broad united front against the
principal enemy, at international level the waythese are applied
at the country level, is bound to lead to a course entirely different
from that of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought.

IX. The correctunderstanding and application ofthe Leninist
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tactical principle of utilizing the contradictions among the enemies

involves clarity on two questions: what is the objective of utilizing
the enemy contradictions? And how should these be utilized to
serve this objective?

The objective of utilizing the contradictions among the
enemies is to serve the revolution, not only to achieve some

immediate purpose but to promote the general interests (cause)

of the revolutionary movement viz. raising the revolutionary spirit,
consciousness, level oforganization, fighting capacity and strength

of the revolutionary forces. It is the revolutionary objective which

demarcates the revolutionary from the reformist approach towards

utilizing the contradictions among the enemies.

It is the development of various contradictions
(contradictions between the revolutionary forces and the enemy

andthe contradictions within the enemycamp itselflthat creates

the basis of utilizing the contradictions among the enemies. The

forms and scope of exploiting these contradictions depend on the
basis actually existing, in a given situation (which is determined

by taking into cognizance the position of these contradictions at

thattime).

By adopting appropriate policy slogans we provide or create

the necessary condition (or conditions) of exploitation of
contradictions among the enemies, on the existing basis, in a given

situation. If the necessary condition is not created the opportunity

of exploiting the contradiction among the enemies, latent in the

existingbasis, will remain unrealized (or not fullyrealized).

Alliance with a section of the enemy is one of the forms, and

not the only form, of utilizing contradictions among the enemy

camp. It is not obligatory on our part to enter into temporary
alliance with a section of the enemy, even when the basis of
utilizing the contradictions among the enemy in this form, exists,
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because, the feasibility of adopting a form of utilizing the
contradictions among the enemy at a given time is one thing, and
advisability (or desirability) of doing so is another. utilization of
the contradictions among the enemy camp in the form of an
alliance with a section of it is of conditional nature. whether it is
proper to resort to this form (alliance with a section of the enemy)
at a given time or not depends upon whether we have (in relation
to the strength of the section of enemy) the minimum strength
(ideological maturity, solidity of our organization, expanse of the
organized masses under our leadership, general influence and
prestige of our organization etc.) required for the purpose or not.
Only if this required condition is available, we will be able to
practice the principle of 'maintaining independence and initiative
within the united front', establish our leadership over the united
movement and make this alliance serve the revolution. otherwise,
either the immediate aim of the movement will be defeated
through the betrayal of the treacherous ally, or the gains of the
achieved aim will be 'usurped by it to the detriment of the
revolutionary movement. Of course, the errors ofjudgment cannot
be ruled out but entering into an alliance with such a treacherous
enemywithout due consideration of the above stated condition,
is tantamount to ignoring or not tackling the central question of
such alliances-who would utilize whom and speculating in
conducting the revolutionary movement.

"...the comprador Chinese big bourgeoisie has always been a
target of the revolution. However, different groups within this big
bourgeoisie are backed by different imperialist powers, so that
when contradictions among these powers become sharp and when
the edge of the revolution is mainly directed against a particurar
power, the big bourgeois groups dependent upon the other powers
may join the struggle against that particular imperialist power to a
certain extent and for a certain time. At such times, in order to

weaken the enemy and add to its own reserves, the Chinese

proletariat may form a united front with these groups and should

maintain it as far as possible provided it is advantageous to the

revolution."

("Introducing theCommunist" Mao Oct- 4,19fi)
It is tricky affair to comment, in a general way, upon the

question as to which form (or combination of forms) of utilizing

the contradictions among the enemies is to be employed in what

circumstances (as is the case with all questions of tactics).

Nevertheless, basing upon the past experience of the communist

movement, certain broad propositions, regarding our conduct in

this matter can be made as follows.

At a time, when the enemy camp is plagued with dissentions,

infighting and resultant crisis and confusion but the nature or

extent of their dog fights is such as not to warrant any purposeful

distinction between various cliques or sections, we should utilize

their contradictions by boldly advancing the revolutionary

movement to gain at their cost and cause more confusion in their

midst (in contrast with the situation when the enemy camp is in

relative untty and stability). Such was the case at the time of the

first split in the then ruling Congress party, in our country. At the

international level it was the period in Europe, during Second

World War, between August 1939, when Soviet-German Treaty

of Non-Aggression was signed, and June 1941, when German

Fascist armies attacked Soviet Russia.

At a time, when, along with a situation of serious discord,

conflict and crisis in the enemy camp, some more or less important

distinction between its different sections can be made but the

contradiction between ourselves and any of these sections has still

not developed to a principal position to the exclusion of other

sections, we should utilize the contradictions by making a

differentiated attack, in nature or extent or both, and turn to our
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advantage certain positive features, even though temporary, in
the position of some sections. one type of such case was just
before and during the Emergencyperiod in our country. Another
type of case was the distinction in the positions of European
belligerent powers and the united states of America (during
roughly the same period of second world war, as mentioned
above) which was as yet not switching its economy to war
programme, its rule to fascist suppression oftheAmerican people
and was not directly participating in, the war.

when, apart from there being a situation of serious conflict
and crisis inthe enemycamp, the contradictionbetween ourselves
and a section of the enemies has come to the fore as principal
contradiction but the contradiction between this section of the
enemy and other sections has still not reached a critical point and
thebasis offorming an alliancebetween ourselves andthe sections
other than the principal enemyhas not matured, at such a time,
we should maneuver with other sections of the enemy in various
ways so as to avoid, a state of active confrontation and hostility
with these sections and concentrate our attack on the principal
enemy. This type of situation was being faced by the chinese
revolution in years 19Bs-36 during the period of anti-Japanese
'national united front policy, excluding the ruling classes' of china.
"Moreover, unity is by no means prevalent even in the camp of
the landlord and comprador classes. since the contention for
china among many imperialist powers has generated contending
groups oftraitors in their service, with contradictions and conflicts
among them, the party should employ a variety of methods to
ensure that for the time being some of those counter-revolutionary
forces do not actively oppose the anti-Japanese front. The same
tactics should be applied in dealing with the imperialist powers
other than Japan".

(C. P. C. Polit Bureau's Resolutiononthe present political
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Situation and the Tasks of the P arfu , D e c. 2 S, 1 g S S. )
When contradiction between ourselves and a section of the

enemies has assumed principal position and the contradiction
between this section and other section or sections of the enemies
has also crosseda criticalpoint (apointbeyond'which the chances

of mutual accommodation of theirinterestsbecome minimal and
one's interests cannot be advanced without imperiling those of
the others) thus providing us abasis for entering into atemporary
alliance with the section of the enemy other than the principal
one, such a time we would strive hard to form a united front
against the common enemy with this section provided that it is
advantageous to the revolution.

In the above case, if the underlined condition is lacking, in
such a situation we should not enter into a united front with a
section of the enemybut instead would utilize the contradiction
among the enemies by coordinating, in various ways, our
independent activitywith the activity of this section to obtain joint
opposition to the principal enemy. This last type of case maybe
the situation facing the Indian revolution if it is to fight against
principal foreign enemy with the present state of affairs of the
communist revolutionary movement.

One more point should be kept in mind while considering
the various forms of utilizingthe contradictions withinthe enemy
camp, namely, the difference, invarious respects, inthe condition
and conduct of the proletariat in power and that of the proletariat
struggling for the seizure of power. Though in both cases, the
conduct of the proletariat is subject to the requirements of the
overall interest of promoting the world proletarian revolution, it
need not always be identical in form at a given moment.

In a nutshell, in our approach to the tactical question of
utilizing the contradictions among the enemies, we should proceed
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from a clear conception of the objective ofthis exercise, determine
our policy and practice in strict conformitywith the actually existing
basis for it while taking up and solving the central problem'who
shall utilize whom' (in other words, who shall lead whom in
achieving whose objective).

X. In discussing the problems of war, peace and revolution,
the first and foremost question again, is: Do the Leninist approach,

concepts and thesis concerning war and related matters remain
still valid and the indispensable theoretical basis for analysis, for
defining a correct revolutionary policy and tasks of the proletariat?

Or, have they (or some of these) been left behind, rendered
obsolete, by the development of history since the time of Lenin?

Our answer should be, categorically, affirmative that Lenin's
teachings on war and revolution remain valid and relevant.

The basic Leninist approach to the understanding of war is
that:

"Every war is the continuation of politics by other means".'

"Everything depends on the system of political relations
before the war and during the war".'

"The character of the war (whether it is reactionary or
revolutionary) does not depend on who the attacker was, or in
whose country the 'enemy'is stationed; it depends on what class

is waging the war, and of what politics this war is a continuation."3

The basic Leninist concepts regarding the war and the
questions ofnational defence are:

Nationality and Fatherland are not general concepts but
historical concepts i.e., having "historically transient limits". "'lte
working class must first 'establish itself within the frame work of
the nation'-the Communist Manifesto declares, emphasizing the
limits and conditions of our recognition of nationality and
fatherland as essential forms of the bourgeois system and

+6

consequently of the bourgeois fatherland. The opportunists distort
thattruth bycarrying overto the era ofthe end of capitalismwhat
applies to the era of its rise. And of this era, of the tasks of the
proletariat in the struggle to destroy not feudalism but capitalism
the Communist Manifesto gives a clear and precise formula: "the
working men have no country".+

In the condition of a world war, each case in the war'should
be considered not in isolation from but in connection with the
general character of that war with an assessment of the
determining elements in the war as a whole, whether the decisive

influence is being exerted by'the national element' or the "element

of imperialist rivahy".

'A national war might be transformed into an imperialist war
and vice versa", under given conditions.s

The main Leninist thesis concerning war and related tasks of
the proletariat are:

"The main types of these systems" (of political relations
between states) "(a) the relation ofthe oppressed nation to the
oppressing, (b) the relation between two oppressing nations on
account of the loot, its division etc, (c) the relation of a national
state which does not oppress others to one which oppresses, to a
particularly reactionary state".6

The wars waged by imperialist bourgeoisie are predatory,
reactionary unjust wars.

In these advanced countries (Britain, France, Germany etc.)
the national problem was solved long ago; national unity outlived
its purpose long ago; objectively, there are no "general national
tasks" to be accomplished. Hence, only in these countries is it
possible now to'blow up' national unity and establish class uniqz".
"The under-developed countries are a different matter. They
embrace thewhole of Eastern Europe andthe colonies and semi-
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colonies ........ In those areas, as a rule, there still exist oppressed
and capitalistically underdeveloped nations. Objectively, these
nations still have general national tasks to accomplish, namely,
democratic tasks, the tasks of throwing offforeign oppression,,.z

The anti-imperialist wars waged by oppressed nations and
people are revolutionary, just wars.

A war waged by a national state which does not oppress
others, against an oppressor, particularly reactionary state (who
aims at turning back the development of the former, pushing her
backfrom national unityto dismemberment) can, under certain
conditions, assume progressive, just character. It will be "a peculiar
variety of national war".

"Ifthewaris a reactionary imperialistwar, thatis if itis,being
waged by two world groups of the imperialist, rapacious, predatory,
reactionary bourgeoisie, then every bourgeoisie (even of the
smallest country) becomes a participant in the plunder, and my
duty as a representative of the revolutionary proletariat is to
prepare for the world proletarian revolution as the only escape
from the horrors of a world war. I must argue, not from the point
of view of 'my' country (for that is the argument of wretched stupid,
petty bourgeois nationalists who does not realize that he is only a
plaything in the hands of imperialist bourgeoisie) but from the
point of view of my share in the preparation, in the propaganda,
and in the acceleration of the world proletarian revolution"8

"From the standpoint ofprogress, fromthe standpoint ofthe
progressive class, the imperialist bourgeois war, the war of highly
developed capitalism, can, objectively, be opposed onlywith a war
against the bourgeoisie i.e., primarily civil war for power between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, for unless, such war is waged,
serious progress is impossible"s

".....intensive effort to convert the war of the nations into civil
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war is the only socialist activity in the era of imperialist armed

conflict of the bourgeoisie of all nations."'o

The fundamental slogan of converting the imperialist war into

civil war is not conditioned by the existing balance of class forces,

andbright and dim chances of immediate seizure ofpowerbythe
proletariat (which factor is to be considered for deciding concrete

forms of struggle and steps to be taken at a given time) butbythe
character of the war....inattentive and unscrupulous people only
too frequently confuse two different problems, viz,-that of the

direction to be followed, i.e, the choice of one of two different
roads, and that of the ease of attaining our goal, or the nearness

of its attainment along a given road."

In the capitalist countries, the preparations for war, and its

actual operation, are accompanied on the one hand, by the growth

of reaction, intensified exploitation and suppression of the toiling

masses, and on the other hand, by accentuation of the political

crisis, and, rapid maturing of the objective revolutionary situation

that "inevitably gives rise to revolutionary sentiments, steels and

enlightens all the best and most class conscious proletarians." Also

there are millions of semi-proletarians and petty bourgeoisie

whom the horrors of war will not only intimidate and depress but

also enlighten, teach, awaken, organize, steel and prepare for the

war against the bourgeoisie of their 'own' country and 'foreign'

countries.""

Both war and revolution are off-shoots of the same root-

cause-the irreconcilable contradictions of the imperialist system

and their extreme accentuation resulting in profound crisis of the

system. War is the response of the decadent bourgeoisie towards

solving this crisis in its own interests. Both contend to overtake

each other.

The experience of the Second World War vindicated the
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soundness and vitality of the Leninist stand point, though it was

applied to cope with situations different in many respects, from
those which Lenin faced during and before the First World War.
Just before and during the Second World War, the international
communist movement, represented by the Comintern, had to work
out the common practical orientation on the basis of this Leninist
standpoint, keeping in view two new factors. First, the existence
of a thriving socialist country, Soviet Union (under the conditions
ofimperialist encirclement andthreat of awar of aggressionbeing
imposed on it by a smaller or bigger combination of imperialist
powers) which was having an impact on the whole course of
events, and whose defence was of paramount significance for the
whole revolutionary and progressive movement. Second, the
emergence of fascism, the monster child of the decadent
bourgeoisie-imperialism, manifestations of its extreme reaction,

the international situation underwent three main periods of
development in relation to the Second World War and three
corresponding tactical orientations of the international communist
and revolutionary movement were worked out.

First Period: 1935 to 1989 -The period of world people's
peace front or international united front against Fascism and War:

In this period the danger of war had developed into the threat
of war, particularly a war of aggression against Soviet Union by
the Fascist block of Countries vanguarded by Fascist Germany and
militarist Japan. These Axis powers were also directing their
intervention or aggression against the developing revolutions, in
China (Japanese imperialism) and Spain (German and Italian
fascists). Theywere threatening or committing aggression against
many small nations and weak states and also hurting the interests
of other imperialist powers. One peculiarity of this situation was

that, only one group of imperialist powers was pushing the war
without being challenged for the time being, by the other group.
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(It was on the basis of this peculiarity that the imperialist powers

were categorized into aggressor and non-aggressor powers, for that

period).

In correspondence with this objective situation, a common

tactical orientation for the international communist movement

was worked out which centered around the defence of Soviet Union

and world peace and called upon the world proletariat for creating

a broad people's anti-war Front (which was to include not only

other classes, but also weak nations and peoples whose

independence and security were menaced by war). This anti-war

front was directed against the forces of extreme reaction and war

instigation, especially the Axis-powers who had come forward as

the most pronounced and direct vehicle of such a phenomenon.

As the policy of aggression of these Axis powers was leading to a

differentiation in the policy of the great imperialist powers, some

of which or some sections of which were interested in the defence

of the status-quo and in a temporary and conditional defence of
peace; also as the contradictions among the big imperialist powers

were developing in such a way as to cause obstruction to the

creation of a formidable bloc for war against the Soviet Union.

This created an opportunityfor the international proletariat and

the foreign policy of Soviet Unionto utilize inthe struggle against

war the position taken by these imperialist powers. The tactical

orientation embraced this aspect also. "At the base of our

revolutionary stratery and consequently ofour concrete struggle

against war, we put the concentration of forces against the

Japanese militarists who threatened an onslaught on the Soviet

Union at its eastern frontiers and who are striving to destroy the

conquests of the Chinese revolution, and against German

Fascism-the chief instigator of war in Europe. We endeavor to

utilize all differences existing in the position of the various

imperialistpowers. We must utilize them skillfullyinthe interests



of the defence of peace, not forgetting for a moment the necessity

of delivering a blow against the enemy in our own countries,
against our'own' imperialism".

(Ercoli, The Fightfor Peace and Against Imperialist War-
Report to the 7th Congress of Communist International, Aug.

13,1935.)

This tactical orientation, while specifically tackling the
immediate central problems of preventing an anti-Soviet war,
checking the aggression of the fascist countries and delaying the
outbreak of an imperialist world war for as long as possible,

addressed itself to the immediate perspective of the developing

situation and movement. In a true Leninist spirit it linked the tasks

of that period with the tasks ahead: "for all capitalist countries the

beginning of war will denote the onset of a revolutionary crisis

and during this crisis we shall with all our strength at the head of
the masses to convert the imperialist war into a civil war against

bourgeoisie, we shall fight for revolution and for the conquest of
power.""We not only do not hide the slogan of the conversion of
imperialistwar into a civil war, which, in case of war, remains the

fundamental slogan of Bolsheviks, but by fighting desperately for
peace we desire, as the result of this fight, to unite around the
revolutionaryvanguard the masses of the workers, toiling peasants

and also the petty bourgeoisie, which the proletariat must lead

along the path of the conversion of imperialist war into civil war
against the bourgeoisie ." (ibid)

Second.period.: Frorn tgsg to June tg4t -The period
of impeialist u ar and the strug gle of the international pr oletariat

for ending this war, or seeking owaA out of this war through
reuolution. The salient features of this period were :

Soviet Union had, for the time being, freed itself from the
dragnet of imperialist encirclement andwarbyconcluding a non-
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aggression pact with Germany and defeating the conspiracy and

double dealing of the treacherous Anglo-French bourgeoisie,
particularly the reactionary ruling circles of Great Britain. Both
groups of imperialists were, at the time, confronting each other in
a predatory war for a new repartition of the earth, the colonial
possession and source of raw materials, for hegemony in Europe

and world domination. In the capitalist countries, a realignment
of class forces was taking place. The social democratic parties,

which were earlier part of the popular front against fascism and

war, were castingtheirlotwith their respective imperialist rulers
and their war-policies. Most of the capitalist Governments which
earlier maintained'neutrality' were getting themselves tagged,

overtly or covertly, with one or other group of belligerents, either
to share the spoils of victory in war or to fatten on the war orders
for their ammunition factories.

In the changed conditions a new tactical orientation was

adopted for that period. The concentration of attack on fascist
powerswas replacedwith evening outthe attackon all belligerent
powers. Popular fronts policy was changed into the policy of
hoisting the proletarian banner of war against war and for world
proletarian revolution. Around this revolutionary banner were

sought to be rallied millions of semi-proletarians and distressed
petty bourgeois masses yearning for social liberation in the
capitalist countries and thousands of millions of oppressed
peoples in the colonial and semi-colonial countries struggling for
national liberation. With the determined support and assistance

of the Soviet Union (who was, at that time, in a relatively better
position to do so) the revolutionary movement envisaged favorable

situation and better prospects for its advance (while the enemy-
imperialism-was getting enmeshed and embroiled in debilitating
internecine war). Comrade Dimitrov, Geneial Secretary of
communist international, sized up the situation and delineated



the new orientation for that period in a policy statement, captioned;

"The war and the working class" tg3g, re-affirming and applylng

Leninist standpoint to the concrete conditions of the period:"In

its character and essence, the present war is, on the part ofboth
the warring sides, an imperialist unjust war..... Now, as in r9r4,

ihe war is being waged by the imperialist bourgeoisie. The war is

direct continuation of the struggle between the imperialist powers

for a new repartition of the earth, for world hegemony..... and not

at all in defence of 'democracy', 'liberty', 'international law' and

the guarantee of the independence of the small countries and

people, as is being howled by the bourgeois press and the social

democratic deceivers of the working class. The responsibilityfor

the war lies with the ruling circles of the belligerent states.....

whereas previously the above mentioned European states were

divided into aggressors and non-aggressor powers i.e., into such

as were directly the war makers, and such as for the time being

did not come out openly as aggressors, although behind the scenes,

they encouraged aggression against other countries, now this

division does not correspond to the real position. This difference

has disappeared..... that which in the period preceding the present

war was characteristic of the regime of the Fascist countries, is

becoming, in conditions of the war let loose, increasingly prevalent

in the countries of so called bourgeois democracy..... For the

working class there is only one true stand, namely, irreconcilable,

courageous struggle against the imperialist war, struggle against

the culprits and vehicles of this war primarily in their own

countries, struggle to end this war..... The Communist parties and

theworking class of the capitalist countrieswillbe inspiredbythe

heroic example of the Russian Bolsheviks, bythe example of the

Party of Lenin and Stalin, which in 1914-18 showed the proletariat

the true way out of the war and subsequently secured the victory

of socialism over one-sixth of the globe."
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Third Period: Frotn tg4t to the end of Second. World
War -The peiod of w orld People's u ar in defence of Souiet U nion

under attackfrom Gerrnan fascist hordes or of broadest possible

int ernational anti-fas ckt unit e d fr ont :

With the perfidious attackby German fascists on Soviet Union

in violation ofthe non-aggression pactbetweenthe two, the main

theatre of war shifted to the German Soviet battle lines, and the

character of ongoing war was radically transformed. Soviet Union's

war in defence of its socialist state power, its people and land

against fascist aggressors became the all-determining element in
the war as against element of imperialist rivalry and consequently,

the war assumed just character in essence. In case of defeat of
Soviet Union, the only citadel of world revolution and light existing

then, a period of blackest reaction would have set in for the people

of all countries throughout the world struggling for social and

national revolution, for peace and progress. Hence, an all out

struggle, on the part of all revolutionary and progressive forces,

for defending Soviet Union, for preventing the eventuality of its

being vanquished, emerged as the paramount task of the world

revolutionary movement. The situation regarding the inter-
imperialist contradiction and the position of the imperialist powers

opposed to Axis powers was also markedly different from that of
the First Period. In the new situation, having already witnessed

the westward aggressive designs and advances of ambitious

German fascists, they could not afford the fall of Soviet Union to

German armies at less than enormously heavy cost to German

war-capacity. Though true to their inherent reactionary nature,

they also wished for Soviet Union's utter ruination in war and its

utter dependence on them for survival and recovery (of course,

not the recovery of its socialist economy.)

So, in accordancewiththe requirements andtasks ofthe new

situation a new tactical orientation was taken up by the
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international communist movement of forming the broadest
possible international anti-fascist united front which envisaged,

apart from other combinations of class forces, an alliance between

Soviet Union and a group ofimperialistpowers inthe fight against

the war of aggression of the Axis-powers, and appropriate
adjustments of various contradictions at the hands of various
sections of communist international to the demands of the
common principal contradiction of the world revolutionary forces

with the aggressor Axis-powers. The new tactical orientation
enjoined upon all contingents of international communist
movement constantly to keep in view the revolutionary perspective

and the treacherous nature of the temporary imperialist allies; to
maintain independence and strive to gain revolutionary ground

in the current struggle, without impairing the promotion of
common supreme task of the period-the defeat of the aggressor

fascistbloc. The emergence ofthe forces of socialism andnational
liberation with enormously enhanced strength and prestige out
of World War II proved that the tactical orientations worked out
by Comintern for tackling the problems of war in its different
phases were basically correct, notwithstanding the fact that certain
mistakes were committed, and some sections of Comintern
exhibited serious right opportunist tendencies in their thinking
and practice of the period.

It is a notable point that the anti-fascist united front of the
first period and the anti-fascist united front of the third period

were notidentical intheircontent, where asthe formerwas apeace

front (for the prevention of an anti-Soviet war and delaying so

long as possible, the imperialist war) which was not solely but
mainly directed against countries of the fascist bloc, and did not
include imperialist powers in a blanket way ; the latter was a war-
front (for defeating the war of aggression imposed on Soviet Union
and the world people by the fascist bloc) which was solely directed

against the aggressor-Axis powers and did include other
imperialist powers. Alliance of Soviet Union - a socialist country-

with certain imperialist powers, in a special situation, was

unprecedented. It did not conflict with the basic Leninist stand-

point, first, because this alliance took place in ajust roar, and

not in an bnpericlist rocr (and consequently it roas tnade
to serue a just cause, whatever the considerations of the

imperialist participants mightbe). Anyhow, such an alliance of a

socialist country with some of imperialist powers could be

conceived and justified only in conditions of the Third period. This

tactic could notbe applied and justified, say, in the second period

i.e., in the conditions of imperialist war. At the time of the

imperialist war when some people were making conjectures about

the possibility of 'soviet Union's participation in the war, aligning

with this or that side, Mao Tse-Tung explicitly stated that socialist

countries, as a matter of principle, do not get involved in an unjust

imperialist war and do not line up with belligerent imperialist

countries in such a war, and that Soviet Union would not violate

thisprinciple:

"The Soviet Union is a Socialist country. .... and it necessarily

maintains a clear cuttwo fold attitude towards wars:

(i) it firmly refuses to take part in any unjust, predatory and

imperialist war and maintains strict neutrality towards the

belligerents. Hence the Soviet Red Army will never disregard

principles and join either of the imperialist-war-fronts.

(ii) it actively supports just and non predatory wars of
liberation..... and it will certainly give help to any war for the

liberation of the masses or of a nation which break out in other

countries in the future, and it will certainly give help to any wars

that contribute to the defence of peace.

(Identifu of Interests beftoeen the Souiet Union

and AII M ankind Sept. z 8, t g 39.).
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Another important point in the experience of the Second

World War is related to the question of national independence of
weak capitalist states in face of an aggression by one or more big
imperialist powers. The Seventh Congress of the Communist
International, while working out the tactical orientation for the
first period, proclaimed for small nations and weak states "the right
to defend their national independence" against the attacks of big
imperialist powers. And communists were asked upon actively to
intervene, in such a case, in the armed struggle for national
independence (in which the national bourgeoisie may, under
certain conditions, participate) to fight in the front ranks of the
struggle converting it into genuine people's war to defeat the
imperialist enemy. The chief consideration underlying this
decision of communist international was that of weak capitalist
states should not be equated with big predatory imperialist states.

Some people, failing to understand that the decision was mainly
applicable to the first period, when wars of aggression byfascist
powers on some small nations andweakcapitalist states in Europe
(who were not a party to any imperialist war-front) were
anticipated, tended to view events of the second period in the light
of this decision. Consequently, when fascist Germany attacked

and occupied Poland (a week state but a party to the Anglo French

war front) during the imperialist war, they were confused over the
fact that Soviet Union and the international communist movement

did not come out in support of the Polish Government and the
ruling classes. Mao Tse-Tung gave a candid analysis of this event
to clear up the misty understanding of such people: "In the war,

this reactionary Polish Government, willingly drove the Polish
people to serve as cannon fodder for British and French finance
capital and it willingly served as c sector of the reo,ctionary
.;front of international finance capital... it would be wrong for us

to waste sympathy on it. As for Polish people they are victims,

they should rise up against the oppression of the Gertnan

.fascists and. agorinst their outn recirctionary lornd' lord'
and. bourgeois clcss es o/nd establish an independent, free

and democratic Polish State."(ibid)(Emphasis added)

By the way, does not it sound strange that for a country under

occupation by fascist aggressors, Mao did not single out foreign

imperialist occupiers as the principal enemy and target of the

revolutionary people but bracketed both of them foreign

imperialist aggressors and the native ruling classes together as the

target, and set the task for the Polish revolutionaries as not

restoringthe independence of Polandbut of establishing apeople's

democratic Poland? This is abrilliant application of the Leninist

standpoint on the question of national independence in an

imperialist war in relation to the countries attached to one or the

other imperialist war-front.

SECTION_ II

THB EARLIERAGREED POSITION ON TIIE
GENERAL LINE AND ITS RELEVANCE TO TIIE

RESTATEMENT OF LINE IN THE PRESENT

At present an ideological controversy is going on in the

international communist movement over defining and affirming

the general line of the movement and its current direction. Back

in early sixties, one such controversy had flared up which led to a

sharp demarcation between forces of Marxism-Leninism and

forces of modern revisionism. Marxist-Leninists closed their ranks

on the basis of a common understanding of the general line and

its immediate direction, at that time, a cogent statement and

elaboration of which was contained in CPC's June 1963 Letter to

C.P.S.U. titled, "A proposal Concerning The General Line of the

International Communist Movement,"
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Since then, important developments have taken place in the
world and in the proletarian revolutionary movement, which call
for necessary modifications in the statement of the line and its
immediate direction. But the basic approach, principles and
framework of that line remain valid even today. So, it should be
taken as the point of departure in proceeding to analyze the
important developments since then, various current international
phenomena, and to define our position vis-a-vis these.

In its most precise form the general line as well as its
immediate global direction, was stated at that time, in the following
way: "Workers of all countries, unite; workers of the world unite
with the oppressed peoples and oppressed nations; oppose
imperialism and reaction in all countries; strive for world peace,

national liberation, people's democracy and socialism; consolidate
and expand the socialist camp; bring the proletarian world
revolution step by step to complete victory; and establish a new
world without imperialism, without capitalism, without the
exploitation of man byman."

"This, in our view, is the general line of the international
communist movement at the present stage."

"This general line..... is directed against the counter
revolutionary global strategy of U.S. imperialism."

The basis for determining the immediate global direction (of
the general line) "against the counter-revolutionary global strategr
of U.S. imperialism" was the following assessment of the
unprecedented super-power hegemonic role of U.S. imperialism
in the situation existing then.

"Taking advantage of the situation after the World War II,
the U.S. imperialists stepped into the shoes of the German, Italian
and Japanese fascists, and have been trying to erect a huge world
empire such as has never been known before. The strategic

objectives of U.S. imperialism have been to grab and dominate

the intermediate zone lying between the United States and the

socialist camp, put downthe revolutions ofthe oppressedpeoples

and nations, proceed to destroy the socialist countries, and thus

to subject all the peoples and countries of the world, including its

allies, to domination and enslavement by U.S. monopoly capital."

"U.S. imperialism", is "biggest international exploiter", "the

mainstay of colonialism today", "the main force of aggression and

war. " It "is the chief bulwark of world reaction and an international

gendarme.....it has become the enemy of the people of the whole

world."

Hence the tactical orientation of the international communist

movement: "The international proletariat must and can unite all

the forces that can be united, make use of the internal
contradictions in the enemy camp and establish the broadest

united front against the U.S. imperialists and their lackeys."

The fact that U.S. imperialism, with the colossal financial and

militarymight of a superpower, had succeeded orwas succeeding

in controlling most of the capitalist countries also and was

dominating, in varying degrees, even other big imperialist
countries, entrusted upon the proletariat of these countries a

special task of fighting against "foreign" domination, along with

the basic task of struggling against exploitation and rule of
monopoly capital of their "o\Mn" country. This "foreign"

domination was a source not only of intensified exploitation of

the proletariat and other working people of these countries, but

also of counter-revolutionary offensive against the capitalist

system. Hence the need and significance of the struggle against

"foreign" domination, existent or threatened, was not to be

counter-posed to the struggle against one's 'own' imperialist

bourgeoisie, for these two struggles complemented each other.
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In the national democratic revolutionary struggle of the

people of colonial and semi-colonial countries also, theproletariat
and its party while struggling against all foreign oppression and

for national liberation, would be directing special efforts to the

exposure and combating of expansionist, aggressive designs and

acts, various intrigues and traps of U.S. imperialism, and each and

every act of betrayal of national interests by the native
reactionaries-the lackeys of imperialism headed by U.S.

imperialists; even if this archenemy might not be directly
oppressing them they were not to be complacent of its possible

intervention to save the tottering positions of other colonial

powers and to replace them partially or wholly.

The socialist countries, politically the most influential
segment of the international communist movement, while
pursuing the general line of their foreign policy (strengthening

unityandfriendship among the socialist countries onthebasis of
Marxism-L,eninism and extending fraternal mutual assistance and

co-operation on the basis of proletarian internationalism; striving

for peaceful co-existence with countries having different social

systems and opposing the imperialist policies of aggression and

war, thus, isolating the imperialist forces of aggression and war

and enlistingthe support of all peace lovingpeople and countries

in defending world peace, opposing the anti-communist, anti-
popular and counter revolutionarypolicies ofthe reactionaries of
all countries and, encouraging, actively supporting and helping

the revolutionary struggles of the proletariat and working people

of all countries and the liberation struggles of the oppressed

nations) wereto directthe sharp edge oftheirsocialist diplomacy,

political propaganda and campaign etc. against U.S. imperialism's

counter-revolutionary designs and acts of pushing forward its

hegemony, aggression and war-repartition: and constantly seeking

those issues and areas where the interests of other imperialist
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powers did not coincide with or clashed with the interest of U-S.

imperialism so as to maneuver on the basis with the former and

secure vantage position in the bitter struggle against the latter.

(An example of successful maneuvering of such kind was the

breaching by socialist China of economic blockade and diplomatic

isolation imposed on it by imperialist powers, chiefly U.S.

imperialists.)

The elaboration of the general line of international
communist movement, at that time, was aimed at repudiating

certain erroneous views on the fundamental contradictions in the

contemporary world and the struggles to which they gave rise.

Among these erroneous views, one was "The view which blots out

the class content of the contradiction between the socialist and

the imperialist camps and fails to see this contradiction as one

between states under the dictatorship of the proletariat and states

under the dictatorship of the monopoly capitalists." Proceeding

from this view, an opportunist leadership of Soviet Union was

practising all round cooperation with imperialist countries,

especially U.S. imperialism, in the name of "peaceful coexistence'

emasculating, thereby, the revolutionarycontent of the Leninist-

foreign policy of a socialist country and renouncing proletarian

internationalist obligations to "oppose imperialism and reaction

in all countries" and actively support and "help the revolutionary

struggle of the oppressed classes and nations of the world."

Instead, it sought the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed

classes and nations to be dovetailed to the opportunist
requirements of its foreign poliry aims of seeking the goodwill and

cooperation of the imperialist countries, chiefly U.S. imperialism.

Catering to the same aims in a more positive fashion, another

pernicious view advocated by the C.P.S.U. leadership was that in

the national and democratic revolutionary movement of the

people of semi-colonial countries ofAsia, Africa and LatinAmerica,



the struggle for the defence and consolidating of political
independence constituted the main aspect (or practically the
essence of the movement) and the remnant 'influence, of
imperialism or'dependence' upon imperialists could be, gradually
eradicated in the course of their struggle for economic
independence which had come to "the front".

"The peoples are now faced with the problems of
consolidating their political independence, overcoming economic
and cultural bacla,vardness and putting an end to all forms of
dependence upon imperialism". "Now when political
independence has been won, the struggle ofthe young sovereign
states against imperialism for their ultimate national revival for
economic independence comes to the front". (C.p.S.U....March
19$). This view denies the semi-colonial or neo-colonial status
of majority of these countries and was the cornerstone of the
reformist concept of "National Democracy" allegedly being
materialized through the development of "national economies,,
under the aegis of the reactionary bourgeois and landlord ruling
classes with the "effective" economic assistance of the socialist
countries. The hard fact that the reactionary regimes in these
countries were pursuing anti-people, anti-national policies and
persecuting the communists and democrats earnestly struggling
for national liberation and development, national and economic,
was sought to be explained away as temporary phenomena in
constantly changing political conditions and regimes for the better:
"In an endeavor to strengthen its dominant position after the
attainment of independence the right wing national bourgeoisie
sometimes succeeds in establishing reactionary political regimes
for a time, and starts persecuting communists and other
democrats. However, such regimes are short lived ..j' (ibid)(One
such short lived" regime has been'living' in India for the last thirry
years!)
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In short, this view was "neglecting or undermining the
contradictions...between the oppressed nations and imperialism"
and hypothesizing "that the contradiction between the oppressed
nations and imperialism can be resolved without revolution by
the oppressed nations". In terms of political practice, this viewwas
inducing the proletariat and the broad masses in these countries
to accept the hegemony of the bourgeoisie, covered with Marxist-
Leninist phraseology. This apologia of neo-colonialism was
exposed and combated atthat time.

The detailed exposition of the general line and connected
principles served also to combat certain other erroneousviews and
tendencies betrayed by the C.P.S.U. leadership which had a

bearing on the unity of the international communist movement.
One such tendency was to violate the principle guiding relations
among fraternal parties, namely the principle of solidarity, the
principle of mutual support and mutual assistance, the principle
of independence and equality and the principle of reaching
unanimitythrough consultation-all on thebasis of Marxism and
proletarian internationalism. The opportunist leadership of the
C.P.S.U. was distorting 'the principle of solidarity" by reducing it
to the one way solidarity of other parties with C.P.S.U, not a
mutual affairs. While showing formal allegiance to'the principle
of independence and equality', it was actually adopting patriarchal
ways in relations with them. Not bothering about 'the principle of
reaching unanimitythrough consultation", it proclaimed its own
line and documents as the common line of the international
communist movement and sought to impose it on otherfraternal
parties going to the length of threatening those who would not
fall in line with ostracism and extending ideological differences
with ruling communist parties to the sphere of state relation.
Showing scant regard for the views and assessment of the
international communist movement, it arrogatedthe rightto itself
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of unilaterally revising the unanimous verdict of international

communist movement on the Titoite revisionist clique-renegades

and traitors to the cause of socialism, a counter-revolutionary

bridgehead for corroding, comrpting and sabotaging the socialist

system and dictatorship ofthe proletariat in socialist countries-

and of smuggling it back into the socialist community under the

bogus pretext of "cementing together of all the antiimperialist
forces ofthe world."

"As far as Yugoslavia is concerned, we maintain..... that it is a

socialist country, and in our relations with it we strive to establish

closer relations between the Federative People's Republic of
Yugoslavia and the socialist commonwealth, in accordance with
the policy pursued by the fraternal parties for the cementing

together of all the anti-imperialist forces of the world"

(C.P.S.U.letter to C. P. C.,March 30,1963.)

The opportunist leadership of C.P.S.U. needed this ganging

up with Titoite revisionists to augment its forces for vehemently

fighting the forces of genuine Marxism-Leninism dubbed by it as

the danger in the international communist movement (unilaterally

reversing, thereby, another unanimous verdict of international

communist movement that revisionism was the main danger). This

somersault by the C.P.S.U. leadership was laid bare and
condemned in no uncertain terms then:

'U.S. imperialism and its NATO partners have spent several

thousand million of U.S. dollars nursing the Tito clique for a long

time. Cloaked as 'Marxist-Leninist' and flaunting the banner of a

'socialist country', the Tito clique has been undermining the

international communist movement and the revolutionary cause

of the people of the world, serving as a special detachment of U.S.

imperialism."

"It is completely groundless and out of keeping with the facts

to assert..... that the Tito clique is an anti-imperialist force."

"Firm Marxist-Leninists and genuine Marxist-Leninist
parties must put principle first. They must not barter away

principles, approving one thing today and another tomorrow,

advocating one thing today and another tomorrow."

SECTION III
Now, let us attempt broadly to survey the significant

developments that have taken place in the movement of various

political forces operating in the world and in their relationships,

and their bearing on the general line and immediate orientation

ofthe international communist movement, in the presentperiod.

The most significant negative development already occurring

at that time, was, uptil the year t976, the transformation of the

Soviet Union andmajorityof socialist countries into neo-capitalist

countries and their defection to the enemy camp of imperialism.

This development resulted in the disintegration of the socialist

camp-the politico-economic and military bulwark of socialism

manifesting the combined might of all the socialist countries-and

in reformistic degeneration of greater part of the international

communist movement, along with a series of divisions and

dislocations in the national liberation movements. It was a serious

setback to the developing proletarian world revolution, which

reversed the favorable balance of forces between socialism and

imperialism. But it failed in stamping out of existence the camp of
socialism, represented by the genuine socialist countries
persevering in continuing the revolution and the revolutionary

and progressive forces rallied around them, though the capacity

and effectiveness of this to influence and shape the course of

international developments, was drastically impaired. This

circumstance contributed to the problems of socialist countries

related to their defence and imperialist encirclement and to the

I
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difficulties and tortuousness of the advance and victory of
proletarian socialism or national democratic revolutions in the
countries comprising imperialist system. But the fact that despite
this new circumstance, peoples of Indo-China gloriously won their
wars of national liberation, routing the mightiest imperialist
power, U.S. imperialism, and many African countries achieved
independence by defeating the colonial powers through armed
struggle, shows that the negative impact of this new circumstance,
though great, was still limited and not overwhelming.

Since the year t976,the course of this negative development
has run full circle with the usurpation of proletarian state power
and partyleadership by revisionist-bourgeois forces in China, after
the passing away of Com. Mao Tse-Tung, with the desertion of
the leadership of P.L.A. from the camp of Marxist-Leninist forces,

the socialist states which had survived the onslaught of Modern
revisionism in the late 5o's and early 6o's, have, now changed color.
(The process of degeneration of these socialist states into
bourgeois revisionist states may be at different stages of
consummation but for all practical purposes, socialist state system

shouldbe treated as no more existing).

The loss ofsocialist states as centers ofparallel proletarian
political powers and reliable bases of world proletarian revolution,
especially that of socialist China, which used to play a central role
in this respect, constitutes a great setback for the international
communist movement and revolutionary forces the world over.
It had considerably weakened the subjective factors of world
proletarian revolution in the direct sense that the most powerful
revolutionary segment is lost to enemy, and indirectly, through
causing ideological-political confusion among and disintegration
of the ranks of Marxist-Leninist of all lands. Only a small number
of Man<ist-Leninist contingents could, as yet, stand up to this new
major onslaught of modern revisionism, while a great number of

Marxist-Leninist and other revolutionary forces have been
swallowed by it. Obviously this development has rendered the
advance of world proletarian revolution extremely difficult and
tortuous, despite the fact that objective situation of world historical
process is pregnant with great revolutionary potentialities. The
transformation of Chinafrom a powerful factorforrevolution and
peace into a reactionary regional power, virtually allied with one
imperialist bloc headed by US imperialist super power, has
contributed to the growth of factors for aggression and war.

Another important development of the period since the time
of Great Debate is that Soviet Union has emerged as a social-
imperialist super power with a strong and highly centralized
economicbase and superstructure which it usurped and put into
service of its imperialist ambition and plans, with its control over
the armed forces of the Warsaw pact, converted from being a

mightyarm of socialism, securityof nations andworldpeace, into
an international gendarme of counter revolution, aggression and
war; with the enormous prestige of socialist Soviet Union and the
great l,enin which it could misuse to dupe and mobilize the people

of Soviet Union andtheworldforthe predatoryaims ofits foreign
poliry-the social imperialist super power could seriously challenge

the otherimperialist superpowerin the mad drivefor dominating
and exploiting the whole world. With this development, another
dangerous centre of counter-revolutionary intervention,
aggression and war has appeared on the world scene, menacing
the revolutionarymovements of oppressed classes and oppressed
nations, the independence and security ofpeoples and countries
all over the world and the world peace, along with and in
contention with the other already operating such centre-U.S.
imperialist super power. The operation of this new factor has
greatly upset the relative equilibrium of the world imperialist
system which, otherwise also, was constantly and increasingly
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being disturbed by the operation of other inter-imperialist
contradictions as well as other contradictions of the imperialist

system. This development has influenced, in various ways, the

development of all the fundamental contradictions obtaining in
the contemporary world and contributed to the accentuation of
thepace of events, bothinterms ofwar and revolution. This social

imperialist super power has become, along with the other super

power, the common and arch-enemy of the world people.

Being a late-comer to the imperialist'feast' it wishes to grab

and gulp down too much and too fast, and to that end, has been

displaying more ferocious and adventurist conduct. With ahighly
centralized economyand afascist state at its commandithasbeen

transforming, with comparative ease, huge financial and natural

resources to war industry at the cost of economic and cultural
welfare of masses of the Russian people. The economic and

militarypotential of its East-European allies is morefirmlytiedto
its requirements as an imperialist super power than is the case

with the Western block headed by US imperialism. Moreover, so

many revisionist'communist' parties working in various countries

serve, in varying degrees, as instruments and apologists of social-

imperialist designs and acts ofthis superpower. These revisionist

parties, and some nationalistforces corrupted and controlledby

Soviet social imperialism, act as its drummer boys not only in front

ofthe people of other countriesbut alsothe people of Sovietunion

to embellish its false image of a great socialist power and its various

acts of intervention or aggression as selfless proletarian
internationalist acts that further the cause of world proletarian

revolution and world peace. In this way, they render assistance to

Soviet imperialist rulers in defusingthe resentment of the people

of Soviet Union against the reactionary internal and external

policies of this super power. All these factors make this super

power aformidable rival of other imperialist powers, particularly

the US imperialist super power; and a dangerous foe of the people

of the world. The task of exposing its real character should attract

special attention of proletarian revolutionaryforces the world over.

Notwithstanding its frightening posture, this social imperialist

super power is a "colossus with feet of clay". First, its economic

strength is not matching with the demands of its global role as a

super power. It's over reliance on military power and frenzied

build-up of huge war-machine, out of proportion with its financial

economicbase, has resultedin averylopsided development of its

economy - prolonged stagnation in agriculture andbaclo,rrardness

of its consumer goods industry. Second, it is a late comer aspiring

to secure dominantposition foritself in the world arena, wherein

a formidable super power is already well entrenched, unlike the

post-war situation when US imperialism enteredtheworld arena

as super power. Third, it is showing symptoms of old age disorder

in its very prime and lacking ttre vitality of an upcoming imperialist

power - unlike the vitality of German imperialism as an up-

coming imperialist power of the time of World War-I. Within a

short span of a decade of its adulthood, it is plagued with crisis

and decline - it is encountering serious financial difficulties and

incurring huge debts, internal as well as external and the rate of
increase of its total industrial output value is continuously

descending. (Source: Peking Review). And fourth it is spreading

its tentacles in times of great awakening of the people all over the

world, when people have got valuable experiences in their struggles

againstthe other superpower, U.S. imperialism, andhave abetter

awareness of the mode of operation of a super power, the extent

of danger posed by it and the effective ways of combating it. Despite

its deceptive signboard of "socialism", its hideous features have

been considerably exposed within a short period and it is facing

ever more the resistance of the people everywhere

In the other capitalist imperialist camp, one important
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development is that the myth about the all conquering might of
the Dollar and the Pentagon has been shattered in recent years.
Conforming to the Leninist law of uneven economic development
of imperialism, the wealthiest imperialist power U.S.A.
increasingly betrayed the trait of economic sluggishness and
decadence while other imperialist powers, especially Germany and
Japan, attained comparatively faster rate of growth, favorable
balance of payments, and relatively sound currency. They are now
competingwith U.S. capital more effectivelythan earlier, altering
the state of affairs wherein U.S. capital enjoyed almost
unchallenged domination over world imperialist economic system
(though they are still not a match to the far greater financial
economic power of U.S. monopoly capital). Incurring the active
hostility of all the peoples of the world, and encircled by their
liberation and resistance struggle, U.S. imperialist super po\ rer
had received severe blows during all these year, in particular, the
glorious victory of Vietnamese, Laotians and Kampuchian wars
of liberation resulting in humiliating debacle of U.S. aggressor
forces, has been a great set back to its global counter revolutionary
stratery, forcing a change in its methods and tactical plans for
realizing its global hegemonic aims, and causing tremors
throughout its neo-colonial empire. As a result of all this, U.S.
imperialism is encountering great difficulty at home and abroad.
Its relations with its imperialist allies and reactionarylackeys are
under strain, demanding readjustments in accordance with the
new situation, which process cannot but be accompanied with
confusion, resentment and discord among them. This
circumstance enthuses all the revolutionary and progressive
forces, presenting them favorable conditions and bright prospects
for attackingwith renewedvigor and confidence, the shakyedifice
of capitalist imperialism. As the crisis of U.S. imperialism is
aggravatedby, and contributes to, the acute general crisis ofworld

imperialism, its attempts, from a dominantposition, at rescuing
its ailing economy at the cost of its imperialist allies, and their
attempts at escaping from taking this burden upon their
economies give riseto recurring conflicts ofinterests amongthem.
Owing to this, apart from other factors, this imperialist alliance is
showing forth serious cracks in it. Within the broad framework of
their alliance, the intensification of contradiction between U.S.

imperialist super power and European and Japanese imperialist
powers, the resentment of the latter at the overbearing conduct of
the former, the divergence of their interests and attitudes
concerning certain issues, at certain times, provide the
international proletariat and other revolutionaryforces more scope

than earlier for utilizing these rifts among their enemies, under
given conditions and in suitable forms, so as to be able to
concentrate their fire against U.S. imperialist super power, which
along with the other super power is still "the mainstay of neo-
colonialism", "the mainforce of aggression andwar", the "common
arch enemy of the world people".

The general crisis of world capitalist system has entered in its
advanced stage. For about two decades after the war it was not
experiencing acute crisis owing to a peculiar combination of factors
in the post war years (decline and virtual collapse of England and
France; defeated and ravaged Germany, Japan and Italy; U.S.

imperialism unscathed and enriched by war, with its enormous
finance capital and most advanced technologyto be invested in a
situation of vacuum) capitalism exhibited an artificial vitalityfor
a time. Nowthere is a marked change in the situation prevailing
inthe earlysixties. Acute crisis has pervaded almost all spheres of
economic activity in the capitalist world. After 1973, when it was
at its peak, it marginally subsided, and a feeble trend of economic
recoverywas noticed, but within two years the crisis again regained
its momentum. Apart from the earlier symptoms (high inflation
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alongwith stagnation, crumbling of the currencysystem, energy

crisis, high incidence ofunemployment etc.) atpresentitis getting

expression in the growing protectionist tendencies and trade war
onthe part of allthe developed capitalist countries. This is leading

to the accentuation of all the fundamental contradictions of this
system. Along with the peoples of the under-developed countries
of Asia, Africa and Latin America, the working class and other
toiling sections in the developed capitalist countries are facing the

brunt of this crisis. The period of relative social peace, which was

already being overtaken by the trend of growing working class

battles during the early sixties, is going completely and finally to
give way to a new period of revolutionary upheavals in these

citadels of monopoly capital. No doubt, as long as these metropolis
are able to retain their control over and super-exploitation ofthe
labor power and rich resources of the backward dependent
countries, the economic basis of bribing the upper crust of their
working class and of social democracywill not completelyvanish.
Nevertheless in the conditions of the present acute crisis of
capitalism, the political capital of Social Democracy and every other

variety of opportunism shall get more and more exhausted with
every passing day. Objectively, a revolutionary situation is in the
making and is going to develop fast in these countries. This is the
objective basis which will enable the proletariat and its vanguard-
Marxist-Leninist parties and groups-to make up the deficiency
of the revolutionary subjective factor, much faster than in normal
times, provided they firmly adhere to a revolutionary orientation
and follow correct policies in tune with concrete conditions and

the aspirations and moods of the masses. Of course, in view of the
powerful and modernized state machinery of the developed

capitalist countries, and potential threat of intervention by one or
other super powers, the success and sustenance of proletarian
revolution in this part will generally require a set of favorable
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conditions (such as the entanglement and exhaustion ofthe native

imperialist forces in a national liberation war in a colonial or semi-

colonial country, the dislocation and strife in the state machinery

as, for example, was the situation in Portugal immediately after

its loss ofAfrican colonies and the expiry of Salazar regime or the

situation of imperialist war and situation in which the two super

powers are so pre-occupied with or inter-locked in some issue of
contention as to be unable to intervene etc.) but unless the

proletariat organizes its activities in this direction, unless it
seriously and perseveringly makes preparations for the socialist

revolution it will not be able to avail of such favorable conjectures

when they present themselves.

The most positive development since that period is the great

awakening of the oppressed peoples and nations of the east. The

process of involvement of colonial people in the mainstream of
international politics, which commenced with the ushering in of
the new epoch of imperialism and proletarian revolution, was

greatly accelerated by the two world wars, especially Second World

War and the victories of socialism. This ongoing process had

already assumed gigantic dimensions by the time of earlier

statement of the general line and policy of the international

communist movement. The national democratic revolutionary

movement in these areas was then acknowledged as one of 'The

two great historical currents of our time' (the other being the

international socialist revolutionary movement). Since then, the

anti-colonial struggles and national democratic revolutionary
movements had made great strides, the most significant advance

being the glorious victory of national democratic revolution of the

Indo-Chinese people along with victory of nationalist forces in the

wars of independence in many African countries. The marked

features of the present situation in this regard are the extensive

character of the movement against neo-colonialist oppression and



exploitation, the phenomenal increase in the nationalist and
revolutionary sentiments and consciousness of the broadest
sections of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, popularly
known as the Third World, spelling the doom of neo-colonialism-
the most sophisticated andlastweapon of dying imperialism-and
causing great anxiety and nervousness in the minds of neo-
colonialist robbers and their trained watchdogs, the native
reactionary ruling classes. Some of the important factors which
contributed to this phenomenon are: total collapse of old type
colonialism and the great victories of national liberation and
independence movements and vulnerability of the imperialist
colossus witnessed by the oppressed millions during these years,
which evoked and enhanced their national self-respect and self-
confidence; moral and political exposure of imperialist powers,
particularly U.S. imperialism due to their criminal inhuman acts
and barefaced hypocrisy and lies seen at their maximum worst
during these years; the impact of the deepened world capitalist
crisis which is exacting a particularly heavy toll from the toiling
people of bacla,vard dependent countries, depriving them of work
opportunities and subsistence incomes, relentlessly driving most
of them down the way of pauperization and slow death, thus
drawing most of them into active struggles. This phenomenon
offers, today more than ever, great opportunities and scope for
the bold advance of the national democratic revolutionary
movement, only if genuine Marxist-Leninists do not allow
themselves and revolutionary movement to be duped and derailed
by bourgeois demagogues, do not lose their revolutionary
orientation, rely on the basic masses of people, win over all
progressive and patriotic forces, expose and paralyze the
compromising elements and deal unrelenting blows at the
reactionary ruling classes and their imperialist over-lords.

One somewhat novel element in this situation is the deeply
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disturbed relationship between imperialist powers (traditional as

well as with a social coating) and their lackey ruling cliques in the
semi-colonial countries. This demonstration of defiance-in-
servility on the part of various reactionary ruling cliques, not rare

spectacle these days, is prompted by varied considerations
involving their selfish class interests (but never the national
interest). Their chief political consideration concerning the
security and stability of their rule is to countermand and defuse

every brewing upsurge in the nationalist and revolutionary
sentiments of their subjects bytheir nationalist demagory, mock-

blasts against imperialism and its attempts at interference in and
domination over their "independent" economies and policies. The
pitch of this chorus of nationalist demagogyheightenswhenever
some important development in the world takes place which has

or is likely to have serious repercussions on the national
consciousness of the broad masses of people in these countries.

In the early seventies, when the victory of national liberation wars

of Indo-Chinese peoples and the defeat of mightiest imperialist
power U.S. imperialismwas a foregone conclusion andlaterwhen
it became a fact, an historic development of this kind took place

withtremendous political and moral impact on the world people,

particularly the people of Asia, Africa and Latin America (the

period after the second world war and before the Great Debate,

the victorious Chinese revolution, and defeat of U.S. imperialist
aggressive war in Korea were such type of developments). As a

consequence, a lot of noise has been made since that time by
various reactionary ruling cliques about their'independent' and
'anti-imperialist'position, for public consumption. But this sort
of posturing is not a serious factor in the disturbed relationship
between the imperialists and their native lackeys. Their trouble
arises when, in the face of mounting pressure of the struggles of
the toiling people and other patriotic sections against neo-eolonial



exploitation and oppression, certain retracing ofsteps or loss of
some ground on the part of the imperialists and their lackeys

becomes necessary, but they are to reach a common
understanding on the nature and extent ofthe concessions to be

made to pacifrthe people. Such a situation of temporary and non-

fundamental conflict between the needs of the reactionary ruling
cliques and their imperialist overlords is caused by the fact that
the conduct of latter is guided mainly by the needs of their
international imperialist strategy whereas the conduct of the

former is guided mainly by needs of ensuring the safety and

prolongation of their rule in their own country. Hence, pressed

hard by peoples protest movement, the reactionary ruling cliques

are, at certain times forced to move contrary to the exact wishes of
their imperialist masters against some crude manifestations of
neo-colonial exploitation and oppression or interference, without
essentially undermining the interests of the latter. Sometimes,

even in anticipation of strong oppositional reaction ofthe people,

these cliques dare not complywith the demands of their masters

intoto andinthe mannerthese demands are soughttobe firlfilled.
(In other situations when the peoples' anti-imperialist movement

is weak or the imperialist pressure on these lackeys is far greater

thanthe people's pressure, theverysame ruling cliques capitulate

to the dictates of their masters or are replaced by other cliques

which are more pliant). On the other hand, the imperialist powers,

beset with difficulties in coping with the world-wide resistance of
revolutionary forces against their counter-revolutionary strategy

and actions and with the pressure of other imperialist competitors

are compelled to retreat from certain positions or make certain

adjustments, causing apprehensions and uncertainties in the

minds of their old time lackeys who are well aware that their
overlords can ditch them with least compunction, whenever the

formers' overall imperialist interests so require and find the latter
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dispensable.

The other important factor in their disturbed relationship is

economic one. In the condition of deepened general crisis ofworld

capitalist system, the great squeeze made onthe under-developed

countries byinternationalbig monopoly capital not only renders

the toiling millions in these countries destitute, wrecks the

enterprises of small and medium capitalists and jeopardizes the

professional careers of broad sections of the intelligentsia, thus

generating great turbulence in the national politics which shakes

the reactionary rule but also results in relative shrinkage of the

share of reactionaryruling classes out of the neo-colonial loot of
these countries. Hence these reactionary classes and their regimes

grumble, protest and plead for better terms from international

monopoly capitalists appealing to their 'good will' and enlightened

self-interest, and in cases even threatened some irresolute moves

for realizing the same but always remaining within safe limits of
international neo-colonial order (No wonderthat during all these

years of quest for 'New International Economic Order', in the

present decade, the penetration of and domination over, the

economies of under-developed countries ofAsia, Africa and l,atin

America by foreign monopoly capital and the debt burden of these

countries has increased manifold).

Apart from the factors stated above, the intensified rivalry and

contention among different imperialist powers and multinational

monopoly groups, particularly between two imperialist super

powers, for markets, sources of raw materials and spheres of
influence in these vast and vulnerable areas considerably add to

the disturbance and uncertainty in the relations of imperialist

overlords with their lackey reactionary classes of these countries,

resulting in shifting loyalties and stances of reactionary ruling

cliques towards various imperialist powers-depending upon the

changes in the inter-imperialist balance of forces and upon the



prospects of better terms of national sell-out.

Speaking in general terms this somewhat unconventional
feature of the present situation-the disturbed relationship of neo-

colonial powers and their native lackeys-is one of the expressions

of deepend general crisis of world capitalist system and the neo-

colonial order. It is beneficial to the cause of advancing national
democratic revolutionary movement which is storming the rear
of world imperialist system-weak link of the imperialist chain,

beneficial not onlyinthe sense itundermines the political prestige

and credibilityof imperialism (which isbeing subjectedto frequent
public criticism, though fake, by even its political underlings in
the semi-colonial countries) and ofthese reactionarylackeys (who

under pressure of changing requirements of parasitic politics and

diplomacy have to make frequent volte-faces in their
pronouncements about various imperialist powers) facilitating
their exposure at the hands of national liberationist forces, but
also in the sense that it provides more scope and initiative to these

forcesto make skilful use ofthe selfish wrangling on certain issues

among their enemies to focus and push forward such issues in a
revolutionary fashion, or to focus the attack on one or the other
imperialist power or grouping with which the reactionary lackeys

are momentarily having troubled relations. More so, if one or the
other super power is involved (both of which, being the biggest
exploiters and oppressors ofthese peoples and nations, are the
special target of their anti-imperialist movement). But, for the
proletariat and other broad sections of people struggling for
national and social liberation to be able to make proper use of this
situation of disturbed relationship of imperialist powers and their
lackey ruling cliques for furthering the revolutionary cause, it is
imperative never-to-forget that such conflict of interests has a

limited and non-fundamental character and this can, at best, be

made to serve as an auxiliary factor in the life and death struggle
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for resolving the fundamental contradictions between the
oppressed nations and imperialism in which the oppressed nation
(comprising of workers, peasants, pettybourgeoisie and national

bourgeoisie along with other patriots) constitutes one pole as

against the other pole constituted of imperialism and native

reaction-the instrument of imperialist rule in a semi-colonial

country. The proletarian movement in the imperialist countries,

while extending determined support to oppressed peoples and

nations struggling for national liberation, can supplement this

support by criticizing and exposing the positions of imperialist
bourgeoisie, primarily of their own countV, &s well as of other

countries, on such issues that are highlighted in these wranglings

among imperialist powers and their lackey ruling cliques in the

semi-colonial countries.

An important development in recent years is the intensified

contention between the two imperialist super powers for world
domination and consequent acts of aggression, expansion and war

drive. Finance capital by its very nature is hegemonic and the

pursuit of hegemony cannotbe carried, in today's world, beyond

certain limits without resorting to the force of arms. Hence all

imperialism, without exception, maintains its inherent
aggressiveness and always strives to its utmost capacity, for
hegemony over weaker countries. But today as the situation stands,

it is mainly the two super powers who are capable of striving for
hegemony on a global scale and unleashing a world war for
realizing this nefarious aim. Other imperialist powers are incapable

of this role independently of one orthe other super power, that is

why, the two super powers are considered as the main force and

source of aggression and war and main target of the world peoples'

movement against the outbreak of new world war. Both the super

powers, in pursuance of their counter revolutionary global

strategies for world domination and war, have built up world-wide



military political complexes involving multilateral and bilateral
pacts and treaties, military bases and other facilities dotting the
entire globe, the king-pins of which are NATO and Warsaw Pact.

Any Opposition to super powers'drive for world hegemony and
war which does not aim at weakening, disintegrating and
dismantling these counter revolutionary edifi ces-the instruments
of aggression and world war-cannot but be superficial or
hypocritical. In undertaking the important tasks of mobilizing the
worldpeople against hegemonism andwar drive of the two super
powers, international proletariat should judge various political
forces bythe attitude towards and place in, the military political
edifice and counter-revolutionary global strategr of either super
power and define its relations with them accordingly. The big
imperialist powers (West Germany, France, Great Britain, Japan
etc.) have linked up their war potential and their destiny as neo-
colonialist powers with the counter revolutionaryglobal strategy
of US imperialism and huge war apparatus set up to carry it out.
As juniorpartners inthis imperialist alliance presided overbyUS
imperialism they seek to protect their respective neo-colonialist
interests and promote their own hegemonic designs, while striving
always for a better position and prospects within this alliance, in
struggle with U.S. imperialism and one another. To a lesser extent
same thing applies to the East European powers in their
relationship with the other super power (the difference of extent
lies in the fact that they are not big imperialist powers like their
Western counterparts and consequently have far less capacity for
competitive collaboration with their boss-cum-ally Soviet social
imperialism). These developed capitalist countries, member-states

of NATO and Warsaw Pact respectively, are vital supports of the
huge war structures at the disposal of the two super powers. The

armed forces of most of the underdeveloped semi-colonial
countries are nurtured and controlled by the super powers and
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their allies as mercenary armies to be used for suppressing

revolutionary movements, bullying small countries into
submission, engineering local conflicts and intervention in these

countries; and as the most dependable material in the eventuality

of an imperialist war, most of these countries are tied in varying

degrees and in various ways to the war chariot of one imperialist
grouping or the other. It is in this context that the position of non-

aligned countries assumes significance. Non-alignment is a limited
military-political concept. Those weak and small countries who,

though under reactionary rule, but owing to various reasons do

not lend themselves to the counter revolutionary imperialist
strategy of aggression and war, should be considered as non-

aligned countries and apositive factorforinternational peace and

security.

The rapidbuild-up of Soviet social imperialism's war potential

and the intensification of super powers' contention for global

supremacy have influenced the Western imperialist alliance in a

complex manner. The serious challenge posedbythe hostile social

imperialist camp has toned down the centrifugal tendencies lately

developing within the imperialist alliance led by U.S. imperialism

and spurred closer military collaboration among them (implying

relatively more dependence on the part of other imperialist powers

on the most powerful and dominant U.S. super power) but U.S.

super power having to confront the rival super power at a time

when it itself is steeped in ever mounting political economic

troubles, is not objectively in a position to step-up (or even

consolidate) its domination over allied imperialist powers (the way

it could manage during the two decades following World War-II.)
On the contrary, as the objective situation exerts its pressure, the

allies of U.S. imperialism are going to assume relatively greater

role and say in the affairs of this military alliance (signs of stepped

up militarization, on their part, are already visible). However, as
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thetwo militaryblocks commandedbythe superpowers move on
towards eventual confrontation, evoking growing opposition of
the people of the world, especiallythe people of the Europe who
are likely to bear the brunt of war devastation, some member states

of these militaryblocks, having no or insignificant stakes in the
costly war-gamble are growing jittery over the consequences of
this exercise in belligerency and they tend or will tend in near future
to escape from the obligations of military alliance. The
international proletarian movement should strive to further such
tendencies through the pressure of peoples'movements, in order
to weaken or disintegrate both of the military blocks by securing
the detachment of such states from these or at least helping them
move to an inactive position.

In their relentless drive for world domination and war
preparation, the two super powers, with the assistance of their
respective allies, strive to outpace each other in getting hold of
strategically important areas and sea-routes. In this mad rush, they
ride roughshod over the rights of the countries in the vast zone of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America, committing various acts of
encroachment on their territorial rights, of intimidation to make
them follow their dictates, and of interference in their internal
affairs to effect desired changes in their regime, thereby
antagonizing the people of all the lands and provoking and
accentuating the resistance of the broad sections of nationalist
forces. These acts of super power high-handedness strain their
relations even with the lackey ruling cliques of these countries
because these aggressive acts disturb the condition of alliance for
joint oppression and exploitation between imperialism and native
reaction-the carrying out of imperialist oppression by milder and
sophisticated means. Such a situation greatly facilitates the
revolutionary work of exposing and isolating these imperialist
super powers at national and international plane and mobilizing
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the broadest sections of the revolutionary and patriotic forces
against super power high-handedness and laying bare in the
course of such struggles, the anti-national capihrlationist character
of the reactionaryruling classes.

The danger of world war has grown in recent years; the
international proletariat and all progressive people should take
full cognizance of this fact, cast off all complacency and be prepared
for it. But the trend of war has, still, not overtaken the trend of
revolution; war has not become the central problems of
international politics and consequently of the policy of
international communist movement at the present time. The
growth of war-danger has brought forth an important present-
day task of the international communist movement, the task of
building up a worldwide movement for opposing the imperialist
war drive and preventing the outbreak of a new world war; but its
central task still remains the carrying out of revolution i.e. the
overthrow of imperialism through struggles of social and national
liberation. It is a question of determining the main channel of
world proletarian revolution at the present movement: whether it
can be promoted mainlythrough anti-war movements, or mainly
through proletarian revolutionary and national liberation
struggles. This question has a bearing on the current policy and
tactics to be adopted by the international communist movement
in conformity with the priority of the task.

When we say that today revolution, and not war, is still the
central task of the international communist movement, it implies
that the political alignment of class forces for carrying out a
proletarian socialist or national democratic revolution is, still, the
central vehicle of the revolutionary movement and has not been
supplanted by the political alignment of class forces for opposing
imperialist war-drive; uniting with all those forces which can be
united for the specific purpose of opposing imperialist war-drive,
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remains a complementary activity to the political alignment for

fulfilling the central tasks of carrying out of revolution.
Hegemonism of the two super powers is a two way connection

linking their counter revolutionary global strategy of intervention

and suppression of peoples' revolutionary movements and their
global stratery ofaggression on other countries and war. Today,

the hegemonism ofthetwo superpowers is mainlyproceeding on

the former course; in their fierce contention for world domination,

the sharp edge oftheir offensive is directed not against each other's

allies but against the revolutionary movements of the people for

national and social liberation, though it is being done also in
preparation for mutual confrontation. Hence, the struggle of the

world people against super powers is developing mainly in
conjunction with their struggles for national and social liberation,

not with their struggles against imperialist drive for aggression

over other countries and world war. Hence, factors for both

revolution and war are growing. Still, world war is being sought to

be prevented through revolution by the people of the world. Of

course, the degeneration of all the socialist states and

transformation of China into a reactionary regional power in
league with Western imperialist bloc have greatly impaired

prospects of the success of world people in preventing war through

revolution. In case the development of revolution lags behind the

development ofwar andthe danger ofwarbecomes threat ofwar,

the international proletariat and world people shall bring the

present anti-war movement to the forefront of the struggle and

combat with all their might, each and every war measure and

provocation by the two super powers while seeking to utilize every

rift on this count between the super powers and their present day

allies and skillfully exploit the positions of those who show

hesitancy or opposition towards the war programme. But it is
ridiculous to suggest that the future war will take the form of either
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the super powers' (both or one of them) involving all other

countries and all of them fighting a war of resistance, or mutually
fighting out the war, single handed. Such projections clash with
the historical experience of world wars, present day realities of
the system of political relations among the states, and even with
common sense. Any future world war, whatever may be its course

of development, will be a war involving imperialist groupings . And

the international proletariat, all progressive and peace-loving

forces, shall have to confront not only the two super powers but

also their imperialist allies and reactionary lackeys and deal

crushing blows against all the belligerents conducting an unjust

war.

When we are making revolution to prevent the war and when

we shall be fighting against the outbreak of war to promote the

revolution, on both counts, the two imperialist super powers

happen to be the most dangerous enemies and foremost targets

of the international proletariat and the people of the world in their

revolutionary and just struggles. In fighting these common arch

enemies as spearheads of counter-revolution and war,
international proletariat must grasp their specific features (apart

from their common features) to locate their strong and weak

points and their preferred mode of operation, and choose the

methods and varying emphasis, accordingly. For instance, social

imperialist super power is donning the garb of a socialist power

and by dint of it, is capable of practicing political deception and

creating ideological confusion among sizeable sections of the

toiling people; hoisting a sham platform of anti-imperialism, it
obtains access to the national liberationist forces, creates splits

and degeneration among their ranks to control and use them as

tools of its neo-colonial expansion. Hence, in combating its neo-

colonial designs and acts, international proletariat should direct
special effort towards its political-ideological exposures, and call
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the bluff of its anti-imperialism by coming forward as the staunch
and genuine force in the struggle against all kinds of neo-
colonialism. Also, the people, particularly the toiling masses,

should be helped to see the true features of the revisionist, neo-
revisionist parties, social-democrats of various hues and ruling
class politicians who resort to socialist demagory, as the actual or
potential lackeys of social imperialism. The political platform of
the other super power-human rights, individual freedom and
'democratic' society-has lost much of its luster; economic financial
might and technological superiority are its distinctive assets as

tools of neo-colonial domination. Apart from directly practising
financial slavery through usurious credits, project-aid, and
financial-technical collaboration with other less developed
countries, it uses World Bank and its various agencies to extend
or perpetuate its neo-colonial stranglehold on the economic and
political life of the people of various countries. Hence, special
efforts should be made to combat it in this field. Also people should
be made alert to its attempts at fostering obscurantist and revivalist
forces, communalists and racists, upon whom it often relies to
divert or fight the rising democratic and revolutionary peoples'

movement.

Although presently, U.S. imperialist super power (along with
its imperialist allies) has a command over, comparatively, much
Iarge neo-colonial set-up, spheres of influence, sources of raw-
materials and markets it is encountering tremendous difficulties
to maintain its hold on this neocolonial empire in the face of world-
wide struggles of the anti-imperialist forces, and increasing
pressure of a formidable rival in the form of Soviet social
imperialist super power. Hence, the menace posed by the other
super power, as a spearhead of counter-revolution should in no
way be underestimated and considered as having a lesser
dimension in anyway. Whereverthe people are strugglingto hit
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and drive out the wild beast of U.S. imperialism, the social-
imperialist bear invariably attempts to poke in its ugly snout. And
unless the proletarian revolutionaries and the people are alert to
this danger, if they relax their guard, even slightly, towards the
lurking danger ofthe other superpowerwhile strugglingto get rid
of one superpower, their struggle for emancipation is liable to get

frustrated. The logic of the present world situation where two
counter-revolutionary giants are fi ercely contending for exclusive

hegemonyovertheworld at the cost of the nations and peoples of
the world struggling for national and social liberation, and at each

others' cost, and the contemporary experience of world-wide
struggles, prove that the let-up in the fight against one Super power

renders even the fight against other super power ineffective. It is
so, because this provides an opportunity to the latter and its lackeys

of posing as the champions of the struggle against the former,
thereby confusing or rallying around itself sections of anti-
imperialist forces. Apart from the varying emphasis in the mode
of fighting against these new colonial super powers as the
spearheads of counter-revolution and the varying emphasis, in
concrete cases,(according to the variation in time and place) in
delivering blows against them, any attempt to make policy
distinction in general between the two by proletarian
revolutionaries, will result in leading them offthe revolutionary
track.

Considering them as the main sources of aggression and war,

international proletariat should not relent in pursuing a firm line
of exposing and resisting the acts of aggression and war-
mongering of both the super powers. It should not entertain or
foster anyillusion aboutthe dangerous nature and claims of either
of the super powers regarding the criminal course to war to achieve

domination over the world. From the overall viewpoint, both are

equallydangerous as sources ofwar and as enemies ofthe security
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of peace-loving nations and peoples. Of course, every
phenomenon is marked by disequilibrium in general, and no two
aspects of a contradiction are, usually, in completely even state of
being. In this sense the two super powers in conflict cannot be

viewed identically and some sort of differentiation can be made

between the two. But a differentiation can be of marginal or serious

nature. One meant for the purpose of tactical emphasis which can

be quicHyand easilychangedwhen required, the other meantfor
the purpose of working out a policy to be consistently followed
over a considerable period of time, change in which requires
marked change in the situation. With its ignominious and costly

defeat atthehands of Indo-Chinese people andthe accompanying

economic-political crisis hitting ithard, the prestige and position

of U. S. imperialism as the mightiest imperialist power was

seriouslyimpaired (itis still inthe process of absorbingthe shock-

effects of that development). As a consequence, it was forced to
make adjustments in its tactics and plans for achieving its aims of
world domination. Along with this, the serious challenge posed

by Soviet social imperialism as rival super power in seeking world
domination (who, taking advantage of its entanglement in Indio-
China, came up from behind to a matching position of contention)
itwas obligedto relentfor awhile its militarypressure on socialist

countries. Keeping in mind the bitter experience of its aggression

over the countries of Indo-China, it has to adopt a policy of avoiding

counter-revolutionary direct involvement of its armed forces in
far-flung areas and raising up or fortiffing instead, regional power

centres of counter-revolution to make Asians fight Asians with
the support of American arms and money. But owing to the fact

that its hideous face as a savage counter-revolutionary force has

got exposed, more than ever, and the regimes and forces it is
attempting to shore-up and rely on, are utterly discredited,
nationallyandinternationally, the successful operation of its new
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counter-revolutionary plans and tactics is constantly being

frustrated by upheaval of peoples' discontent and struggles. Soviet

social imperialism is currentlytaking advantage of this situation

to gain new ground because in many cases it succeeds in
channelizing such people's discontent to its benefit, owing, firstly,

to the weakness or lack of communist revolutionary leadership,

and secondly, to the fact that most of the regimes and forces acting

as sub-centres of counter-revolution and aggression under its

patronage (for instance, Cuba and Vietnam) have not yet got

sufficiently exposed and discredited in the eyes of their own people

and world over, for those are having either socialist pretensions

or anti-imperialist past and it takes some time for the people to be

able to see them in theirtrue colors. This situation enabled Soviet

social imperialism to come out in recent years in a more bellicose

posture of contention with the other super power for world

domination. But this does not provide the basis for international-

proletariat to make a policy differentiation between the two super

powers to the effect that Soviet social imperialism is the more

dangerous source of war and US imperialism the less dangerous

one. First, the difference between the respective postures of the

two super powers is increasingly diminishing: Having readjusted

its response to the new situation, caused by serious political and

military setbacks abroad andwidespread popular opposition within

US to its acts of intervention and aggression, during the years of

Carter Regime, and having found in revisionist China an important

political and military ally in the East, US imperialism is presently

adopting a no less bellicose posture of contention with the other

super power for world domination. Secondly, and that is more

important, the only sound basis for such a characterization of an

imperialist power (i.e., it being more or less dangerous source of
war) is, whether or not, and to what extent, it is striving for

domination over the world, and making preparations for war,



resorting to acts ofintervention and aggression, directed against
the revolutionary forces and pace-loving people, to achieve such
domination.

It is on this basis that the two imperialist super powers are
found to be the most dangerous sources of war in the present
times, and a corresponding orientation towards spearheading the
anti-war movement against both of them is taken by the
international communist movement. A general characterization
that one of them is a more dangerous source of war and primary
target inthe struggle againsthegemonism andwar, would conflict
with and negate the policy formulation that at present the two super
powers are locked up in fi erce contention for world hegemony and
are leading towards war. This would amount to treating one of
them as most dangerous source of war. This would mean that one
imperialist power (the most dangerous source of war) is imposing
war on other reluctant imperialist power. Such characterization
would be the most dangerous source of distorting the perspective
and policy of international proletariat landing it in a position of
actually contributing not to world peace but the war effort of one
super power and its allies against the other super power. The
ideological source prompting international, proletariat for taking
up such a course cannotbe Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung
Thought, but the bankrupt imperialist theory of balance of forces
between bellicose powers as a safeguard against the outbreak of
war. Obviously such a course militates against the cause of world
peace and world revolution.

SECTION IV
The international political relations, in a given period, and

the role played by different political forces in them, are based on
the obtaining international economic relations and the role played
by different classes in them. Therefore, to have a proper
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understanding of international political situation and the tasks of
the international proletariat arising thereof, it is very important
to analyze the international economic relations as they stand and
develop in the given period.

It was from this angle that Com. Mao Tse-Tung, in some talk,
depicts the international position ofvarious countries of the world,
in his typical popular sryle, as belonging to three distinct sections
of the world or three distinct worlds, the most privileged, first
world, USA, and Soviet Union; the underdog, third world,
countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, with the exception of
Japan, the in between, second world, the European countries,
Canada, Japan, Australia etc. (The socialist countries, on account
oftheirlevel of development and strength shouldbe grouped only
with the third world countries.) "China belongs to Third world,
for China cannot compare with the rich or powerful countries
politically, economically etc. She can be grouped only with the
relatively poor countries." (From a talk by Chairman Mao in
February, ryZA Asis the casewith all ofhis popular sayings, this
formula rests upon a years-long serious objective study and
analysis of the international scene (has been documented in the
Reports to the Ninth and the Tenth National Congress of
Communist Party of China.) This differentiation of the world
succinctly delineates the position of each group of countries in
the present day economic relations of world imperialism. All the
contradictions of imperialism are related to, and sharpened by,
the economic relationships expressed in this differential placing
of the countries of the world.

The salient implications of this differentiation, as regards the
basic appraisal of international situation, the prospects of the
world proletarian revolution and the tasks of the internationar
proletariat etc. are following :
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(a) It points to the emergence of two extremely powerful,

financially and militarily, centres of world imperialism who

dominate the whole imperialist system of exploitation and

oppression. This concentration of imperialist-neo-colonial power

has led, and is leading to, the intensification of exploitation and

oppression of the people world over, most of all, the people in the

third world, constituting overwhelming majority of world
population, who are finding it impossible to go on living in such

intolerable condition of impoverishment and servitude. Moreover,

proceeding from their position of dominance, these two imperialist

super powers try, in an arbitrary fashion, to steer the economic

(political) affairs of the world to usurp maximum benefits, to the

chagrin ofthe monopolycapitalists of secondworld countries and

other exploiters who share, more or less, the neo-colonial loot,

and the two fiercely contend with each other to acquire exclusive

access to the booty, disturbing thereby the whole mechanism of

imperialist system. All this is at the root of great disorder and

turbulence prevailing in the world. Thus it lays bare the material

basis of the evermore developing crisis in the imperialist system,

the accentuation of all the contradictions of imperialism, and of
the bright prospects of world proletarian revolutionary movement

as a consequence of rapid revolutionization of the mood of the

broad masses of the people and serious discord among the top

exploiters and oppressors, characteristic of the prevailing situation.

(b) It points to the location of the relative position of various

links in the imperialist chain-the strongest, relativelyweak, and

the weakest links-for the purpose of mapping out the strategic

plan of international proletariat for developing world proletarian

revolution to hit the imperialist system hard with concentrated

energy at weakest links (third world countries under colonial

dependence); to make serious preparations and get readyto hit at

the weak links (second world countries) at the opportune moment;
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and in this process which renders the strong ones shaky and
weakened lay the ground and gather forces for finally storming
the strongestlink (firstworld ofthe superpowers), thus smashing
the whole chain of imperialist system and establishing the socialist
system world over.

(c) It points to the global nature of the counter-revolutionary
interests, policies and connections of the two imperialist super
powers which makes them international gendarmes, the main
source of counter-revolutionary intervention, aggression and war,
and the common enemy of the people of the world, and invests
the revolutionary struggles world over with the task of guarding
against or combating any interference, control, intervention and
aggression by the two super powers and resolutely opposing their
preparations for and apparatuses of unleashing a newworldwar.
It provides the international proletariat with a tactical orientation
to seek, at various levels in various forms, the building up of as

broad as possible opposition to the policies and acts of super
powers domination, intimidation and war while unswervingly
striving to accomplish other revolutionary tasks.

It would be sheer distortion of Comrade Mao Tse-Tung's
valuable statement if this differentiation of the world is made out
to be the depiction, as such, of alignment of political forces of the
world in the present day international class struggle, demarcating
our enemies (first world), our friend (second world), and ourselves
(third world), and that as a corollary, the present day policy of the
international communist movement should be of third world
(ourselves) uniting with the second world (friends) to oppose the
firstworld (enemies).

In order to better appreciate Mao Tse-Tung's view point in
differentiating the countries of the world, and the distorted nature
of its interpretation of the above type, let us briefly refer to Lenin's
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analysis of the post world-war first international situation when
he differentiated the countries of the world, along with their
population into three main groups. In the opening part of his
'Report Onthe International Situation andthe Fundamental Tasks
of the Communist International' to the Second Congress of the
Comintern which made this grouping as the point of departure
for analyzing international situation, he observed "Imperialism's
economic relations constitute the core of the entire international
situation as-it now exists". From this angle, he proceeded to analyze
'Imperialism's economic relations' and provided a graphic
description ofthese relations showing the position of three groups
of population of the world in these relations. "In the oppressed
colonies- countries which are being dismembered, such as persia,

Turkey and China and in countries that were defeated and have
been relegatedto the position of colonies-there are r,z5o million
inhabitants. Not more than z5o,ooo,ooo inhabit countries that
have retained their old position but have become economically
dependent upon America, and all of which during the war, were
militarily dependent, once the war involved the whole world and
did notpermit a single state to remain reallyneutral. And, finally,
we have not more than z5o,ooo,ooo inhabitants in countries
whose top stratum, the capitalist alone, benefitted from the
partition of the world. We thus get total of about r,75o million
comprising the entire population of the world. I would like to
remind you of this picture of the world, for all the basic
contradictions of etpitalistn, of irnperialistn which are
lec'ding up to reuolution.... ore o,ll connected.with this
p artitioning of the w orld.'s p opulation. "

And in the next lines he comments on the nature, and the
central implication, of this grouping, "of course, these figures give

the economic picture of the world only approximately, in broad
outlines. And comrades, it is natural that, with the population of
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the world divided in this way, exploitation by finanee eapital,
the capitalist monopolies, has increased.rnanta titnes ot errr.
(Emphasis added)

Lenin projected this situation as the source of acute economic
crisis and consequently of political crisis, of the imperialist system.
He noted in this situation, "..... the maturing of the two conditions
for the world revolution," because there was, ,,..... discord at the
top, among this handful, this very small number of very rich
countries," and there were "... rz5o million people who find it
impossible to live in the conditions of servitude which advanced
and civilized capitalism wishes to impose on them". He focused it
in connection with the fundamental tasks of communist
international relating to world proletarian revolution. euite
naturally, the central theme of this thesis on comintern,s
fundamental tasks was intensification of the preparations for
proletarian revolution in the capitalist countries (and determinedly
supporting and assisting the national democratic revolutionary
movements in the colonial and semi-colonial countries).

At another place Lenin discusses the bearing of this
international situation on the course of development of world
proletarian revolution :

"The system of international rerationship has now taken a
form in which one of the states of Europe, viz, Germany, has been
enslaved by the victorious countries. Furthermore, a number of
states in the west, find themselves in a position, as the result of
their victory, to utilize the victory to make a number of
insignifi cant concessions to their oppressed classes-concessions
which nevertheless retard the revolutionary movement in these
countries and create some semblance of ,social 

peace,.,,

"At the same time, precisely as a result of the last imperialibt
war, a number of countries...in the East, India, China etc, have
been completely dislodged from their groove, their development
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has definitely shifted to the general European capitalist lines. The

general European ferment has begun to affect them, and it is now

clear to the whole world that they have been drawn into a process

of development that cannot but lead to a crisis in the whole of
world capitalism."

In view of this fact, and in connection with it, "the West

European" capitalist countries will consummate their
development towards socialism, not as we formerly expected.

They are consummating it not by the even 'maturing' of
socialism in them, but by the exploitation of some countries by

others, by the exploitation of the first of the countries to be

vanquished in the imperialist war combined with the exploitation

of the whole of the East. On the other hand, precisely as a result

of the first imperialist war, the East has definitely come into
revolutionary movement, has been definitely drawn into the
general mainstream of the world revolutionary movement.

(Lenin, Vol. XXWil. p-415-16 as quoted bg Stalin in
October Reuolution and Tactics of Russian Communists p-4tfl .

And Stalin rounds off this statement by observing:

"If we add to this the fact that not only defeated countries are

being exploited by the victorious countries but that some of the

victorious countries are falling into the orbit of financial
exploitation at the hands of the most powerful of the victorious

countries, America and Britain; thatthe contradictions among all
these countries are an extremely important factor in the
disintegration of world imperialism, that in addition to these

countries, veryprofound contradictions exist and are developing

within each of these because of the existence, alongside, these

countries of the great Republic of Soviets-if all this is taken into
consideration then the picture of the special character of the

international situation will become more or less complete.
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(December 17,1924; J. Stalin, Onthe Roadto October.)

The actual course of revolutionary development in the post

First World War period testified to the correctness and far-
sightedness ofthese observations of Lenin. Apartfromthe general

upswing inthe nationalliberation movements inthe colonial East,

proletarian revolutions rocked Hungary, Bulgaria and Germany-
the very capitalist-imperialist countries, under the terms of the
Versailles treaty (the other victim country of this and the Brest

Litovsk Treaty, Russia, had already gone through a victorious
proletarian revolution). Had the proletariat at that time
misunderstood the international situation and the grouping of
countries by Lenin, and taken this grouping as such for the
alignment of political forces of the world, in that case these

revolutions would have been fore-doomed. On the other hand, if
the revolutions in the above named countries were notvictorious
and were ultimately crushed by the bourgeoisie, it was, apart from
other factors, mainly because the proletariat had not sufficiently
made preparations for the eventuality, and in Hungary
particularly, had not politically demarcated from, and isolated in
athorough goingway, the social democrats (which is an important
part of these preparations) who betrayed the revolution and
became accomplices in suppressing it. (This revolutionary attempt
was the proletariat's way of eradicating foreign domination over

their respective countries by breaking loose of imperialist system,

of which such domination is a perennial feature. When
proletariat's attempt failed, fascism took over these countries and

they headed for imperialist war that was decadent bourgeoisie's

way.)

So, we see how Lenin, while analyzing the international
situation in the framework of imperialism's economic relations

and the position of different countries in this relationship, always

kept in mind the position and role of different class-forces and



drew political conclusions and worked out political tasks of
international communist movement from this total perception.
Like Lenin, Mao Tse-Tung's analysis ofinternational situation, at
different times, have always been permeated with class analytical
approach, with an insight of the interplay of various class-forces

at international and national levels. His recent analysis of the
international situation in terms of the differentiation of these

countries of the world into three categories of worlds is no
exception. If one were to view this differentiation of three worlds
in a distorted way, as discussed earlier, knocking out its
revolutionary kernel, its class content, it would be an act of
violation of, andviolence against, the whole teachings of Mao Tse-

Tung. It would result, in theory, in confusing the friends and
enemies, fundamental and non-fundamental contradictions,
fundamental and ephemeral nature of class relationships,
fundamental and special tasks, primary and secondary tasks,
bourgeois nationalism and proletarian internationalism, and in
practice, in neglecting or renouncing revolutionary tasks under
the pretext of the requirements of some immediate task (but
bungling even the latter), renouncing the hegemony of the
proletariat in the struggle for national and social liberation and
establishing a tailist unity with one or other section of the
re4ctionary ruling classes, and thus sliding down the path of social
democratism - betrayal of the cause of world proletarian
revolution cloaked in Marxist-Leninist phraseology.

(Footnotes)

' V. l. Lenin. Collected works Vol. zz, Page 3to."The Junius
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SUPPLEMENT

ONSI,AUGITT OF
NEW OPPORTUNIST CURRENTS

In the main text, we have presented in broad outlines our
assessment of the present international situation and what, in our
view, should be the general line of the international communist
movement and its specific direction in the present situation.

This revolutionary line of international communist
movement for pushing ahead the historic process of world
proletarian revolution and the guiding ideolory which this line is
based on, Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought, are
under attack from various opportunist quarters. Along with
modern revisionism centered aroundthe renegade leading clique
of CPSU, Trotskyite revisionism, Titoite revisionism, social-
democratism, newleftism etc., new opportunist currents are pitted
against the proletarian revolutionary line and ideologr. Special
ideological efforts, on the part of Marxist-Leninist forces world-
wide, need to be directed against the latter currents, because, the
process of their exposure has just begun and the ideological
menace posed by these has, as yet, not been sufficiently contained.

Of these latter opportunist currents, the major one has its
fountain-head in the renegade Teng-Hua leading clique of CpC.
This renegade leading clique of CpC has ganged up with all the
bourgeois and reactionary forces of China to bury the socialist
revolution of china and carryout all-round capitalist restoration
there. In order to provide theoretical justification of its criminal
course of action and smoothen the process of counter-
revolutionary restoration, it has denounced the basic theory and
line, expounded by Com. Mao Tse-Tung for developing socialist
revolution, replacing it with the revisionist theory of productive

forces and a bourgeois pragmatist line for building state monopoly
capitalism, yet shamelessly claiming Mao Tse-Tung Thought as

its guiding ideolory.

As an extension of the counter-revolutionary role of this
clique inside China, on international plane, it is busy in ganging

up with Western imperialism led by US imperialism and its
reactionary lackeys all the world over and seeks to do to world
proletarian revolutionary movements what it has done to
victorious revolution in China. In order to provide theoretical
justification for its betrayal of world proletarian revolutionary
movement and smoothen the process of disorientation,
degeneration and disintegration of world proletarian revolutionary
movement, it has surreptitiously renounced the revolutionary
legacy of the great struggle against modern revisionism waged by
Marxist-Leninists of all lands under the leadership of Mao Tse-

Tung, in the sixties, renounced the Marxist Leninist critique on
Khrushchev's phony communism, the fraudulent "self-
administrative" socialism of Tito sustained by millions of US

dollars, the wholesale revisionism of the Italian and the French

Communist parties, Ktrrushchev's apologia for neo colonialism
(down-playing ofthe neo colonial rule of imperialistpowers over
most of the ex-colonies, prettifring of the anti-communist, anti-
popular reactionary regimes in these countries, and emphasizing
of thetaskof developing national economies and downgrading of
the pressing task of making national democratic revolution in
these countries) and Khrushchev's anti-Leninist fallacies in
denying the inherently aggressive nature of imperialism etc. It has

renounced, without acknowledging, the general line of the
international communist movement and substituted it with the
counter-revolutionary class collaborationist "Three World
Theory" fabricated by arch-revisionist Teng-Hsio Ping, yet
shamelessly claiming that its international conduct and line is
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dictated by Mao Tse-Tung Thought.

It is not fortuitous that the renegade Teng-Hua ruling clique
wishes to erase the memory of that monumental struggle against
modern revisionism waged by Marxist-Leninist forces with Mao
Tse-Tung at the head. The phenomenon of the rise to power of
renegade Ktrrushchev-revisionist clique in Soviet Union and its
curryring favor with US imperialism and various lackey reactionary
regimes was accompanied by a systematic ideological onslaught
against international communist movement on the basis of a set
of revisionist theses put forward by this clique with the objective
of disorientating and decimating world proletarian revolutionary
movement and its political vanguard. Today, the phenomenon of
the rise to power of renegade Teng-Hua leading clique of CpC in
China and its unashamed honey-mooning with the US
imperialism and various lackey reactionary regimes, is being
accompanied by a similar systematic ideological onslaught against
international communist movement on thebasis ofthe revisionist
"Three World Theory" with the similar counter-revolutionary
objectives.

The present ideological onslaught of Teng-Hua revisionism
is not much different in its content and objectives from the
previous one of modern revisionism. Certain differences in the
respective physiognomy of the two are due to different historical
conditions in which these took shape. Modern revisionism
centered around the renegade Khrushchev clique advocating
capitulation to US imperialism at a time when crisis in the world
capitalist system and the danger of world war had not acquired
grave dimensions. Hence this capitulation took on a pacifist
complexion, TengHua opportunism is advocating capitulation to
US imperialism at a time when world capitalist system is caught
up in grave economic political social crisis and intensified
imperialist rivalry, particularlybetween the two imperialist super

powers, and is heading towards a global armed conflagration.
Under these conditions of crisis and war danger, all hues of
international opportunism are driven towards aligning with one

or the other imperialist super power and company, and, ipso facto,

against the rival one. Hence, the capitulation of Teng-Hua
revisionist clique to US imperialism has taken on a militant
complexion owing to its vociferous denunciation of the rival
imperialist super power, Soviet social imperialism. While its verbal
crusades against Soviet social imperialism also serve as a
smokescreen for covering its retreat from revolutionaryfighting
positions of red China against imperialism and reaction to the lap
of US imperialism, both its alignment with US imperialism and
confrontation with Soviet social imperialism are promoted by its
counter-revolutionary aspiration of making China a regional
hegemonistic power with the US imperialist financial,
technological and military patronage.

Leaving aside the phenomenon of naturally enthusiastic
response to Teng's 'Three World Theory', of the right
opportunistically inclined elements nestling inside international
Marxist-Leninist movement whose thinking and practice found
great theoretical support in the systematized revisionist
ideological, politicalplatform of a "ThreeWorldTheory", howis it
that this bankrupt theory could temporarily succeed even in
confusing or winning over considerable sections of genuine
Marxist-Leninist and other revolutionary ranks? Familiarity with
Khrushchevian modern revisionism and the experience of the
great struggle against it should have enabled these Marxist-
Leninist forces better and quickly to recognize the hideous
features of Teng-Hua revisionism despite the deceptive red veil
of Mao Tse-Tung Thought put on these. But it did not happen
thatway. Apart from the fact, indicatedbythis development, that
our forces were not adequately posted with Man<ist theory, hence
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were liable to be taken in by superficial political phenomena and
pragmatic and eclectic logic of the arguments of Teng-Hua
revisionists, a major reason of their failure in their encounter with
"Three World Theory" is that there are certain relatively new
features in the present day international situation which
demanded to be appraised and explained by international Marxist-
Leninist movement. Taking advantage of the lack of systematic
Marxist-Leninist explanation of these features, the Teng Hua
revisionist clique juggled with these phenomena and wove a

revisionist "Three World Theory" around these. The deceptive
potential of "Three World Theory" lies in its seemingly plausible,

though actually false, explanations of these phenomena.

These phenomena are (A) serious disparity, in terms of
financial-military power, between first-rate imperialist powers-
USA and Soviet Union, on the one hand and second-rate
imperialist powers-England, France, West Germany, Japan,
Canada etc., on the other hand; sharpening contradictions
between the former and the latter, (B) extremely accentuated
contradiction between the two first-rate imperialist powers or
super powers on account of their drive for attaining exclusive
global domination; relative demotion of US imperialism from its
earlier status of being the unquestionably supreme imperialist
power of the world, under the impact of serious set-backs suffered
by it at the hands of national liberation movements of the
oppressed-peoples, the rise of a rival imperialist super power
contesting for the supreme imperialist status, and stiffeconomic
competition from West German and Japanese monopoly capital;
stepped-up expansionist and aggressive activities of Soviet social
imperialism and (C) The disturbed relationship of imperialist
masters and lackey domestic reactionary rulers of underdeveloped
countries, particularly the latter's bickering over the terms of
financial collaboration and the terms of trade.
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Let us briefly examine how Teng-Hua revisionism lends
distorted meanings to these political phenomena in orderwholly
to revise the Leninist orientation of international communist
movement.

All these political phenomena are expressions of the operation

of the law of uneven development of capitalism, and the operation

of traro fundamental contradictions of the world, the contradictions

which have got extremely accentuated at present, namely, the
inter-imperialist contradiction, and the contradiction between

imperialism and the oppressed nations. But, the Teng-Hua
revisionists avoid to discuss these phenomena in the context of
these fundamental contradictions. Why? Because, discussion

within such theoretical frame gives farless scope for opportunist
sophistry, for eclectic jumbling together of phenomena of different
order, which are their patent weapons of deceit.

They evade answering in a clear-cut fashion the vital questions

concerning the present stage and targets of world proletarian
revolution. Have the world social progression and consequent
political development during the period since the Great Debate

radically changed the fundamental contradictions of the Leninist
era? If not, doesn't it follow that all imperialism and reaction
remain the targets of world proletarian revolution during the
whole period of the present stage? If so, doesn't it follow that
distinctions made in the targets of proletarian revolutionary
movements, in the present stage, can only be either for policy
purposes of directing concentrated attack against the principal
target which are valid only for the given historical period or phase

of the revolution, or for purposes of ever-shifting tactical emphasis

in dealing with various components of the principal target and

those of the non-principal target?

Proceedingfrom the fact of existing disparityin the respective



strengths of the first-rate imperialistpowers andthe second-rate
imperialist powers, instead of making a policy distinction between
these imperialist enemies forthe purpose of directing concentrated
attack against the two super powers in the present period, the
"Three worldists" raise this distinction to the level of basic
demarcation that implies a radical transformation of the character
and role of the second-rate imperialist powers. From being
imperialist enemies and targets of world proletarian revolution,
though relegated to a position of secondary importance for the
present period of concentrated fight against the two super powers
at international plane, those get metamorphosed, at the hands of
"Three worldists", into "middle forces" having "dual character."

The concept of "middle forces" having "dual character" applies
to such social forces as do not constitute the target ofrevolution
at a given stage of its development and have some potential for
playrng a role in the revolutionary movements to a certain extent,
under certain conditions. As for example, is the case of national
bourgeoisie of an oppressed country in the stage of national
democratic revolution. Under no circumstances does this concept
apply to a section of enemy forces constituting the target of
revolution. Even when a tactical alliance is forged by revolutionary
forces with a section of enemy forces against the principal enemy
this section does not lose its enemy character to become "middle
forces" having "dual character."

By attributing "dual character" to these imperialist powers the
"Three wordlists" change the fundamental content of the
contradiction between the second-rate imperialist powers and the
two imperialist super powers. It no more remains an inter-
imperialist contradiction, imperialism at one pole of this
contradiction gets transformed into something of a lower order
having "dual character" and imperialism at the other pole gets
transformed into something of higher order, 'hegemonism,.
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Referring to the second-rate imperialist powers, the "Three
Worldists" state "They oppress and exploit the oppressed nations
and are at the same time controlled and bullied by the super
powers. They have a dual character, and stand in contradiction
with both the first and the third worlds. But they are still a force

the third world can win over or unite with in the struggle against

hegemonism,"

(Chairman Meo's theory of the dffirentiation of the three

w orlds... ....Peking Reuiew, No. 45, 1 gZZ, p. 1 ).
According to these caricaturists of Leninism, the second rate

imperialist powers have "dual character" of being, "at the same

time" imperialist oppressor forces and anti-hegemonist forces. So,

for these revisionists, it is not a question of making a distinction
between chief hegemonist power and secondary hegemonist
powers (hegemonism being an inherent characteristic of
imperialism) and making use of the contradiction between the two,

but a question of handling a new fundamental contradiction
between the hegemonist imperialist super powers and allegedly

anti-hegemonist imperialist powers so as to unite with the latter
in the worldwide struggle for overthrowing hegemonism which
turns out to be the target of world proletarian revolution in its
present anti-hegemonist stage of development preceding the stage

of socialist revolution for overthrowing world imperialism (i.e. the

world capitalist system).

As the basic content of the struggle of the world people against

the two super powers and that of the struggle of the second-rate

imperialist powers against the super powers is made out to be the

same, that is, anti-hegemonist, it becomes their "common

struggle";"In the common struggle against Soviet Union andthe
United States, it is both necessary and possible to ally with the
second-world under given conditions." (ibid)



What is the stuff that the 'anti-hegemonism, of these
imperialist powers is made of? Referring to the state of western
imperialists alliance led by us imperialism, the "Three worldists,"
state: "Tlue, the monopolycapitalists ofwest European countries,
Japan, etc., have a thousand and one ties with the united states
and, in face of the menace posed by soviet sociar imperialism these
countries still have to rely on the us 'protective umbrella'. But so
long as the United states continues its policy of control, they will
not cease in their struggle against such control and.for equal
partn*ship."(ibid, p. 3o.) (emphasis added). In their own words,
the objective of this struggle against the over-bearing behavior of
US imperialism is to realize "equal partnership.,, Well, may we ask,
"equal partnership" in what and for what? Isn,t ,,equal

partnership" being sought in the predatory imperialist alliance for
perpetuating and intensifiring oppression and exploitation of
under developed countries and contending with social imperialism
for this neocolonial loot? Doesn't it show that while us imperialism
seeks, through "its policy of control,,, to limit the scope of
imperialist contention and loot on the part of these powers, they,
through their struggle against such control seek to enlarge this
scope, and that friction between the two sides, on this score, is
just another dimension of the fundamental contradiction between
USA and these countries as imperialist powers?

Building a case for 'anti-hegemonism' of these imperialist
powers, in another context, they state: ,,In certain cases, their own
interests even compel them to make certain concessions to Third
world countries or to give some support to third world's struggle
against hegemonism or to remain neutral,,. Why,,In Certain
cases"? What is the situation "taken as a whole,, (to use their
favorite phrase)? And which imperialists are not occasionally
compelled by "their own interests""to make certain concessions
to third world countries"? All imperialists are. only these "certain
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concessions", are made with a view to perpetuate or extend
imperialist stranglehold on the third world countries. As an
instance of "support" rendered "to third world,s struggle against
hegemonism" by these imperialist powers, they refer to the
incident of mercenary attack backed by soviet lackey Neto clique
of Angola on Zaire's province of Katanga in the year t977.,,This
year, when Zaire was repellingthe armed invasion masterminded
by the Soviet Union, France rendered it some logistic support.,'
(ibid, p. So).By what distortion of language can landing of the
French Commandos in Katanga be termed ,,some logistic
support"? If the entry of French imperialist troops in Zaire in a
concerted move by Belgium, USA and France to *holster up the
military efforts of their lackey Mobutu clique and safeguard their
respective imperialist interests in Zaire was an act of "support to
third world's struggle against hegemonism" then what is to be
called imperialist intervention? According to this twisted logic of
the "Three Worldists" when Cuban Troops, East German and
Soviet Union's militaryadvisers were engaged inbolstering up the
military efforts of the lackey Neto clique of Angola in repelling
south African armed invasion masterminded by us imperialism
they were actually giving "some support to third world struggle
against hegemonism"? To be, more exact, "some logistic support,,!

Thus, whether viewed in relation to the super powers, the
"first world" or in relation to the under developed countries, the
'third world', the 'anti-hegemonism' of these second-rate
imperialist powers turns out to be a striving for imperialist
contention with the super powers. No doubt an uneven
contention, all the same an imperialist contention. The ..Three

Worldists" wish to de-track the forces of world proletarian
revolution from the Marxist-Leninist course of skillfullyutilizing
the contradictions between second-rate imperialist powers and the
super powers, as contradictions within the enemy imperialist camp



and direct the revolutionary forces to the class-collaborationist
course of seeking a strategic alliance with the second-rate
imperialist forces, at domestic and international plane, since these
are allegedly no more enemy forces at this stage of world
proletarian revolution.

As in the case of other revisionist concepts woven into Teng,s
'Three world Theory', so in their revisionist distortion of the
distinction between the two super powers and the second-rate
imperialistpowers theydeployall their skills intrickeryto palm it
offas comrade Mao Tse-Tung's ideas. They dig out an utterance
by Mao in rgTo regarding the handling of West European powers
by china at the plane of socialist diplomacy in order to break
through the encirclement imposed on it by us imperialism and
Soviet social imperialism. At that time, he said: ,,We should win
over these countries such as Britain, France and west Germany."
They deliberately cause confusion between the foreign policy
concept of 'winning over'certain states to the side of socialist china
on some matters andthe strategic concept of 'winning over'certain
social forces to the side ofthe proletariat as revolutionary allies.

They give the following excerpt from Mao,s comments On the
suez canal incident in 1956. "In the Middle East, two kinds of
contradictions and three kinds of forces are in conflict. The two
kinds of contradictions; first, those between different imperialist
powers, that is between the us and Britain and between the us
and France, and, second, those between the imperialist powers
and the oppressed. The three kinds of forces are; One, the US, the
biggest imperialist power, two, Britain and France, second-rate
imperialist powers, and three, the oppressed nations,,. They claim
that "It is not difficult to see that chairman Mao's analysis of the
three kinds of forces was the forerunner of his theory of the three
worlds. The difference between the two is chiefly due to the
existence however precarious of a socialist camp at the time. " (ibid,

L12

p.17)

We wish to quote in detail from the same talkby Mao Tse-
Tung to show how his dialectical and revolutionary treatment of
the concerned questions, far from being a progenitor of 'Three
world theory', is a damning indictment of the revisionist line
encompassed in Teng's'Three World Theory.'

Referring to the phenomenon of intensifying contention
among imperialist powers, he said: "Their embroilment is to our
advantage. We, the socialist countries, should pursue the policy
of consolidating ourselves and not yielding a single inch of our
land. We will struggle against anyonewho tries to make us do so.
This is where we draw the line beyond. ushieh they coln be
left to quanrlel annorc.g themselues. Then shall we speak or
not? Yes we shall. We certainlg will support the anti-
ilnperialist struggles of the people in Asia, Afriea and
Lc,tin Arnerico ornd. the reuolutiorlrolry sffuggles of the
people of all countries.

"As for the relations between the imperialist countries and
ourselves, 'they are among us and we are among them', ure
support the people's reaolution in their counfries and
they conduct subversive activities in ours. We have our men in
their midst, that is, the communists, the revolutionary workers,
farmers, and intellectuals, and the progressives in their countries.
Theyhave their men in our midst, and in China for instance they
have among us many people from the bourgeoisie and the
democraticparties and also the landlord class.

"In short, our assessment of the international situation is still
that the ernbroihnent of the irnperiolist eountries
contending for eoloniesis the greater contradiction. They try
to cover-up the contradictions between themselves byplayind up
their contradiction with us. We co:n rnake use of their
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contTardictions ; a lot can be done in this connection . This is a
rnatter of irnp ortornce for our exterttol p olicg, "

Talks at Conference of Party Committee Secretaries

- Mao; Jan t95) (All emphasis added).

In dealing with phenomenon of disturbed relationship
between the reactionary ruling cliques in Asia, Africa and Latin
America and their imperialist masters, the "Three Worldists" go

whole hog in revising the basic thesis of Lenin, Stalin and Mao

Tse-Tung on colonial revolution and present a topsy-turvy picture

ofthe realities of class rule ofthe domestic ruling classes andtasks

of revolutionary movement in the countries of this region.

Trampling under foot Lenin's important injunction that
communists must expose the systematic deception practised by
imperialism through setting up such states as are economically,

politically and militarily dependent on it and proclaiming these to

be independent national states, the "Three Worldists" come

forward as propagandists ofthis deception. In a sweeping manner,

theydepictthe countries ofAsia,Africa and LatinAmerica as more

or less independent national states. They dish out a distorted

appraisal of thehistorical phenomenon of collapse of old colonial

system afterWorldWarII. Whereas a numberof countries ofthis
region won their political independence through hard fought
people's struggles of national liberation and national resistance

against fascist occupation armies, in large majority of cases

independence was 'conferred'by imperialists on their colonies

through 'transfer of power' to their trusted lackeys under the
pressure of obtaininghistorical, political circumstances, with the

result that the colonial state power structures were not demolished

in these countries. Even in the case of nationalist regimes that
came to power on the crest of popular national upsurge at that
time, some were toppled through imperialist machinations and

replaced with more pliant ones and the reactionary state-structures

were refurbished, while in some others, the upper-sections of the

new ruling bourgeois classes gradually developed reactionary traits

and became the retainers of colonialist and feudal interests. Of

course, there are still a number of progressive nationalist states

struggling to defend and consolidate their political independence

and national economies against the economic, political and

military pressures of imperialist powers particularly the two super

powers. But, the majority of Asian, African and Latin American

countries are under neo-colonial rule wherein the domestic

reactionary classes share state power in varying measures with
their imperialist masters. For the people of most of the

underdeveloped countries, it is primarily a matter of breaking the

shackles of neo-colonialism and accomplishing national
democratic revolution all the while resisting attempts, on the part

of any imperialist power, particularly a super power for bringing

them under complete subjugation. Only in the case of some

progressive national states the task of defending and consolidating

political independence and national economy assumes first-rate

importance.

The "Three Worldists" not only down-play the role of neo-

colonialism in these countries, they also give a distorted account

of its mode of operation; impairing, thereby, the politicalvigilance

and consciousness of revolutionary forces. Reducing neo-

colonialism essentially to the attempts of imperialist powers at

directly exercising control on the basis of their capacity for exerting

military pressure at the given time, over these countries they state

"Europe, which is the focus of contention between the two

hegemonist powers has drawn and pinned down the bulk of their

strength. They are not likely to maintain tight control over many

thirdworld countries, for it is very often the casethatthey cdnnot

grab at one without losing hold of another." (ibid. p. z7)
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By such talk they seek to create the false impression that neo-
colonialism does not hold sway over these countries chiefly
through the medium of the domestic reactionary ruling classes.

They down play the phenomenon of the neo-colonialism and
project a distorted view of its mode of operation, because any
reference to the medium of neo-colonial hold over these countries
brings into discussion a crucial questionwhichtheyavoidlike hot
coal, that is, the question of state-power in these countries. By
putting aside the question of state power, theyfeel free to discuss

the political role of these countries enbloc as third world countries
and that of all the class forces enbloc as 'country'. In their typical
deceptive phraseology they seek to wriggle out of this "complex
situation" created by their indiscriminate tie-up of forces having
qualitatively different political character and role; "Their (third
world countries) social and political systems differ, the level of
their economic development is not uniform, and there are
constant changes in the political situation in each country. Hence
it is often the case that the authorities of these countries adopt
different attitudes towards imperialism and the super powers and
their own people......But taken as a whole, the majority of these
countries are for struggle against imperialism and hegemonism."
So, all the differences listed here prove to be of marginal relevance

as these do not essentially affect their common trait of struggle
against imperialism and hegemonism:

"There are of course struggles between different political forces

within the third world countries themselves. Some people are
revolutionaries who firmly stand for carrying through the national
democratic revolution. Others are progressives and middle of the
roaders of various descriptions. A few are reactionaries. And there
are even some agents of imperialism or social imperialism... ...

However, this complex situation does not affect the basic fact that
the thirdworld countries arethe mainforce inthe struggle against

imperialism and hegemonism." So, the fact that'country'covers
national democratic revolutionary forces on the one hand and
reactionaries and imperialist agents on the other, does not alter
their "basic fact". They tell us the secret of it, "when we look at a
question, we must grasp its essence and its main aspect"' (ibid. p-
e8) What the "Three Worldists" seek through their above
statements is precisely to prevent the people from grasping the

"essenee' antd.'7no,in aspect" of the question since the
essence and main aspect of the political character and role of a
countryis determinedbythe class character of its state power. All
their phraseology is designed to conceal the real basic fact about
these countries, that it is these "few reactionaries" and "even some

agents of imperialism or social-imperialism", who hold state-
power in most of these countries. And this state power, far from
being an instrument of struggle for smashing up neo-colonialism,
is a powerful weapon of neo-colonialism ever-aimed at the people

and their revolutionary movements in these countries. Under
conditions of neo-colonialism, all talk of anti-imperialist struggle
of the people of these countries is pure humbug if this struggle is
not directed against the lackey big bourgeois and feudal classes

and their reactionary state power.

The so many wranglings between, the reactionary ruling
classes and their imperialist masters on non-basic issues, that are
not concerned with any substantial change in the new-colonial
set-up but, at best, with some reformist alterations in it, do not
affect the basic character and role of the former which continues
to be reactionary and pro-imperialist. It is another matter that
revolutionaries can use such wranglings to their benefit, in an
appropriateway.

The "Three Worldists" shamelessly eulogise and defend.the
lackey reactionary state power in these countries by saying that
"By exercising the state power in their hands, the independent
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third world countries have gained broader arenas and more means

to carry on the struggle than in the past. . . . ...The fact that the Asian,

African and Latin American countries... ...haue boldly to,ken

their desting into their own hornds and wrested back the

rights due th em (ibid, p-26). They refer to the struggle of the people

of these countries merely for duping the gullible, actually, when

they saythat, the third world countries are the main force in the

world-wide struggle against imperialism and hegemonism, the

purpose is to glorify the political role of the states of this region.

Although they use the terms 'world', 'eountries' and 'people'

interchangeably to cause confusion, at some places they can be

pinned down to get the truth. For instance, in their following

statement about the second world countries, "they have a dual

character and stand in contradiction with both the first and the

thirdworlds". Who has a dual character? It cannotbe said of the

people of the second world, nor can the people of the second world

be standing in contradiction with the third world. Without any

shadow of doubt, here 'second world', means the states in Europe

and other places. The 'first world' also denotes imperialist states,

USA and Soviet Union, since the people of these two countries

cannot be the target of the struggle of 'Third World' and the 'Second

World'. How can it be different in the case of 'third world'?

Moreover, Teng Hsiao-Ping would have no need for rigging-up a

new'theory'to say that the struggling people of Asia, Africa and

l,atin America are the main force in the world wide struggle against

imperialism which has been an established stand of international

Marxist-Leninist movement ever since the Great Debate, were it
not for conferringthis exalted role ofbeing main anti-imperialist

force upon the states of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

Through the eclectic method of knocking together, into a

hybrid whole, phenomena of different order or differentiating

phenomena of essentially similar nature into qualitatively
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different categories, the "Three World Theorists mutilate the

fundamental contradiction between imperialism and oppressed

nations and the fundamental contradictions between various

imperialist powers, transforming the reactionary ruling clique in

underdeveloped countries into the main anti-imperialist force and

the imperialist ruling cliques in highly developed capitalist

countries into an anti-hegemonist force. All these revisionist

acrobatics of "Three Worldists" are meant for selling their line of

un-adulterated class collaboration and tying up of proletarian and

other revolutionary forces, to the boot-laces of the ruling cliques

of both the 'Third World' and the 'second World', both for

renouncing revolutionary tasks concerning the struggle against

imperialism and reaction andthose concerningthe struggle against

unjust criminal inter-imperialist war.

This is not all. Unfolding of the revisionist logic of "Three

World Theory" thus far does not fully serve the counter

revolutionary objectives of the renegade Teng-Hua clique. This

much of "Three World Theory" would, no doubt, throw its

followers into the arms of the "second world" imperialist rulers

and the "Third World" reactionary rulers but it still carries a formal

message of directing concentratedfire againsthegemonism of the

two super powers (notwithstanding the fact that opportunistic

embracing, on the part of revolutionary forces, of 'second world'

imperialists and'third world' reactionary lackeys of imperialism

would knock out the bottom of their struggle against hegemonism

and war-drive of the two super powers). This would not accord

with the demand of Teng-Hua clique's present capitulationist tie-

upwith one ofthe superpowers, US imperialism. This clique needs

theoretic justification of its ganging-up with one, of the chief

enemies of thepeople of theworld, of proletarian revolution and

world peace. Hence cooking up of the revisionist thesis of

differentiating the 'first world'. According to which, as a
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hegemonist power and instigator of world war, Soviet social

imperialism is the more dangerous than US imperialism and is
"the primarytarget" in the struggle againsthegemonism andwar.

This thesis is the real king-pin ofTeng's'Threeworldtheory',
andtheline of unitingwith US imperialism and itslackeysworld-
wide in the struggle against Soviet social imperialism, singled out
as the principal enemy, is the operative line of the whole "Three

world theory". All the noise of "three Worldists" while dealing with
the 'third world' and the 'second world' about concentrating the
revolutionary attack on the hegemonism of two super powers is

aimed at tamingthe ideological resistance of revolutionaryforces
against the class-collaborationist course of action and then
ultimatelyleadingthem into thelap of US imperialism.

The "Three Worldists" first, transform the policy-distinction
(meant for deciding "the primary target" from among the
imperialist enemies) between the two imperialist super powers

and the second-rate imperialist powers into a basic distinction
(meant for demarcating enemies and friends). Then they
transform the specific distinctions (meant for deciding specific

mode of fighting against each segment of the "primary target")
between the two super powers into policy distinction, in violation
of all norms of Marxist-Leninist stratery andtactics.

Their differentiation between US imperialism and Soviet

social imperialism rests on distortion of Marxist logic. One of their
chief-arguments in favor ofthis differentiation is that "soviet social

imperialism is an imperialist power following on the heels of the
United States andis therefore "more aggressive and adventurous"

and that according to Lenin late-comers among imperialist
countries are "even more rapacious, even more predatory". So

what to conclude from this? When Lenin said this in reference to
the late-comer German imperialism, he concluded from this that

inter-imperialist war was inevitable and not that the late comer

German imperialism was the "primary target" of proletarian

revolutionary movement.

They saythat US imperialism, "...has over-reached itself and

all it can do at present is to strive to protect its interests and go

over to the defensive in its overall strategy". So what to conclude

from this? Any conclusion, relevant to the formulation of current
policy of international proletarian revolutionary movement can

only be drawn on the basis of the answers to the following two

questions. First, "Its overall strategr" in which US imperialism can

but "go over to the defensive" is in pursuit of what? For seeking

exclttsiue world. hegernony in contention with Soviet social

imperialism. Second, what line of conduct is taken, at present, by

US imperialism in this contention for exclusive world hegemony,

whether of contending with its rival chiefly through other means

than war and seeking, for the time being to ward offthe war or, of
preparingforwar?Offeaerishlgpreparingforaworld.uor.
Both the answers are there in their own statement, "each super
pou)er sets exclusiue uorld. hegernony as its goal and to

this end makes froLntic preparations for a new usorld
urar'(emphasis added, p. 19) "Theutor-rndchine of eachof
the two super powers in peace time assumes a magnitude

unprecedented in human history", emphasis added, p-2o). In the

criminal imperialist operation of forcible re-division oftheworld,
where each super power seeks to 'realize exclusive world
hegemony, the circumstance of US imperialism having to fight in
a state of strategic defensive, that is, having more to exert in
retaining and consolidating its earlier huge colonial exploits than

in seizing new territories, does in no way change the pre datory
eharacter of its endeavorbefore and duringthe actual outbreak

of the imperialist war. A super power may employ an "offerlsive

strategy" or "go over to the defensive in its overall stratery", the
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imperialist striving tirr seizing or for retaining colonial possessions

through military means is equally predatory in both the cases. It
gives no scope to international proletarian revolutionary
movement for meeting out differential treatment to Soviet social
imperialism and US imperialism. They juggle with military
statistics to give the impression that Soviet social imperialism is a

more formidable military power than US imperialism. First, it is
factuallywrong to assert so. In the wide range of militaryweaponry
and other apparatus, each of the two super-powers is having
comparative lead in certainbranches and comparativelag in other
branches. However, in terms of over-all military might there exists
almost paritybetween them. Secondly, which is more important,
in view of the gigantic military build-up, on the part of both the
super powers, even ifone ofthem acquires an edge over the other
inthis respect, itwouldnot affectin asignificantway, the capability
or role of either of them as an aggressive imperialist super power
and would be irrelevant to the question of formulating the policy
of international proletarian movement towards the two super
powers.

Theysaythatwhile US imperialism "has time and again met
with resistance and been subjected to exposure and
denunciation... Soviet social imperialism "wears the mask of
'socialism"' and has not "completely lost its capacity to deceive"
people, that "arduous efforts are called for to help the people of
theworldto recognize itstruefeatures." Right, it should onlyimply
that the exposure of its fake socialism and real social imperialism
should be an important feature of our revolutionary propaganda.
But, since when has it become a Marxist-Leninist tactic to treat
the politically less-exposed enemy as "the primary target" and, the
notorious one as the secondary target? Demanding that
revolutionary struggles of the peoples of the world against US
imperialism be left to their fate without the guidance and

leudership of intcrnational proletariat, the "'I'hird Worldists" say

that "Progressive world opinion is already familiar with its true

nature and will go on fighting against it."

Surely, the revolutionary people of the world "will go on

fi ghting against it" and genuine Marxist-l,eninists of the world will
see to it that they are led to do so more vigorously and more

effectivelywiththe uprooting of the poisonous weed of the "Three

WorldTheory."

The other opportunist current that strives ideologically,

politically to disorientate international Marxist-Leninist
movement from its revolutionary course in this period, is
generated by the leadership of PLA. This opportunist current is

wrapped up in the mechanistic, revisionist, 'TWo World Theory'

propounded by Enver Hoxa. It is presented as an anti-dote to the

class-collaborationist'Three World Theory', of Teng Hsiao Ping.

But, notwithstanding the revolutionary rhetoric in which it is
couched, the 'Two World Theory' of Enver Hoxa is as inconsistent,

anti-dialectical, and revisionist in nature as the 'Three World

Theory'of Teng Hsiao Ping. Both of these opportunist platforms

are structured on the ideologicalbasis ofthe mutilatingtreatment
of the major contradictions of the contemporary world and

flagrant distortions of the teachings of Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin

and Mao Tse-Tung, in particular, the negation of Mao Tse-Tung

Thought. Consequently both of these are out to serve the same

political purpose, that is, sabotaging the advance of world
proletarian revolution through projecting wrong analysis of the

contemporary world situation, the revolutionary tasks emanating

there from and the stratery and tactics of international communist

movement for realizing these tasks.

In "Imperialism and the Revolution", alleged to be a classic

work of Enver Hoxa, one comes across his, exposition of the.'Two
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WorldTheo4y'. Referringto certainutterances of Lenin and Stalin
in connection with the emergence of Soviet Russia and of a new
major contradiction, the contradiction between socialist system
and capitalist system, Enver Hoxa sets out to depict the present
world political situation and activity of various political forces in
terms of the global clash of the two worlds, the world of socialism
and the world of capitalism. He states

(A) "After the victory of October Revolution, Lenin and Stalin
said, "In our times there are two worlds the socialist world and the
capitalist world..." (Imperialism and Revolution, p-1S)

(B) Today, there are two worlds, as before, and the struggle
between two worlds, between two opposing classes, between
socialism and capitalism, is there not only on the national scale
but is also on an international scale." (p. t6)

(C) "...We are firm defenders of the Leninist theory of two
worlds, we are partofthe newsocialistworld andwe are struggling
to destroythe old capitalist system..."(p.. r49)

This absolutising ofone ofthe major contradictions operating
in the contemporary world, namely the contradiction between the
socialist system and the capitalist (imperialist) system is meant
for depreciating the role of other major contradictions, and
ascribing a pivotal role to Albania as the leading factor of the aspect
of socialism locked in mortal conflict with capitalism world-wide.
No person with moderate intelligence can fail to notice that such
an appraisal of the present day world political situation has no
relevance to the actual class struggles that are unfolding in the
worldarena.

Throughout the years of fifties and sixties, the world witnessed
the stormy unfolding of the contradiction between imperialism
and the oppressed nations and peoples, generally, in the national
liberation movements of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin
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America. The contradiction is still maintaining its acuteness and

has, in no way subsided. Any proposed strategy for world
proletarian revolution today which does not take cognizance of
the crucial role ofthis contradiction andthe revolutionarystruggles

emanating from it, can but be an apologia of neocolonialism and

a blue print for sabotaging the advance of world proletarian
revolution. In this respect Enver Hoxa's "TWo World Theoqy'' seeks

to accomplish, under cover of revolutionary phrases, what
renegade Ktrruschev attempted and failed, on the eve of the Great

Debate.

The protagonists of 'TWo World Theory' not only devalue the
great historical current of national democratic revolutionary
movementthat is poundingthevast rearareas of imperialism and

hastening its inevitable collapse, they also revise the Marxist-
Leninist characterization pertaining to the anti-imperialist and

anti-feudal content of national democratic revolutionary
movement. Finding it dfficult to fit the semi-feudal, semi-colonial

societies of Asia, Africa and Latin America into the "two worlds"
pattern of their conception, they choose to present these as

capitalist societies. According to Enver Hoxa, "The bourgeoisie,

which has in its hands the state power of these countries, protects

that very capitalist society to which the proletariat, along with rural
and urban poor, wants to overthrow."

The situation regardingthe class rule and class confrontation
in these countries is made out to be essentially no different from
that of Western capitalist countries. "In both the 'third world' and
'second world' countries the bourgeois capitalist classes are the

same class forces which rule the proletariat and the people... Here

also, the main force is the proletariat." (p. zt)

Of course, they do not deny that the ruling bourgeoisie in most

of these countries is in league with the foreign imperialist



oppressors. Accordingly, the two fundamental social
contradictions operating in these countries are depicted by them
in the following manner:

"To aspire for the internal unity of the third world in the real

sense means to aspire for unitybetween the oppressed class and

the oppressor class, it means, an attempt to mitigate the
contradictions between the bourgeoisie and the laboring people,

between the people and foreign tyrants." (p. tzt) And the chief
internal contradiction operating in these countries, in general, is

said to be not between the broad masses of the people and
feudalism but between the former and the big bourgeoisie: "In
this period of imperialism, native big bourgeoisie is the main
internal enemy of the revolution, not only in the developed

capitalist countries, but also oppressed and dependent countries.."

@. g)T}:nts the crucial revolutionary task to be taken up by the
proletarian leadership in these countries that is, the task of
carrying out the agrarian revolution through unleashing the
revolutionary fighting potential of primarily the peasant masses,

is sought to be abandoned. In other words, the kernel of new

democratic revolution is discarded under cover of revolutionary
sounding phrase about the proletarian crusade against the
capitalist world. In this attempt, they reveal themselves as actually

being rescuers of feudalism.

This revision on the programmatic plane, of the chief target

of the new democratic revolution leads the'Two Worldists'into
bungling over the question of strategic alignment of class forces

for this revolution. They formally advocate the forging of worker
peasant alliance but actually knock-out the basis of this alliance

in semi-feudal semi-colonial countries, that being the agrarian
revolutionary programme and movement. They reluctantly
concede the possibility of drawing the national bourgeoisie into
people's revolutionary alliance for national democratic revolution
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but recoil from the prospect of its participation in the new state to

be set-up, under the leadership of proletariat, after the victory of
this alliance. It indicates that they consider the national

bourgeoisie to be at best a tactical ally and not a strategic ally of
the proletariat in national democratic revolution. In fact, they reject

the very concept of New Democracy as a state-form for
implementing the programme of national democratic revolution.

The rejection of new democratic stage of revolution in
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, on the part of 'Two

Worldists', is also implicit in their underassessment of the

dimensions of democratic and national tasks in these countries.

They not only emaciate the anti-feudal task but water-down the

anti-imperialist task too by obliterating the qualitative distinction

between the phenomenon of imperialist colonialist oppression in
these countries and the factor of domination in relations between

the relativelyweaker and the mighty imperialist countries. They

visualize or portray only a quantitative difference, in this respect,

between the countries of Asia, Africa, Latin America on the one

hand and the developed capitalist countries on the other hand,

the former b eing"ntore dependent on foreign capital" than the

latter (Imperialism and Reuolution p. 222) (emphasis added).

Consequently, for them, the democratic and anti-imperialist tasks

do not constitute the very content of revolution, at this stage, in
the former countries but merely, "the democratic and anti-
imperialist tasks of the revolution have special importance" there.

(ibid). On the basis of the above appraisal of the revolutionary

tasks, they vaguely suggest some sort of "interlacing of the

national-democratic, anti-imperialist, national liberation
revolution with the socialist revolution." (p.t74) In the context of

Asia, Africa and Latin America, the Trotskite-thesis of "interlacing"

or "intertwining" socialistrevolution is apatent recipe for mhking

a mess of either revolution.



In accordance with their revisionist propositions concerning
the programme and strateryofrevorution inAsia, Africa and Latin
America, they also advocate a mechanicar-revisionist-military rine
for the revolution. They categoricalry reject the path of waging
"protracted peoples war,, and establishing ,,parallel 

people,s
political power" in revolutionary rurar base areas *itt tt 

" 
aim of

encircling and urtimatery capturing the cities, and mechanicaly
recommend instead the Borshevik experience of insurrection in
the cities preceded by considerabre period of poriticar and military
preparations, for making revolution in countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America. In this connection, they state ,,In ar conditions
and circumstances, it (the revolutionary parry of the working crass)
carries out an unceasing revolutionary struggre and activity in
various forms, in order to prepare itself and the masses for the
decisive battles in the revolution, for the overthrow of the rure of
the bourgeoisie with revolutionary violence. But onry when the
revolutionary situation has fully matured does it put armed
insurrection directry on the order of the day and take all the
political, ideological, organizational and military measures to carry
it through to victory.,' (p. zS6)

This course of action, prescribed by the "two-worldists,, even
for the revolutionary forces of Asia, Africa and Latin America
stands in clear contravention of historically-validated
understanding of internationar communist movement that armed
revolution in these countries is essentially peasant armed struggre.
Anyattempt at conducting armed struggle notprimar,ybased on
the strength and struggre of the peasant masses, wourd resurt in
disastrous defeat of revorutionaryforces in most cases. From this
angle, the path of revorution in these countries, as pointed outby
the'two-worldists'is fraught with "reft" d.eviations on the part of
the revolutionary forces who may rook upto these opportunists
for revolutionary guidance. But, more noteworthy aspect of this
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line is its right opportunism veiled under revolutionary sounding
phrases. In these countries, the revolutionary situation and
movement develop quite unevenly due to the backward and
unevenly developed character of their economies. Here, more
often than not the revolutionaries find themselves simultaneously
confronted with certain rural areas of sharply developing class
contradictions and conflicts demanding higher forms of
revolutionary organization and struggle, and other areas marked
by weak or sluggish revolutionary movement, while the mass
movementin the cities andtor,rms stillbeing atthelevel of struggle
for partial demands. In such circumstances for a communist
revolutionary party to take the line that "...only when the
revolutionary situation hasfuily rno,tured. does it put armed
insurrection directly on the order of the day" (emphasis added) is
tantamountto renouncing armedstruggle, for a countrywide "firlly
matured" revolutionary situation would be a rare phenomenon.
Thus, the plan or posture of working for a countrywide
insurrection or insurrection in major industrial city-centres can
be a convenient pretext, on the part ofthese opportunists, for
ditching, restraining or liquidating popular revolutionary
upsurges, particularly the armed struggle and forces of peasant
masses.

The other major contradiction which they depreciate and
distort is the contradiction among different imperialist powers. In
recent years, contradictions falling in this category, particularly
the contradiction between two imperialist super powers, us
imperialism and soviet social imperialism, und.erwent process of
accelerated intensification. The fierce contention between the two
super powers for global hegemony is showing no let up, generating
great turmoil all the world over and driving them to war. The
development of this contradiction tends to out-pace the
development of other major contradictions, pushing it towards



exercising decisive influence on the course of world political
developments for a certain period. Such an eventuality does not
fit into Hoxa's 'two world'pattern based on an unaltering decisive

role of the contradiction between socialism and capitalism. So,

whenever the 'two worldists' have willy-nilly to speak of the
intensifring contradictions among imperialist powers, particularly,

between two imperialist super powers, they always hasten to de-

emphasise this point by highlighting the intensification of other
contradictions or the conciliatory aspect of inter-imperialist
relationship. This is how Hoxa soft-peddles the inter-imperialist
contradiction:

"....between the United States of America and the Soviet

Union, there is an obvious tendency towards maintaining the
status quo", "Of course, while the United States of America and

NATO are striving to preserve this status quo with the Soviet

Union, at the same time, they have contradiction with it, but these

contradictions have not yet reached such a level as to justifu the
Chinese refrain thatwar in Europe is imminent". (p. z8)

"The two super powers...have the suppression of the
revolution and socialism as the first point in their programme
which is an expression ofthe irreconcilable contradictionbetween
socialism and capitalism... .." (p. 281,) "......the existence of
contradictions and rifts among the imperialist powers and
groupings innouag ouerrides or displaees to aposition
of secondo;ry bnportantce the contradictions between labor
and capital in the capitalist and imperialist countries, or the
contradiction between the oppressed peoples and their imperialist
oppressors. Precisely these, the contradictions between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie between the oppressed peoples and
imperialism, between socialism and capitalism, are the most
profound; they are permanent, irreconcilable contradictions". (p.

3C,0)

The playing down of the intensity and role of the inter-
imperialist contradiction, and the possibilities latent in it for
maneuvering by the revolutionary forces, fosters a rigid policy

posture rendering the revolutionary leadership incapable of
properlyhandling the problems of war and revolution.

The mutilating treatment of the inter-imperialist
contradiction at the hands of 'two worldists', finds expression in
their analysis of the relationship between the second-rate

imperialist countries and the two super powers. While they play

down the conflict of imperialist interests which is the essence of
the relationship between the two super powers and the weaker

imperialist eountries, they tend to magnifu the factor of former's

domination over the latter into a phenomenon of national

oppression. In this respect, their position is not much different
from that of Teng-Hua revisionists. The only point of difference

turns out to be on the alignment of class forces for struggle against

this national oppression. Whereas the'Three Worldists' place the

ruling classes of these countries in this alignment, the 'two-

worldists'conceive this alignment of forces without and against

the ruling classes. Both are one in assigning the national task to

the revolution in these imperialist countries, only, the line of the

'two worldists' on this question is inconsistent, stopping short of
embracing the logical conclusion of its premise that US

imperialism and soviet social imperialism deny them (the weaker

imperialist countries) their national identity" . (p. z8Z)

Formally, the'two worldists'consider the two super powers,

U.S. imperialism and soviet social imperialism to be the chief

enemies of people of the world, equally hostile to the cause of
peace and revolution but in effect the whole thrust of their analysis

of international situation is directed against US imperialism as the

most powerful and dangerous enemy. The soft corner in their
hearts for soviet social 'imperialism peeps through so many of their
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utterances about how it happens to be a harassed super power
who is forced by the devilish U.S. imperialism to enter into a costly
arms-race and is being encircled and threatened by the formidable
US-Peking-Tokyo axis, so on and so forth. Here is Hoxa in action
as the cosmetologist of soviet social imperialism:

"The problem is that the increase of U.S. military potential
relatively weakens soviet fighting strength and forces the Soviet
Union to followthe United States ofAmerica step bystep in order
to balance its military potential and aggressive power. However,
keeping up withu.S. imperialism in the armaments race weakens

the economy of the Soviet Union, because it means that large
material, monetary and human funds are transferred from the
economy to the army. This is what is worrying Brezhnev and
company". (p. z8g)

"The Chinese revisionists need this treaty and the friendship
with Japan, so that, together with the Japanese militarists they
can threaten Soviet social imperialism and possibly liquidate it and
its influence inAsia." (p.qS)

"... It is most likelythat the policy of the United States of
America and the wrong strategy of China itself, may impel the
Soviet Union to increase its military strength even further, and as

the imperialist power it is, to attack China first.

"On its part China has a marked inclination to attack the Soviet
Union when it feels strong enough, because it has great territorial
ambitions towards Siberia and other temitories in the Far East.

@.s66)

That is not all. Hoxa goes to the absurd length of portraying
Soviet social imperialism itself as a victim of imperialist
domination, which got itself caught up in the hegemonic claws of
mighty U.S. imperialism "...any state, big or small, which gets

caught up in the mechanism of imperialism suffers curtailment
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or loss of its political freedom, its independence and sovereignty.

Even the Soviet Union has been reduced to this state of curtailed
sovereignty... l' @. SSt)

So, notwithstanding their formal pronouncements to the
effect that both of the two super powers are the chief and equally
dangerous enemies of people of the world, the real message of
the 'two worldists', delivered through such utterances as fore-
quoted is that the international proletariat and other revolutionary
forces should direct the sharp edge of their struggle at international
plane, against US imperialism and the imperialist bloc under its
leadership.

The economistic approach exhibited by the'two worldists' in
their comprehension of the menace posedbyvarious imperialist
powers and that of the phenomenon of neocolonial oppression

leads them to misconceive and mishandle not only the various
manifestations of the inter-imperialist contradiction but also the
other major contradiction, the contradiction between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie in capitalist countries. In all the
countries that come underthe operation ofthe latter contradiction,

excepting the USA, they adulterate the class contradiction between

the proletariat and the bourgeoisie by surreptitiously grafting on
it a fictitious national contradiction between the people of these

countries and their foreign oppressors mainly the U.S.
imperialism.

If the 'two worldists'betray their confused and opportunist
thinkinginthe matter of comprehendingthe state of development

and relative importance of these three major contradictions
respectively, they fare no better in the case of their most prized

contradiction, the contradiction between the socialist system and

the capitalist (imperialist) system

The socialist countries seek to resolve this contradiction by



working for the internal disintegration of the capitalist-imperialist
system, that is by acting and developing as reliable revolutionary
bases for inspiring, supporting and assisting the development and
victory of revolutionary forces in the capitalist imperialist system.

The imperialist countries seek to resolve this contradiction by
weakening and destroying the socialist countries, preferably
through military economic blockade and armed intervention or
aggression, when feasible, but more patently by promoting
internal degeneration of these countries through encouraging and
strengthening the counter-revolutionary restorationist forces.
Therefore, the successful handling of this contradiction, on the
part of the proletariat in power, requires that it shouldbe able not
only to grasp and tackle the problems concerning the direct
dealings between the socialist countries and capitalist countries
but also grasp the process of development of each aspect of this
contradiction to influence this development in favor of proletarian
revolution and communism. In other words, it should be able
correctly to grasp and treat the internal contradictions of the
process of development of each aspect. The fallacious thinking of
the 'two-worldists' permeating their appraisal of the major
contradictions of the imperialist system has already been
discussed. Their conception of the nature of socialist society and
its internal contradictions is even more fallacious. Actually, itwas
the anti-dialectical and economistic approach of Enver Hoxa to
the problems of socialist revolution and construction that impelled
him to openly come out against Mao Tse-Tung Thought and reveal

himself as an opportunist in a Marxist-Leninist garb.

Enver Hoxa denies the Marxist-Leninist thesis that the
process of development of socialist society constitutes a protracted
revolutionarytransition from capitalism to communism. For him
the coming into being of socialist society marks a complete rupture
from capitalist society, a consummation of the process of

transformation of one social phenomenon into the other entirely

new social phenomenon. It is, in this meaning that he interprets

and uses the Marxist formulation about socialism being the lower

stage of communism.

Socialism is termed as the lower stage of communism because

one of the aspects constituting its entity is the aspect of nascent

communism which is the ascending aspect. But this aspect,

nascent communism, grows through struggle against the other

aspect of the socialist entity, the aspect of dying capitalism. It is

the unity of these two opposite aspects that determines the

character of socialist society, its being, and it is the struggle of these

two aspects that determines the process of development of

socialist society, its becoming.

In his typical metaphysical manner, Hoxa visualizes socialist

society as a monolithic phenomenon with the sole content of

nascent communism. This denial, on the part of Hoxa, of the

existence, in the socialist society, of dying capitalism, of the

fundamental contradiction between nascent communism and

dyrng capitalism, between the respective class protagonists of

these conflicting aspects, is prompted by his simplistic notion that

since the victory of socialist revolution constitutes, a qualitative

leap from old capitalist society, it means termination of the old,

process and its fundamental contradiction, and the beginning of

new process encompassing new fundamental contradiction. He

seems to be oblivious of the other dimension of the movement of

contradictions, that is, the mutual transformation of the principal

andthe non-principal aspects of a contradictionwhich constitutes

a qualitative change, marking the conclusion of a definite stage in

the process; of development of contradiction but not the complete

resolution of the contradiction, effected through the gobbling up

one aspect by its opposite. Hence, his inability to recognize that

the qualitative leap involved in the victory of socialist revolution
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does not abolish the fundamental contradiction that causes it,
namely, the contradiction between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie which continues to unfold itself under new conditions
and forms in socialist society. on this issue, he revears his
ignorance of Marxist dialectics through his attack on Mao Tse-
Tung's masterly exposition of the mode of operation of
contradiction, specifically in socialist society. Hoxa complains that,
"the mutual transformation of the opposites into each other,
understood as a mere exchange ofplaces andnot as a res olution
of the contradicrion and a qualitative change of the very
phenomenon which comprises these opposites, is used by Mao
Tse-Tung as a formal pattern to which everything is subject,,, and
puts up the charge against Mao, "Thus, he does not see the socialist
revolution as a qualitative change of society in uhich
anto.gonistic classes and the oppression and exploitation of
manbymanare abolished.rbut conceives it as a simple change
of places between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat .,,(Emphasis
added,p,4t5)

As a corollary to his conception of socialist revolution as an
absolute qualitative change of society, Hoxa denies any qualitative
distinction between socialism and communism, and fulminates
against Mao Tse-Tung for pointing out this distinction: "...openly
revising the Marxist-Leninist concept of socialism and
communism, which, in essence, are two phases of the one type of
socio-economic order, and which are distinguished from each
other onlybythe degree of their development and maturity, Mao
Tse-Tung presents socialism as something diametrically opposite
to communism. (p.4t7)

To put it mildly, these views of Enver Hoxa show that he
dogmatically refuses to learn from the historical experience of
dictatorship ofproletariat andbuilding of socialism in soviet union
and china. He clings fast to certain limitations of earlier Man<ist-

Leninist understanding of the complex reality and problems of
socialist society, and so doing, in newhistorical conditions, slides

into the company of modern revisionists. Today having witnessed

the phenomena of usurpation of political power by bourgeois

revisionist forces and capitalist restoration in the great citadels of
socialism - Soviet Union and Peoples Republic of China - to
maintain that "antagonistic classes... are abolished" by the
victorious socialist revolution, that the socialist society does not
have at its core the fundamental contradiction between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie which determines or conditions
all the processes of its base and super structure, the operations of
the dictatorship of proletariat and the party of proletariat, amounts

to the abandoning of socialist revolution halfinray and reneging

from the historical task of the proletariat of carrying out
reuolutionrrry tro:nsition to a cotntnunist societg.

This is what Enver Hoxa is doing and advocating. No wonder
he is found venomously attacking Mao Tse-Tung's great theory
of continuing revolution under the conditions of dictatorship of
proletariat, and its glorious practice in the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution of China. According to his own admission,
Hoxa and his other colleagues had, from the very beginning,
"doubts" over Mao's theses pertaining to the colonial revolution,
New Democracy, protracted people's war, the class character and

class struggle in socialist societyetc., butwhatunnervedthem and

assisted their slump into opportunism was the great revolutionary
turmoil during the cultural revolution that shook, exposed and
toppled those very notions, concepts, orientations and practices

which were enshrined in their bosom. And what made them crane

and crowwas the defeat of the Cultural Revolution.

No matter how frenziedly Hoxa and his 'two worldist'
drummer-boys chant aboutthe global clash, taking placebetween

the 'Capitalist world' and 'Socialist world', about the pivotal role,
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in world political developments, being played by the contradiction
between the socialist system and the capitalist (imperialist)
system, about Hoxa's masterly handling of this contradiction in
the interests of the development of socialist Albania and world
proletarian revolution, the fate of those who betray their
incapability of properly grasping the fundamental contradictions
of socialist system or the fundamental contradictions of imperialist
system, is to become the victims or instruments of the
transformation of the former into the latter, that is, of resolving
this contradiction in favor of imperialism.
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Introduction

This document "On the Internal Developments in China,,was
written, by the central committee (o), with a view to starkly bring
forth and drive home the fact that socialist china had changed
color; that the usurpation of the supreme leadership of the party
and the state by the Teng-Hua leading clique of the chinese
communist party marks the victory of the bourgeois revisionist
line and forces in china over the revolutionary line and forces
related to Mao-Tse Tung.

The document proceeds with a view to show that this
development is the continuation and culmination of the protracted
process of class struggle and the struggle between the two lines,
unfolding in the chinese society and the chinese communist party
since aroundthe 8n National congress ofthe chinese communist
party i.e. ever since the socialist transformation of the means of
production has been achieved in the main; to briefly lay out the
broad contours of the different concrete expressions of this
struggle, at different junctures and on different ideological,
political and economic issues; to show that the most basic question
to be clinched and concluded, all through the different phases and
expressions of this memorable struggle, was that out of the
proletariat or the bourgeoisie, which class would prevail and which
class would mould the social process in china as per its interests
and its worldview; to show that the theoretical mainstay, which
underpinned the forces and lines struggling against each other -
the revolutionary proletariat forces and line related to Mao-Tse

Tung and the bourgeois revisionist forces and lines related to Liu

Shao Chi - were respectively the glorious theory of continuing

the revolution under the conditions of the dictatorship of the

proletariat and the notorious theory of productive forces along

with the theory of withering away of the class struggle in socialist

society.

Further, to provide an historical perspective while presenting

the class struggle in China and the two line struggle in the Chinese

Communist Party, the document briefly includes into its purview

the fundamental principles of the teachings of Marx and Lenin

about the transformation from capitalism to communism i.e. the

problems of the socialist revolution andthe socialist construction

andthe first experience of socialist construction in Soviet Union

by the Communist party leadership of the Soviet Union led by

Com. Stalin. The purpose of this brief excursion into the past was

to show that Mao's theory of continuing the revolution under the

conditions of the dictatorship of proletariat had inherited,

defended and developed the Marxist-Leninist theory about the

historical phase of transformation to be accomplished by socialist

society; whereas the renegade Liu-Shao Chi had inherited and

defended the theory of productive forces, refurbished by

I(hrushchov, and the social-democratic theory of withering away

of class-struggle; and that contraryto the reformist garbage being

propagated by the off-springs of the renegade Liu-Shao Chi i.e.

Teng-Hua revisionist clique, Mao's revolutionary proletarian line

has been vindicated on the Marxist-Leninist basis.

The objective, in brief, of this document was (a) to
substantiate the position taken by Central Committee (O)

regarding counter-revolutionary turn of events in China,

revisionist character of the present Chinese rulers i.e. Teng'Hua

leading clique of the Chinese Communist Party, the counter-
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revolutionary line adopted by this clique to restore capitalism in
China through systematically dismantling the achievements of
Socialist revolution; (b) to uphold and explain the glorious theory
and practice of continuing the revolution under the conditions of
the dictatorship of the proletariat, which took shape under the
leadership of Com. Mao-Tse Tung and which has universal
significance; (c) to throw light on different phases, and their related
expressions, of emergence of the Chinese revisionism; its basic
theoretical viewpoint and deceptive logic so as to facilitate the
revolutionary ideological task of catching the Teng-Hua
revisionists red-handed, while subverting the revolutionary
teachings of Mao-Tse Tung and negating their content, and giving
an effective fight against this variety of international opportunism.

As per the limited objective of the document described above,
the issue has been dealt while remaining within the purview of
the internal social contradictions of Socialist China. It has been
done, in the main, from the angle of the principal class
contradiction in Socialist China i.e. the contradictionbetween the
proletariat and the capitalists (old and new) (which had been
manifesting itself, in the Chinese communist party, as a
contradiction between the proletarian revolutionaries mobilized
around Mao and his close comrades and the handful of
unrepentant capitalist roaders mobilized around Liu-Shao Chi,
Teng Tsiao Ping etc. Secondly, the document was focused around
those fields and issues where the struggle assumed, more or less,

a glaring character andwherethe related material was availableto
Central Committee (O). Because of this, the international aspect

of the class struggle was not dealt in the document, (although
there were indications giving the impression that on many
occasions, the questions pertaining to the international line of the
socialist revolution of China came forth as atwo line struggle;just
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to mention, during the years of.69-7o, when, in the situation of
immense pressure on China of the two super-powers, especially

the direct militarypressure of Russian Social imperialism, the Lin

Piao Clique advocated selling out to Soviet social imperialism; and

during the ye ars of 7r-7 5when Teng-Tsiao Ping Clique attempted

to turn the policy of improving diplomatic relations with US

imperialism into a policy of all-round co-operation with US

imperialism andits lackeys and a policy of cold-handtowards the

revolutionary struggles of the world people; yet there was lack of
material on the concrete positions and arguments of the

contending sides.)

In the initial section of this document the problems of the

historical phase of transition from capitalism to socialism have

been discussed in general. There, in that section, some

observations could have been provided regarding the external

contradictions of socialist society under the conditions of capitalist

encirclement and regarding the inter-relationship of external and

internal contradictions of socialist society and their mutual impact

on each other. However, keeping in view the fact that it had not

been decided to bring under discussion, in the subsequent section

which is the main section of the document, the questions

regardingthe external contradictions of socialist China, providing

such general observations would have been out of context with

the actual subject of the document i.e. with the problems of
socialist revolution and socialist construction in China and with

the class struggles emerging out of these problems. Hence, it has

been left out.

Why such an elaborate explanation has been provided about

putting aside the external aspect of the class-struggle in Socialist

China? Providing such an explanation should have been

unnecessarybecause, given the context of the document, such a



discussion is uncalled for. Any person acquainted with the Marxist
methodology would agree that, as a method, it is absolutely
justified and correct to put aside one set of contradictions while
discussing and expounding another set ofcontradictions, even if
the sets of contradictions were inter-related. But what could be
done of such persons who, in the name of inter-relationship,
attempt to muddle-up different sets of contradictions and point
finger towards those not doing so. Unfortunately, quite a good
number of such persons could be found here as well as in the
international communist revolutionary sections. And recently,
even certain such elements have raised their heads among the
ranks of ourorganization, who are drifting awaybyportraying our
leaving aside the discussion of the external contradictions of a
socialist state as a sign of ignoring the proletarian internationalism
or as an attempt on our part to cover up the so-called "narrow-
nationalism" of CPC led by Mao Tse Tung.

Butleaving aside the critics with such confusedthoughts, we

do feel really concerned about the danger, not much though, of
certain genuine sections of communist revolutionaries, in India
as well as abroad, wrongly interpreting our thinking on the issue.

Moreover, several vacillating tendencies are raising their head
these days in the communist revolutionary movement, which
contribute in engendering confusion regarding the questions

related to external relations of a socialist country under the
conditions of capitalist encirclement, along with many questions

of principle that are already settled. We, therefore, consider it
essential to put forth clearly our position in this regard.

Our position, regarding the questions concerning the external
relationship of a socialist country, under the conditions of
capitalist encirclements, is briefly as follows:
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r. We firmly adhere to the fundamental law of capitalist

development actually operating under conditions of monopoly
capitalism that was discovered by Comrade Lenin namely, the law

of uneven economic and political development of the capitalist
countries, and to all the derivative theses concerning the prospects

of proletarian socialist revolution under conditions of imperialism.

2. We firmly uphold the Leninist theory derived from the
law of uneven capitalist development, of the possibility of the
victory of socialism in one country. We uphold this kninist theory

as explained and defended by Comrade Stalin in ideological

controversy with Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamnev etc to the effect that
not only is it possible for the proletarian to seize and maintain
political power in individual countries taken separatelybut also

successfully to build a socialist society in a single country, under

conditions of capitalist encirclement, while complete victory of
socialism cannot but be a world phenomenon involving seizure

of political powerby the proletariat in, at least, the major developed

capitalist countries.

3. We firmly maintain that the process of development of a

socialist country, under conditions of capitalist development,

towards a communist societyinvolvesthe forward movement and

resolution of two categories of contradictions - contradictions of
theinternal order and contradictions ofthe external order - which

are at once distinct and interconnected; that; normally; it is the
former category of contradictions, chieflythe class contradictions

between the ruling proletariat and the bourgeoisie (old & new),

which plays a determinative role in this process of development
(through its resolution chiefly on the basis of the strength of
internal forces of socialist revolution) and the latter category of
contradictions operate, mainly, through the former to bring about

distortion and degeneration ofthe socialist state and society and



restoration of capitalism in the land of socialism, nevertheless,

that the danger of imperialist intervention and aggression, i.e., of
the latter category of contradictions coming to the fore to play a

determinative role in process of development of a socialist country,

persists throughout the period till the final victory of socialism

which would be the fruit of concerted efforts of the world
proletariat and its revolutionary allies.

4. We firmly maintain that victory of proletarian socialist

revolution (i.e. seizure of state power) in one country is, not all an

end in itself but a means, an instrument, further revolutionary

development at national and international level as well, that such

victory embodies not only a mighty impulse for the upswing of
socialist revolutionary and national democratic revolutionary
movement world-wide but also a reliable base for promoting the

revolutionaryprocess, that suchvictorious revolution is a reliable

base for the successful building of a socialist society in that land
as well as for promoting the world proletarian revolution as a

whole and that not only the consolidation of proletarian state

power and building of socialist society is, in itself, a source of
exercising revolutionary impact on the proletarian revolutionary

forces in all lands struggling for a socialist future but also constitute

a material basis for rendering more effective support and

assistance to these forces.

S. We firmly maintain that not only does the existence ,

consolidation and strengthening of the victorious socialist
revolution play a great role in supporting and aiding the

international proletarian revolutionary movement but, in a like

manner, the existence, consolidation and strengthening of the

international proletarian revolutionary movement plays a great

role in assisting and safeguarding the victorious socialist
revolution subjected to imperialist blockade, economic and
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military pressure, intervention and aggression; that the highest

form of assistance to the rendered to a socialist country by
proletarian revolutionary forces of other countries would be that

of effectingvictorious revolution in their respective countries.

6. We firmly maintain that the external policy of a socialist

countryfor securing its survival and advance, under conditions of
capitalist encirclement, the true Leninist policyin external affairs,

involves two main lines of operation; skillfully utilizing
contradictions among capitalist states in order to break their

encirclement and thwart attempts at intervention and aggression;

and determinedly supporting and assisting the advancement of
international proletarian revolutionary movement. Action on both

these lines of operation is indispensable for a socialist
encirclement exists.

We maintain that the apparent contradiction between the

respective demands made on the socialist countryby each line of
operation is not constituted in terms of the essence of its action

but in terms of the forms of action. The successful handling of
this contradiction in terms offorms of action, i.e. determining such

appropriate forms and extent of action on each line of operation

in a given period and according to obtaining concrete conditions,

as are conducive to preserve and strengthen the common

revolutionary essence of its action, constitute fundamental tactical

problem of the external policy of a socialist country.

Further, we maintain that the distinction and interconnection

of internal and external contradictions applies also to capitalist

countries; that normally, it is the internal contradictions which

play the determinative role in the process of development of a

capitalist country toward socialist revolution, and the external

contradictions (in this case the contradiction between socialist



countries and capitalist countries) operate upon it though the
former to inspire, encourage and aid the development of
proletarian revolution towards its consummation in that country;
nevertheless, that there can be situations, through rare, under
conditions of capitalist encirclement where in the external
contradictions may come to the fore to play a determinative role
in this process of development through the direct military
intervention of a socialist countryin support of native proletarian

revolutionary forces and against the capitalist state, that the
highest form of assistance to be rendered to proletarian
revolutionary movement in a countryby a socialist countrywould
be that of direct military assistance.

7. We firmly maintain that is impermissible to artificially
counter-pose the interests of a socialist countryto the interests of
world proletarian revolution, that world proletarian revolution
compasses various fronts of struggle including the front of a
victorious socialist revolution, that where as the proletarian
revolutionary movement going on in countries under the
imperialist system constitute a vast front of world proletarian

revolution, a socialist country constitutes its advanced detachment,

that the question of determining the relative significance of and

required emphasis on these fronts, in a particular period; and

accordinglymaking adjustments in the class struggle on different
fronts for promoting the case of world proletarian revolution in a

best possible manner under given conditions, constitutes the
fundamental tactical problems of the line of international
communist movement for different historical periods.

8. Lastly, we maintain that as socialist revolution triumphs
in a number of countries the prospective course of development

of socialism, objectively, is destined towards the establishment,

in due course of time, of an integrated world socialist economy
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and an integrated world socialist state-system; that the most
plausible form of such state-system, as indicated by great Marxist

teachers as well as the historical experience, is world federation of
socialist republics, that socialist nations must proceed on this

course of mutual integration by adapting various forms such as

state-union, state association and treaties of economic, military
and diplomatic alliance in accordance with the concrete conditions

of their level of economic and political development and other
historical national peculiarities, that such course of action on their
part, is dictated not onlybythe conditions of capitalist encirclement

under which it would be extremely difficult, but not impossible,

for them to isolatedly withstand the capitalist blockade, pressure

and attack, but also by the fact that voluntary union of free nations

is a necessary concomitant of developing socialism, that it is
impermissible to confuse the slogan of building socialism by chiefly

relying on one's own assets and efforts andthe concept ofbuilding
a self-sufficient economy and society, and it is artificial to counter-

pose self-reliance and mutual co-operation and integration of
various socialist countries; that the process of voluntary Union
and amalgamation of various socialist nations world be a complex

and protracted process involving a persistent struggle against

remnants of great nation chauvinism as well as small nation
narrow mindedness.

This is how, in our view, the problem of external
contradictions of a socialist society and that of their interaction

with its internal contradiction stands. The teachings of Lenin and

Stalin on this question were inherited, defended and developed

by comrade Mao-Tse Tung. The CPC headed by Mao waged a

determined struggle against the Khrushchovite revisionist
distortions of Leninism on this question, during the great debate

of sixties. The Marxist-Leninist exposition by the Chinese



comrades on this question is to be found in the contemporary

polemical literature. The ideological struggle being waged by the

CPC during the sixties on this question was directed not only

against Khrushchovite revisionism but also against Chinese

revisionism which was rearing its head under the influence and

inspiration ofthe former. Although, we are, as yet, not in a position

to depict concretely the specifi c road taken by the two-line struggle

being waged inside the CPC on this question. Yet it is beyond doubt

that attempts were made to water-down, distort or entirely discard

the proletarian revolutionary line of Com. Mao on this question

by the revisionist cliques raising their head at various junctures

inside the CPC.

The theory of Com. Mao concerning the existence and

inevitability of classes, class contradictions and class struggle in a

socialist society, has laid the basis for further dialectical exposition

of the Leninist teachings on this question. Whereas, formerly, the

impact of external elements of class struggle (between socialist

and imperialist countries) upon the internal factors of class

struggle inside a socialist country was conceived in the form of

counter-revolutionary activities indulged in by the dethroned

reactionary classes linked with all sorts of imperialist agents,

espionage intruders and international bourgeoisie, Mao-Tse Tirng,

conceived the internal struggle of a socialist countrybasically as a

protracted class struggle between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, a struggle in which the latter exerts itself in one way

or the other to establish its relation with the international
bourgeoisie and acts as a sort of social contingent of the
international bourgeoisie to topple the proletarian dictatorship and

restore capitalism. Interestingly, we come across averyvivid and

dialectical presentation of a socialist countryby Com. Mao as far
back as in January 1957:
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"As for the relations between the imperialist countries and

ourselves, "they are among us and we are among them". We

support the people's revolution in their countries and they conduct

subversive activities in ours. We have our men in their midst, that

is, the communists, the revolutionary workers, farmers and

intellectuals and the progressives in their countries. They have

their men in our midst, and in China, for instance they have among

us many people from the bourgeoisie and the democratic parties

and also thelandlord class."

(from "Talk at a confer ence of a secr etariat

of prouincial, Municipal and Autonomous

Region parfu Committees" Vol. 5, Pag e 36)
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I

SIGNIFICANCE OF
FIGIITING TENG-IIUA OPPORTUNISM

Socialist China has changed color. A Counter revolutionary
revisionist gang has seized leadership of the CPC and state power
from the hands of proletarian revolutionaries by pulling off a
military coup. For the time being the proletarian revolutionary
line and forces associated with Mao Tse-Tung have suffered defeat.
The renegade Teng-Hua leading clique of CPC which now rules
China has clamped a bourgeois dictatorship over the broad masses

of Chinesepeople. The revisionist rulers of China are nowsetupon
a course of systematically demolishing all the achievements of the
socialist revolution of China and restoring capitalismthere in the
name of accomplishing "The Four Modernizations".

The counter revolutionary course adopted by them in running
the domestic affairs of China has found expression in their line
and conduct at international level. Having discarded the path of
socialist development, of self-reliance, theyhanker after finance
capital, sophisticated technology and expertise of imperialist
countries in order to rush along the bankrupt path of capitalist
development. To propitiate the lords of international monopoly
capital for this purpose, they have made their political, economic
and ideological offerings.

Politically, they strive to paint the ugly face of Western
imperialism, and its leader U.S. imperialist superpower, in
agreeable colors to save it, and its various lackey reactionary
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regimes, from the wrath of the workers and oppressed people of
the world. Also , they lend the political and military weight of China

in favor of Western imperialism and its lackey reactionary forces

worldwide to supplement the prowess of U.S. imperialist
superpower in its sharp contention, with the rival superpower,

U.S.S.R. imperialist superpower, for world domination.

Economically, they are giving a shot in the arm of crisis ridden

international monopoly capitalism by laying bare to its rapacious

tentacles the labor-power, natural resources and vast market of
China.

Ideologically, they serve world imperialist system the way

none of its instruments other than opportunism can serve. And

that is, by caricaturing Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung

Thought, and sowing confusion and dissention in the international

communist movement - the reliable ideological and organizational

weapons of international proletariat - so as to corrupt the

revolutionary consciousness of the proletariat and enfeeble its

revolutionary blow directed against the decadent world imperialist

system. They try to displace proletarian internationalism with

bourgeois national chauvinism which they practice themselves and

encourage others to do so. They promote economism in order to

derail the global struggle for revolutionarytransformation. They

try to displace the l,eninist conception of revolutionary tactics with

bourgeois pragmatism free of all constraints of principle, so as to
justify all acts of class-collaboration in the name of 'tactics'.

Thus socialist China, a great fortress of world proletarian

revolution today stands transformed into a citadel of neo-

revisionism - a center hostile to world revolution.

This grave development has serious international
repercussions. Remaining true to proletarian international
outlook, we in India cannot afford to adopt an attitude of
unconcern or casualness towards this development. It has a



profound bearing on the development of our organization and
revolutionary mass movement.

We should bear in our mind that every significant triumph or
setback experienced by any of the contingents of the world
proletarian revolutionary movement, and lessons drawn from it,
influence all the other contingents in terms of material prospects

as well as ideological clarity. Proletarian internationalism rests on
the common fundamental interests, aims and fate of international
proletariat.

Like Marxism its opposite aspect i.e. opportunism, a form of
bourgeois ideology in Marxist guise, is also an international
phenomenon. Although, opportunism may assume particular
expression in a given country which demands a corresponding
treatment at the hands of Marxist-Leninists situated there, its
content and role is the same everywhere. On account of this, every
local opportunist trend gets nourishment from international
opportunism. That is why opportunism can effectively be
combated only through concerted attack all along the front, locally
as well as internationally. The practice of consistent struggle
against local opportunist trends equips the Marxist-Leninist forces
for discerning the concrete thrust of opportunism of anyhue that
comes to the fore at international level. On the other hand, the
process of uncompromising struggle against the latter brings out
the latent opportunist and vacillating tendencies within the ranks
of Marxist-Leninists.

The tendency to evade bold confrontation with international
opportunism is a pointer to the sagging revolutionary will of the
Marxist-Leninist forces who exhibit it, and it works towards
undermining the very proletarian revolutionary character of the
concerned organization. Because, an organization that succumbs
to this tendency would not only be turning its back to the
obligation of proletarian internationalism but also paving the
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ground for opportunism to flourish within its bosom and,

ultimately takes it over. This is how this tendency itself happens

to be an opportunist tendencY.

One of the factors, responsible for assisting a well-meaning

Marxist-Leninist section or organization in falling prey to this

opportunist tendency is the wrong notion, entertained by the

leadership concerning the method of struggle against

opportunism. The leadership relies on a subjective assumption

for justifying its course that it will be able to prevent the

organization being overwhelmed by international opportunism

even without taking a clear-cut stand against the latter, that is,

without involving and ideologically arming its ranks up to the

primarylevel.

An effective struggle against opportunism requires not only

the involvement of rankandfile ofthe Organizationbut still more,

of the revolutionary masses of the people led by it. This

requirement cannot, be fulfilled unless the Organization comes

out openly and boldly against opportunism and its chief

protagonist in a particular period.

Anotherfactor underlying the vacillation of certain Marxist-

Leninist forces in India on this issue is their distorted notion of

the principle, and practice of proletarian internationalism. This

distortion is not a recent phenomenon. It is one of the so many

defective attributes inherited by the communist revolutionary

movement of India from the olden day communist movement.

The circumstances that favored the occurrence of this distortion

was the incompetence and diffidence of the party leadership, at

nationallevel, time and again seeking assurance of the correctness

of its line from a greatly experienced Communist party in power

which happened to play at that time an outstanding role at

international level. (Of course it is quite legitimate and desirable

for a communist party to learn from the experience of other



fraternal parties, especially, the rich experience ofvictorious ones.
But, it can properly learn only on the basis of its own grasp of the
line and practice of revolution in its own land. Otherwise, it will
not be able to find its bearing in the dynamic reality concretely
confronting it.) That was the case, earlier, in relation to the
C.P.S.U. up-till its degeneration, and more or less, in relation to
the C.P.C. afterwards, inthe absence of international Communist
organization.

The resultant distortion was that the obligations of proletarian
internationalism were narrowly conceived mainly in terms of
unflinching solidarity with the C.p.S.U. and the C.p.C.
successively.

On account of such thinking, at the time of revisionist
transformation of the C.P.S.U. at the hands of the renegade
Khrushchev leading clique, the minds of the so many Marxist-
Leninists were greatly exercised by the prospect of a break with
the revisionist c.P.s.u. and their revolutionary will to confront
the international opportunism of Khrushchevian hue was
paralyzed. The experience ofthatperiod of great demarcation and
realignment in the international communist movement showed
that those who vacillated for long in drawing a clear-cut line of
demarcation from Ktrrushchevite opporfunism, ultimately, landed
in the mire of revisionism. The present situation is witnessing the
occurrence of similar phenomenon in the great struggle against
the latest version of international opportunism headed by the
Teng-Hua revisionist clique of C.P.C.

In the period of Great Debate, the opportunist leadership of
great many Communist parties used to brandish the sword of fake
proletarian internationalism and the accusation of anti-sovietism
to scare the Marxist-Leninist ranks into vacillation in openly
denouncing the Ktrrushchev revisionist leading clique of the
C.P.S.U.
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Following the footsteps of their predecessors, the opportunist

leaders of manycommunistrevolutionarygroups of India are now

waving, in the same way that rusty weapon of fake proletarian

internationalism and accusation of being anti-China to cause

vacillations among the Marxist-Leninist ranks in relation to the

Teng-Hua opportunism.

Like their opportunist predecessors, they also trumpet the

fake proletarian internationalism in order to cover up their retreat

from real proletarian internationalism. They attempt itby means

of blurring the distinction between solidarity with a Marxist-

Leninist Party, be it the C.P.S.U. or the C.P.C. which is an

important part of our proletarian internationalist duty (but not

the whole of it) and solidarity with a revisionist CPSU or C.P.C

which means deserting the proletarian as well as national
revolutionary forces of all lands, particularly, the proletariat of

Soviet Union or China, as the case maybe.

A few examples will suffice to illustrate the conflicting
demands made by these two conceptions of proletarian
internationalism. Real proletarian internationalism prompts us

to denounce and oppose soviet invasion and occupation of
Afghanistan as well as the Vietnamese invasion and occupation

of Kampuchia, and support the valiant struggles for national

independence of the Afghan and the Kampuchian peoples, while

the fake proletarian internationalism prompts the revisionist

bosses of CPI and CP(M) to hail the Soviet and Vietnames

aggressors, and denounce the just struggles of Afghan and the

Kampuchian people as "bandit activities" of reactionary forces

aided and abetted byWestern imperialism and China.

Again, real proletarian internationalism would prompt to hail

the anti-fascist and anti-imperialist struggle of the Iranian people,

and denounce the despotic, lackey regime of the Shah and its

patron U.S. imperialism as well as the renegade Hua Kou-feng
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who rushed to Iran to boost up the sagging morale and image of
Shah's regime in the thick of massacre of insurgent Iranian
patriots. On the contrary, the fake proletarian internationalism of
the opportunist leadership of many communist revolutionary
groups of India would prompt them to hail Hua's trip to Iran as a

further demonstration of China's unflinching support to Third
World regimes-in-distress, and opposition to the sinister moves

of the "more dangerous" super power to displace the "declining"
super power by means of fomenting disturbances in the latter's
spheres of influence. And they would secretly wish the subsiding
of Iranian turbulence lest the Soviet social imperialism should fish
in the troubled waters of the Persian Gulf.

Similarly, real proletarian internationalism would prompt us

to denounce Sadat'sbrazenbetrayal of the cause ofArab peoples,

especially, the Palestinian people struggling against aggressor
Zionist state of Israel and his shameful groveling before the arch
Zionist Menochon Begin under the baton of his new found master
U.S. imperialism, on the other hand, the fake proletarian
internationalism of these opportunist leaders would prompt them
to hail Sadat's 'Camp David peace initiative' as marking the
ascendance offorces ofindependence and peace in Egrpt and a
welcome setback to the hegemonic plans of Soviet social-
imperialism in the Middle East.

Similar instances can be available in abundance, at home and
abroad, which would invariably showthe opportunists of various
hues ranged along with one or the other superpower and its
reactionary lackeys, against the Marxist-Leninists, proletarian and
national revolutionary masses. And everywhere they will be found
camouflaging their desertion to the enemy with the flag of fake
proletarian internationalism.

Hence, the Marxist-Leninists of India must treat all talk of
proletarian internationalism, unaccompanied by a staunch
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struggle against international opportunism, as sheer humbug.

At this juncture, the international opportunism headed by

the renegade Teng-Hua leading clique of the CPC has come to the

fore as the principal target of the ideological offensive of
international Marxist Leninist movement. Consequently, those
parties and. groups uho do not dernarcate themselues

frorn Teng-Ilua opportunism lose their clo:bn to be

treated as Marxist-Leninist organizations.
N eu ertheless, a distinction should b e tnade,between such

ardent champions ofTeng-Hua opportunism as the renegade S.N.

Singh clique of CPI (M-L) and certain Marxist-Leninist forces who

are still vacillating or have temporarily been duped by the Teng-

Hua clique through hypocritically flaunting its allegiance to Mao

Tse-Tung Thought. While the former should be denounced and

routed, efforts should be made for some time to win over the latter

through ideological struggle. Atthe sametime mere denunciation

of Teng-Hua opportunism should not be deemed enough for
considering a party or group to be Marxist-Leninist. Past

experience teaches us that, generally not all opposition to a certain

opportunist current does mean to form a correct ideological and

political standpoint, and opportunist platform can be attacked

from another opportunist platform.

A cursory glance at various organisations, who at present

denounce Teng-Hua opportunism, reveals that many of them

conceal their "left" opportunism under the militant posture of
crossing swords with the right opportunism spearheaded by the

renegade Teng-Hua clique of the CPC. In this spectrum of "Ieft"

opportunist hues, two shades are quite prominent in India: One

comprising of those whose main thrust is directed against the

revolutionary personality and thought of Mao Tse-Tung rather

than against the present revisionist leaders of China; and the other

comprising of those who formally uphold Man<ism [,eninism Mao
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Tse-Tung Thought while stubbornly clinging to the late Charu
Mujumdar's discredited line and practice with the semi-terrorist
policy of "annihilation of class enemies" at its core. The former,
an insignificant force in India, is being patronizedbythe Hardyal
Bains clique ofthe Communist Partyof Canada (Marxist-Leninist)
on behalf of the PLA; and the latter's specimen can be found in
the CPI (ML) faction grouped aroundthe fortnightlypaper "Mass
Line". A differentiated approach should be taken in struggling
against these. The one that openly attacks the revolutionary
practice and thought of Mao Tse-Tung should be openly refuted
and defeated, while the other should be subjected to a patient
ideological criticism with a view to retrieve those healthy sections
who have not become incorrigible. But, necessary struggle against
these "left" opportunist trends must not divert us from mainly
concentrating our ideological blows at Teng-Hua opportunists.

In order to accomplish our present main ideological tasks of
thoroughly exposing and vanquishing the international
opportunism of Teng-Hua brand, upholding Mao Tse-Tung
Thought as an integral part of Marxistn-Leninism and
deepening our grasp of the theory and practice of proletarian
revolution in allthe stages ofits development, we must dblve deep
into the mode of manifestation of Chinese revisionism under the
conditions of dictatorship of the proletariat and the causes
underlying its temporary triumph over the Manrist-[.eninist forces
reared and trained by Mao Tse-Tung - the great Marxist teacher
of our times.

A COMMENT ON TIIE NATAREAIVD PROBLEMS
OF SOCIALIST SOCIETY

The Teng-Hua revisionism is a continuation and culmination
of the revisionist trend which has been contending since long, for
taking over the leadership of the C.P.C. and the state of New China,
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in order to check and reverse the forward motion of Chinese

proletarian revolution. Its outstanding exponent was renegade

Liu-Shao Chi. All through its various stances, adopted to the

concrete condition of the class struggle in China andthe struggle

between two lines in the CPC, the cornerstone of its platform has

been the economistic 'theorg of productiae forces'.
Prc'grnatism in all practical activity and eclecticism in all
arguments, have generally been the salient features of this trend.

At present, it no more has to operate under the conditions of
ttre dictatorship of the proletariat and got emboldened bythe initial
consolidation of its counter revolutionary rule in China. So it is
increasingly adopting so many positions of Ktrrushchevite, Titoite
and European revisionism. These positions were thoroughly
exposed and defeated by genuine Marxist-Leninist forces of the
world led by Comrade Mao Tse-Tung during the great debate of
the sixties. For this reason, the Marxist-Leninist critique of
modern revisionism made in the great debate is relevant to the
study of the general features of the Chinese revisionism as well.

So far as its specific features are concerned, these were laid
bare by Marxist-l,eninist forces of China headed by Comrade Mao

Tse-Tung in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of China

and the struggle to beat back the right deviationist wind stirred up

by Teng Hsiao-Ping clique to reverse the correct verdicts of the

G.P.C.R. Actually the work of all those Marxist-Leninists who want

to know and combat Teng-Hua revisionism has been enormously

facilitated by the theoretical analyses and advances made by Mao

Tse-Tirng andhis close comrades in arms notably, comrade Chang

Chun-Chiao and Yao Wen-Yuan during the glorious decade of the

GPCR. This rich theoretical contribution needs to be seriously

studied and grasped. It should be used as an effective tool for
recognizing and trouncing the Teng-Hua revisionism

In proceeding, on the basis of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-
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Tung Thought, to study the experience of class struggle and two-
line struggle in socialist China, it will be better to commence with
a comment on the no:ture antd.problems ofsocialist societg
wherefrotn the issues o/class-stnrygle ornd noo-line-
struggleetnantote.

Between capitalism, and communism, there lies a long
transition period of revolutionary transformations. This historical
period is covered by the process of development of socialism which
isthelower stage ofcommunism. Thistransitional period, in other
words the socialist society "must combine the features and
properties of both these forms of social economy"'. The
establishment of the dictatorship of proletariat and the
revolutionary transformations made in economic and social
relations and the consciousness of men under conditions of
proletarian dictatorship constitute the new aspect of socialist
society - the aspect of naseent communism - which marks its
qualitatively different nature from that of capitalist society. At the
same time, as it emerges from the old capitalist society, it is "in
every respect - economically, morally and intellectually - still
stamped with the birth marks of the old society from whose womb
it emerges"'. These "birth marks" of the old society constitute the
other aspect ofsocialist society - the aspect ofdying capitalism -
which marks its basically similar nature to that of capitalist society.
The continual protracted and life and death conflict between these
two contradictory aspects of socialist society constitutes the process

of development of socialist society and its transitional nature. So

it can be said that by its very nature , the life period. of socialist
society ohas to be period. of struggle between dying
eapitc,lisrn antd.nascent eotntnunism or in other words

t. V.l. Lenin, Economics and Politics in the Era of the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat

z. KarlMarx, Critique of theGotha Programme
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betueen corpito,lism uhich has been defeated but not
destr og ed. antd cornrnunisrn uhich has b een b orn but is
stillueryfeeble't.

All problems of socialism are essentially the problems of
cognition of this contradictory reality of socialist society and of
changing itforthe better, the problems of tacklingthe struggle of
these two opposite aspects as to promote the development of the

aspect of nascent communism to the detriment of its opposite

aspect of dying capitalism. On account of surviving capitalism
"which has been defeated but not destroyed" in the realms of the

economy and the superstructure of socialist society, it retolbts
its character of a class-society .No doubt, it does not provide

for class exploitation, rteuertheless, inequality ornd eloss-
distinctiorns continue to exist. Not only the overthrown old
exploiting classes are still around, material and spiritual conditions

exist which generate newbourgeois elements. Besides, there are

intermediate classes i.e. different layers of peasantry and

intelligentsia who are gradually to be remolded into proletarians

in terms of consciousness and status. This social reality is the

source of class contradictions and class struggle in socialist society.

Consequently, as in all class societies, class struggle remains the

objective motive force for social development of the socialist

societytoo.

The struggle among various classes, principallybetween the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie, do not subside with the
establishment of the dictatorship ofthe proletariat, rather it "rises

to a higherlevel dominating over each and everyform".

The struggle between two contradictory aspects of socialist

society, the aspect of nascent communism and its opposite aspect

3. V.l. Lenin, Economics and Politics in the Era of the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat
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of dying capitalism, proceeds through the class struggle,
principally the struggle between the proletariat (chief protagonist
of the former aspect) and the bourgeoisie (chief protagonist of
the latter aspect). Hence, class-struggle, principally the
struggle between the proletariat and bourgeoisie,
constitutes the keg-link in the chain of the process of
development of socialist society. Only by grasping, the key-link it
is possible to properly grasp and solve the whole range of problems
concerning the development of socialist revolution and
construction, and the transition to communism.

The class contradiction, which generally plays the principal
role in capitalist society, namely, the contradiction between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie, generally maintains its principal
position in socialist society. It happens to be so because of the fact
that with the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat
the principal conhadiction previously operating in capitalist society
is not completely resolved. Its d,eueloptnent enters o
qualitatiuely new phase due to the rnutual
trrrnsforrno,tion of its principal and. non-principo,l
cspects. The proletariat, previously the ruled class and
constituting the non-principal aspect of the contradiction becomes
the ruling class acquiring the status of the principal aspect,
similarlythe status of thebourgeoisie is reversedwhich means in
socialist society, the struggle of the two aspects of the same
principal contradiction unfolds in interchanged conditions and
mode of operation.

As this struggle unfolds under the conditions of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, the proletariat has the great
advantage of political power for waging class struggle and achieving
favorable results. At the same time, the bourgeoisie after
experiencing setbaclcs in open co4frontation usith the
proletariat during the infancy of the proletarianrule
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is forced. to adopt a cannouJlaged. rnod.e of struggle
aga;inst the proletariat. Taking resort to a new deceptive

strategy, it folds and keeps in its pocket the white banner of the

counter revolutionary rebellion and hoists a false red banner to
cany on under this cover the struggle against the proletariat. Thus

the class struggle under conditions of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, assumes extremely complex character. The

revolutionary task on the part ofthe proletariat of defeating and,

ultimately eliminating the bourgeoisie in this complex class

struggle is many times more arduous than the earlier one of
seizing political power from the bourgeoisie.

Class contradictions other than the principal one, that
is the contradietion befroeen the proletariat and the
intennedio:te classes, and those among the latter also assume

new complexion under conditions of the dictatorship of the

proletariat. Although these contradictions are sought to be

resolved in a non-antagonistic manner, the development of the

relationship of unity and struggle between the proletariat and

these non-proletarian strata of society is conditioned by the
acute class struggle going onbettaeenthe proletariat
and. the b our g eoisie. In view of th e acuteness acquired by the

struggle ofthesetwo classes creating great commotions in all social

relations, and "inviewof the great attachment ofthe peasants and

the petty bourgeoisie generally to the old, the routine and the

unchanging, it is only natural that we should inevitably find them

swinging from one side to the other, that we should find them
wavering, changeable, uncertain and so on"+. Hence the
revolutionaryprocess of remolding of these non-proletarian strata,

particularly the intellectuals, does not proceed in a smooth and

simple mannerbecause ithas to proceed "underconditions ofthe
frantic resistance of the bourgeoisie which assumes many and



diverse forms"s.

The strategic objective of the bourgeoisie in this complex class
struggle remains the seizure of state power back from the hands
of the proletariat and restoration of full-fledged capitalism. In
order to pave the way to achieve this objective, it seeks under
conditions of the dictatorship of the proletariat to influence the
course of social development. Itseelcs to peddle such a course
of soeial d.eueloprnent that d.oes not ento:il the
reuolutionization of those parts of the econotnic base
c;nd. the supersbttcture, uhieh sustain and. reinforee
the bourgeois aspeet of soeialist society. That is, it seeks
to emasculate the socialist revolutionary content of the process of
social development. If social development proceeds along this
course it is bound to accelerate the reproduction of bourgeois
relations and forces within the shell of socialist society. with the
result that, in course of time, the balance of class forces would
change in favor ofthe bourgeoisie and the ground for usurpation
of the proletarian state power and all round restoration of
capitalismwouldbelaid. That is why, the questionto what course
of social development is to be followed, ushether tofollou the
capitalist road of social deueloprnent or the soeialist
road., is the centro,l issue of contention in the class struggle
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie during the transition
period of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Because, the former
is the road of infusing new life into the aspect of dying capitalism
and temporarily restoring its lost sway over the society, while the
latter is the road of consummating the process of development of
the aspect of nascent communism through persistently carrying
out revolutionary transformations in the economic base and the
superstructure, that is, abolishing, step by step, all class-
distinctions in society, all the relations of production on which
they rest, all the social relations that correspond to these relations
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of production, and revolutionizing all the ideas that result from

these social relations.

In socialist society the state institutions are responsible for

charting out the course of social development to be pursued,

working out specific policies to this end ensuring the
implementation ofthese policies. And, the state of the dictatorship

of the proletariat exercise all its functions under the leadership of
the communist party of the proletariat, so the class struggle

between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, the struggle over the

issue of the road of social development to be followed, gets intense

expression inside the state and the party of the proletariat.

Pursuing its deceptive stratery ofwaging class struggle against

the proletariat under a false red banner, the bourgeoisie infiltrates

these proletarian institutions. It indicts into and recruits from

within these institutions, its agents who wage class struggle as

under-cover-political representations of the bourgeoisie, within
these institutions, principally the Communist Party. This struggle

as reflected inside the communist party assumes the form of the

struggle between two lines within the Party - the proletarian

revolutionary line upheld by genuine Marxist-Leninists and

bourgeois counter-revolutionary line pushed by the handful of
revisionist diehards. Thus, the handful of revisionist diehards,

who sneak into the top most leading bodies of the Party, on

account of their role as vanguard fighters on behalf of the

bourgeoisie in the two line struggle inside the Party, discharge the

functions of the tbp commanders of bourgeois forces in the

strugglebetween the socialist road andthe capitalist road andthe

all-round class-struggle between the proletariat and the

bourgeoisie. These diehard capitalist roaders inside the Party

leadership are the chiefvehicles of capitalist restoration. Therefore,

in resolving the principal contradiction between the proletariat and

the bourgeoisie during the period of socialist revolution, the



proletariat aims its revolutionary blow against the bourgeoisie,
especially, the diehard capitalist roaders in the party - the general
staffofthe bourgeoisie - who constitute the bull's eye in the target.

These are then the basic ingredients of the Marxist-Leninist
understanding of the nature of socialist society as a transition
period between capitalism and communism, the problems of
socialism associated with the process of transition and the issues
of class struggle and the two-line struggle in the party which
emanates from this transitional nature of socialist society and
associated problems.

Whether or not this is grasped and unequivocally affirmed
thatthe historical period covered bysocialist society combines the
features andproperties ofboth capitalism and communism; and
that it is a transitional period of revolutionary transformation
involving, uninterrupted struggle between the aspect of nascent
communism and dnng capitalism; and that throughout this
transition period, the danger of retrogression remains while the
ultimate triumph of communism over capitalism is inevitable; that
class struggle is the key-link to be grasped for properly
apprehending and solving all problems concerning this transition;
that the contradiction between the proletariat and bourgeoisie
remains (excepting the eventuality of aggression from outside)
the principal contradiction throughout the period of socialist
revolution; that the unfolding of this principal contradiction
conditions the class struggle as a whole, determining thereby the
relationship of the proletariat with other non-proletarian strata
of society and the process of proletarian molding of the latter; that
the class-struggle finds concentrated expression on the political
plane as the struggle between the socialist road and the capitalist
road, and the struggle between two lines inside the party; and that
the clique of diehard capitalist roaders hording portion of supreme
leadership of the Party and the state, forms the political vanguard
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of the old and new exploiting classes and the chief vehicle of
capitalist restoration, thus, constituting the bull's eye of the target

ofthe proletarian revolution, becomes the water-shed demarcating

Marxism from revisionism, the proletarian revolutionary line from
the bourgeois, counter-revolutionary line.

Judged by the above standard, the basic line now predominant

in the CPC is a bourgeois counter-revolutionary line. Essentially,

it is the same line as had been earlier peddled by the Liu Shao-Chi

clique, the Lin-Piao - Chen Pota clique and the Teng Hsiao-Ping

clique, the only difference being that of its presentation and

elaboration. Under the conditions of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the Chinese revisionists would not dare to openly

repudiate the fore-mentioned tenets of the basic line of socialist

revolution. They would, rather attempt to sabotage the operation
of the correct basic line of the CPC headed by Comrade Mao Tse-

Tung by distorting its specific application and practice.
Consequently, the struggle between two lines would generally

unfold around specific policies for various fields of activity and

the actual practice of the line.

However with the deepening of the socialist revolution and

intensification of class contradictions and class struggle, the

struggle between two lines every now and then would crystallize

into more or less open confrontation between the proletarian

revolutionary and the bourgeois revisionist Headquarters in the

CPC. As a result, the particular bourgeois Headquarters that
sprang out for an open trial of strength with the proletarian
Headquarters would be smashed and the dictatorship of the
proletariat further consolidated. Thereafter, the struggle would
pass on to the next phase of development leading to the next round

of confrontation between the proletarian revolutionary
Headquarters and the newbourgeois Headquarters. This protess

would go on for a fairly long historical period till the complete



elimination of the bourgeoisie and the soil that creates it anew, if
it were not aborted due to the temporary triumph of bourgeois
headquarters over the proletarian headquarters. The Octob er Lg76

coup staged by the Teng-Hua revisionist clique marked the
temporary triumph of the bourgeois headquarters in the CpC
resulting in a qualitative change in the character of the party and
the Chinese state. With this counter-revolutionary political
development, the line and direction of the social transition has
been reversed. In any case, whether the struggle between two lines
raged over specific policies and practice of the line or extended to
the questions of general orientation, the essential thrust of the
revisionists wouldbe towards persevering and strengthening the
"birth marks" of the old society in order to stall and reverse the
development of socialist revolution of China i.e. the revolutionary
process of transition to communism.

Under the leadership of Mao Tse-Tung, the CPC was able to
develop and implement a correct basic line for the socialist
revolution of China. It was a proletarian revolutionary mass line
of class struggle. It was a mass line because it always relied on the
masses of the working people, bringing into full play their
dynamism and initiative for surmounting all social and natural
obstacles in building socialism in China. It was a revolutionary
line because, it always sought a radical intervention of the
conscious factor changing the objective reality at hand, aiming
always to achieve maximum possible transformation of this reality
within the limits determined by this objective reality. It was a
proletarian line because it approached and transformed this
objective reality from the standpoint and in the interests of the
proletariat; in other words, it constantly sought to restrict and
eliminate all the survivingbirthmarks of exploitative class society
and bring into being, step by step a society without exploitation
and classes - a communist society.
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With the basic completion of the socialist transformation of
the system of ownership ofthe means ofproduction, the proletariat

of China had achieved a signal victory over the bourgeoisie. The

economic power of the bourgeoisie had been fundamentally
undermined and a basically socialist economic base created. The

overt political resistance of the bourgeoisie to this transition of
the new democratic Chinese society to socialist society had been

smashed; the revolutionary process had entered a new phase

characterized by the deepening of socialist revolution. This called

for a proper comprehension and solution of the problems of
building socialism, nature of the contradiction to be solved in this
process as well as the forces of resistance to the further
development of this process. By then, the CPC was inadequately

equipped with the theory and experience of building socialism.

The experience of Soviet Union in building socialism was

there. It had both positive and negative aspects. Remarkable

achievements were made in economic construction there against

heavy odds, which transformed Soviet Union from an
economically backward country into a modern industrialized
country. At the same time, the process of development was marked

byserious imbalance.

In the building of socialism, the Soviet proletariat had to
explore unfamiliar territory. Its venture was the first of its kind,
with no previous experience to rely upon in properly
comprehending and solving the problems of socialist construction
and consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Naturally,
itS grasp ofthe taskand process of consolidation ofthe dictatorship

of the proletariat, in the transition period coveredbythe socialist

society, could notbe comprehensive enough.

The danger to dictatorship of the proletariat was conceived

essentiallyin terms of imperialist economic and militarypressure,



armed intervention or aggression directed against the soviet state,
as well as subversive activities of counter revolutionary elements,
enemy agents on the pay roll of hostile imperialist countries.
Therefore, once the armed intervention of hostile imperialist
powers had been smashed, the activities of counter-revolutionary
elements within Soviet Union effectively suppressed, and socialist
ownership of the means of production achieved defeating the
liquidationist platform of the Trotslcy clique and the capitulationist
platform of the Bukharian-Zinovieve clique, the principal task was
conceived as the rapid development of economy in order to
strengthen the material foundation of dictatorship of the
proletariat and attain better defense capability.

Primacy was accorded to the role played by technology in
developing production, and the role played by dynamism and
initiative of the masses of working people, prompted by proletarian
revolutionary consciousness was underestimated. Accordingly the
development of technological revolution, technical and
administrative expertise remained the principal preoccupation of
the party and state leadership to the neglect of ideological
transformation of man. Given the lack of ideological motivation
for putting in massive effort for boosting the development of
production, excessive reliance was placed on individual material
interest as a motivator of fervent productive activity. such stress
on individual material interests served to foster bourgeois
prejudices inheritedbythe proletarian masses from the period of
their trade union struggles against the capitalist and undermined
the development of their socialist consciousness; consequently
there was serious imbalance in the economic and the ideological
development of Soviet society. This situation provided for
unrestricted growth of bourgeois infl uences that undermined the
ideological base ofthe dictatorship ofthe proletariat.

Technique and professional efficiency having acquired the
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paramount role in the production process, the technical and

administrative experts got prominent position and sayin running
the economic enterprises. As theywere not thoroughly subjected

to ideological remolding, they could notbutfoster abureaucratic
style of working which stifled the innovative spirit and initiative
of the masses of working people in managing and developing the
production process (this applied not onlyto the experts absorbed

from the old society who by their training and rearing were

thoroughly tainted with bourgeois ideolory but also to those who
emerged from among the working class under conditions of
socialism and gradually got divorced from their roots in the masses

of working people and productive labor). In this situation, the
relations among people in the production process and the society

in general were adversely affected. It worked against the
development of socialist aspect ofthe production relations as well
as social relations, that is, the comradely relations of equality
among people discharging different responsibilities at ahigher or
lower level, as cadre or masses and for the growth of the bourgeois

aspect of these relations rooted in the division of labor and

unevenly developed capabilities, i. e. the relations of command and

subordination. Thus, there occurred serious imbalance between

the rapid development of the productive forces and stagnation in
the revolutionary transformation of the relation of production.

This situation provided for the flourishing of bourgeois forces

within the shell of socialist economy and corroded the socialist

content of the economicbase of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

In terms of economic developmental strategy also while the
importance of heavy industry as the base pillar of a modern
industrial structure, was correctly appreciated, due importance was

not given to the proportionate development of other sectors of
the economy. Consequently, there developed a sectorial
imbalance in the soviet economy. Heavy industry developed at
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the cost of agriculture as well as light industry. Thus, the
contradiction between the proletariat and the collectivist peasantry

could not be properly handled and the revolutionary bond between

these classes was constantly plagued by heavy strain endangering

the social class base ofthe dictatorship ofthe proletariat.

The CPSU under the leadership of Comrade J.V. Stalin
persisted in following a basically Marxist-Leninist line in leading
the Soviet people to build a socialist society. That is why, it could
register glorious achievements in socialist construction and
trouncing the formidable aggressive Nazi imperialist armies.

Surmounting all kinds of difficulties, it kept the red flag of
proletarian revolutionary rule flying for nearly four decades, still,
because of its historical limitations and consequent inadequacies

of its line and practice, as fore mentioned, it could not properly
recognize and meet the challenge to the dictatorship of the
proletariat posed by the bourgeois restorationist forces which
developed through the process ofinternal retrogression ofsoviet
society, state and the very communist party of Soviet Union. After
the death of Com. Stalin, the renegade Ktrrushchev clique of the
CPSU acting as the spearhead of these bourgeois restorationist
forces, usurped the supreme leadership of the party and state
power of the proletariat to establish the fascist dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie and cashing on the great material achievements of
the Soviet people turned the first bastion of world proletarian
revolution into a socialist imperialist country.

TIIB TIIEORY OF CONTINUING REVOLUTION
UNDER CONDITIONS OF PROLETARI/,jN

DICTATORSIID

Comrade Mao Tse-Tung, using the method of materialist
dialectics, analyzed and summed up the experience of dictatorship
of the proletariat in the Soviet Union and China, and developed
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the brilliant theory of continuing revolution under the conditions
of the dictatorship of the proletariat. This theory is his most
outstanding contribution to scientific socialism.

He stated that the contradiction between the productive

forces and the relations of production, and the contradiction
between the economic base and the superstructure continued to
be basic contradictions of socialist society in China. The basic

socialist revolutionary transformations in the relations of
production and the superstructure of the old Chinese society had
not firlly resolved these contradictions. Those transformations had

brought the superstructure and the relations of productions in
partial harmony with the economic base and the productive forces

respectively. To the extent the former were in harmonywith the
latter they promoted the development of the latter and in so far as

they were still in contradiction with the latter they hindered the
development of the latter. In order to consummate the process of
resolution of these contradictions, the process of socialist
revolutionary transformations in the superstructure as well as the
relations of production needed to be carried through to the end.

Summing up the experience of the practice of socialist
revolution in the Soviet Union as well as the People's Republic of
China, Comrade Mao Tse-Tung laid bare the social class

implications of the process of resolution of the fore-mentioned

basic contradictions of socialist society. He observed that those
parts of superstructure and the relations of production which
remains untransformed represent and reinforce the strongholds
of the bourgeoisie. On the basis of these strongholds, the
bourgeoisie resists, corrodes and prepares to overthrow the
dictatorship of the proletariat. For this reason, the proletariat
cannot but storm those remaining strongholds of the bourgeoisie

in order to consolidate its dictatorship.In other usords, the
uninterrultted strug gle to exercise o,ll round. heg ernony



of the proletariat is to be the rnode of consolidation of
the dictatorship of the proletariat,

Summing up the experience of various periods of
revolutionary transition from one social system to another in the
history of class society, Comrade Mao Tse-Tung observed that the
roles played by the opposite aspects of the fore-mentioned
contradictions are reversed at suchtimes. Where as in generalthe
economic base and productive forces play the principal role, in a
period of revolutionary transition, the superstructure and the
relations of production assume the principal position in the process

of resolution of the contradictions. In this connection, he
explained, "All revolutionary history shows that the full
development of new productive forces is not the prerequisite for
the transformation ofbaclanrard production relations. To be sure,
the revolution in the production relations is brought on by a certain
degree of development of the productive forces, but the major
development of productive forces always comes after changes in
the productive relations." Uptill the time when the development
of new productive forces attain a certain level, the change in
productive forces, plays the principal role in the unfolding of this
contradiction, as it determines the further development of
relations of production by creating the necessary material basis
for the latter. Thereafter, the necessary change in the relation of
production assumesthe principal role as it determinesthefurther
development of productive forces by creating the necessary
conditions for the latter. Because, ".....the major development of
the productive forces always comes after changes in the productive
relations."

In a periodwhen the relations ofproduction are in the process

of revolutionary transformation but these are not yet wholly
transformed and even the transformation already made are not
yet effectively consolidated i.e. in a period of revolutionary
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transition, the change as well as the consolidation of the change
in the relations of production, continues to play the
principa,lrole uhichhas not yet been exhousted. All the
while, the development of the productive forces is pushed ahead
on the basis of transformed portions of the relations of production.

As a consistent dialectical materialist, Comrade Mao-Tse-
Tung probed the inter-relationship of various facets of the
relations of production - concerning the ownership of the means
of production, place in the work division and organization of the
productive labor, and distribution ofthe product. He observedthat
while the ownership ofthe means ofproduction isthe determinant
among these relations, the distribution relations and relations
among men in the labor process also act upon the ownership
relations. In certain conditions, these can decisively influence the
ownership relations. In a situation where basic transformations
inthe system of ownership ofthe means ofproductionhavetaken
place but the transformation of the distribution relations and
relations amongpeople inthelaborprocess is still inadequate and
lags behind (which is a characteristic feature of the transition
period) the latter exert decisive influence over the former by way
of encroachment on or consolidations of the new ownership
system. That is why the question of restricting the "bourgeois
right" (the right to implied privilege on the basis of existing
inequality in the capabilities of the people) which exists to a serious
extent in the relations of distribution and the organization of labor
assumes key importance in this struggle for consolidation and
development of the socialist relations of production.

So long, as commodity production is practiced and the three
major differences - between worker and peasant, town and
country, and mental and manual labor - continue to exist,
bourgeois right in distribution and exchange as well as in mutual
relation among the people cannot be completely liquidated but



can only be restricted step-by-step. Only by creating material and

spiritual conditions i.e. narrowing the three major differences and

criticizing the ideology of bourgeois right can the process of
restricting bourgeois right be pushed ahead. If stress is laid on

developing the material basis of narrowing the three major
differences and in the meanwhile bourgeois right is not restricted

but given free rein, the result will be social polarization. Thus,

contrary to the objective of narrowing the three major differences,

these differences will get widened. Hence, to pave the ground for
restricting the bourgeois right, the ideoloryofbourgeois righthas
to be smashed and replaced with proletarian communist
consciousness. In this way, the superstructure (in the form of
ideology) decisively influences the development of the economic

base in the transition period.

Moreover, in socialist society the system of ownership of
means of production comprises for a certain period, of two types

of socialist property - the ownership of the whole people, and the
collective ownership. "Underthese two systems of ownership, the

laboringpeople possess and allocatethe means ofproduction they

collectively own through the state of proletarian dictatorship or
collective economic units, and the power to allocate and manage

the means of production and the power to distribute products are

expressed in a concentrated way as the power of political
leadership." (Emphasis added)

The character of political leadership in a state or collective

enterprise can decisively affect the character of the relations of
production in that unit. "If leadership over a department or unit is

controlled by capitalist roaders, who energetically push the

revisionist line, socialist production will turn into a movement to
multiply the value of capital with pursuit of maximum profits as

the only goal, a capitalist wage labor system. While the socialist

system of ownership is reduced to an "outer shell", it will actually

become a capitalist system of ownership under the control of
capitalist-roaders, and the proletariat and the laboring people in
fact lose this part of the means of production........ they (the

capitalist roaders) will strengthen and extendbourgeois rights in
the relations between people, subject workers to "control, check
and repression", turn the socialist relations between people into
capitalist mercenary relations, and enforce the bourgeois
dictatorship". In this way, the superstructure (in the form of
politics) decisively affects the development of the economic basis

in a transition period.

Owing to decisive influence exercised by the superstructure
on the development ofthe economicbasis, in the transition period
(covered by socialist society), the class-struggle between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie takes particularly acute form in
the struggle to dominate every front of the superstructure
(ideological, cultural, and political fronts). This wide-ranging
struggle converges on the question of state power, the class-

dictatorship, with the ultimate objective of dominating the
economic base. Hence, the struggle for proletarian revolutionary
transformations in the realm of superstructure assumes prime
importance in the overall class struggle waged by the proletariat
for consolidating its class rule and the socialist economic base.

With this conception of the unfolding of the basic
contradictions of socialist society, the relative significance of the
roles played by the opposite aspects of these contradictions; its
implications in terms of class contradictions and class struggle,

Comrade Mao Tse-Tung pin-pointed the key link in the
understanding and handling of the whole process of building
socialism (i.e. class struggle), the principal combatants of class

struggle (i.e. the proletariat andbourgeoisie), the main content of
the class struggle (i.e. for and against transformation, for and

against restoration, in the superstructure and the relations of
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production), the crux of the class struggle in the realm of the
relations of production (i.e. for and against restricting the
"bourgeois right"), the principal arena of the struggle (i.e. the
superstructure) and, thus, propounded the basic theory and line
for the entire historical period of socialism(i.e. continuing
revolution under the conditions of the dictatorship of the
proletariat). The theoryof continuing revolution under conditions
of dictatorship of the proletariat determines for the ruling
proletariat its principal task of overthrowing the bourgeoisie, in a
protracted struggle, from all positions of authority (which it still
retains or acquires anew through the medium of the capitalist
roaders within the communist party) in order to completely
eliminate the bourgeoisie and the conditions which give rise to it
and realize, step by step, the basic programme of building a

classless society, free from all exploitation and oppression of man
by man i.e. the communist society. All the other important tasks
of the dictatorship of the proletariat, such as developing
production and defense capability etc. are to be undertaken in
conjunction with and subordination to the carrying out of this
principal task. The relationship between the basic line and various
specific policies, between the principal task and various other tasks

of the dictatorship of the proletariat, is depicted in the directive
slogan given by Mao Tse-Tung "Grasp revolution, promote
production and other work".

This summing up of the historical experience of the
dictatorship of the proletariat and the development of the basic
theory and line for the entire historical period of socialism was

not achieved and could not be achieved, at one go by Comrade
Mao Tse-Tung. It was achieved gradually through study,
revolutionary practice and the two-line struggle extending over
so manyyears. All the same, bythe year 1962, Comrade Mao Tse-

T\rng was able to enunciate the basic line of the socialist revolution
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of China:

"Socialist Society covers a considerably long historical period.
In the historical period of socialism, there are still classes, class

contradictions and class struggle, there is the struggle between
the socialist road and the capitalist road, and there is the danger
of capitalist restoration. We must recognize the protracted and
complex nature of this struggle. We must heighten our vigilance.
We must conduct socialist education. We must correctly
understand and handle class contradictions and class struggle,
distinguishthe contradictions, between ourselves and the enemy
from those among the people, and handle them correctly.
Otherwise, a socialist countrylike ours will turn into its opposite
and degenerate, and a capitalist restoration will take place. From
now on we must remind ourselves of this everyyear, every month
and everyday so that we can retain a rather sober understanding
of this problem and have a Marxist-Leninist line". (Both the Ninth
and the Tenth National Congresses of the CPC reaffirmed this
basicline.)

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of China, the
gigantic revolutionary offensive of the proletariat against the
bourgeoisie and bourgeois ideology, was conceived and carried
out under the guidance of the basic theory of continuing revolution
underthe conditions of dictatorship ofthe proletariat andthe basic
line of the socialist revolution of China derived from this theory.
The great revolutionary practice of the GPCR positively confirmed
the validity of this theory and the basic line and made them more
comprehensive. Especially, the concept of the diehard capitalist
roaders as the vanguard detachment of the bourgeoisie operating
within the party and state apparatus, and the cruciality of
struggling against the ideology of bourgeois right as well as

restricting the bourgeois right, got more crystallized during this
period.
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All the revisionist cliques which emerged within the CPC

during the period of socialist revolution of China, frorn the
renegade Liu Shao-Chi clique, double dealer Lin Piao-Chen Po-

ta clique down to the criminal Teng Tsiao-Ping Hua Kuo-Feng

clique, at one stage or the other, came into mortal conflict with
this basic theory and the line of China's socialist revolution and

tried to subvert or repudiate these precious acquisitions of the
proletariat. They were bound to do so, because they felt the cutting

edge of these proletarian weapons, and all of them invariably relied

on "the theory ofproductive forces" as a theoretical counter to the

theory of continuing revolution under the conditions of
dictatorship of the proletariat.

TIIE TIIEORY OF PRODUCTIVE FORCES

This theory almost absolutises the role played by the
development of the productive forces in bringing about social

change and obliteratesthe role of class struggle asthe motiveforce

of the development of class society. Ithas its roots in a mechanistic

materialist streak of thought which infected the thinking of a
sizeable section of international Marxist movement in the last
quarter of nineteenth century, after the death of Comrade Karl
Marx.

Comrade Friedrich Engels commented in this respect that all
their lives Man< and he had to wage relentless fight against idealist
fallacies to establish the materialist viewpoint in philosophy that
man's being determines his consciousness and in social sciences

that all social phenomena are ultimately determined by economic

factors. They had to repeatedly hammer in and elaborate this
fundamental aspect of the doctrine of dialectical materialism and

could not find enough time for adequately elaborating the other
aspectthat once determined man's consciousness reacts uponhis
being, and the superstructure reacts upon the economic basis.
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Consequently, a section of Marxists at that time failed to grasp

properlythe consistent dialectical materialist approach of Marx

and Engels. As such this kind of one sided emphasis on the role of
productive forces could be treated merely as an ideological flaw in
the approach of certain Marxist circles where it was not used as a

theoretical weapon by the revisionist, for opposing revolutionary

advance of the proletariat. This ideological flaw acquired the

character of a pernicious theory of productive forces when the
revisionists sought to stall the revolutionary action of the
proletariat under the phony pretext that the low level of
development of productive forces would not permit such
revolutionaryaction.

It happened on the eve of the October revolution when

revisionist within the second international contended the validity
of Bolsheviks programme of socialist revolution in capitalistically

bacla,rrard Russia. According to the logic of these revisionists, based

on the theory of the productive forces, Czarist Russia needed at

first, to undergo a stage of capitalistdevelopmentunderbourgeois

rule in order to develop its backward productive forces and only
afterthat the proletariat could attempt a socialist revolution there.

The Bolshevik scheme of carrying out a democratic revolution and

establishing the democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the

peasantry and then passing on to socialist revolution and

establishing the dictatorship of the proletariat in Russia was looked

upon by these revisionists as a violation of the "objective laws" of
social development (whilepontificating as highpriests of Marxism

on the course of the social development of Czarist Russia, these

revisionists were least bothered by the fact that Russia had already

witnessed a revolutionary upheaval, the r9o5 revolution, wherein

the proletariat had demonstrated its political maturity as "class

for itself' and superseded the liberal bourgeoisie as the leadbr of
democratic revolution in Russia")



Lenin ridiculed the ossified thinking of these so-called
Marxists and chidingly asked them where, in which books of
history had they read that historical development proceeded in a
set linear fashion, that at times, normal sequence of historical
development did not get reversed?

The actual historical development as unfolded in Russia and
elsewhere repudiated the bankrupt theory of productive forces and
vindicated the revolutionary standpoint of Leninism - the
Marxism of the eve of imperialism andproletarian revolution.

After usurping the state power of the proletariat in Soviet
Union, the I(hrushchev revisionist leading clique of the CPSU

resurrected the theory ofproductive forces in a new garb, under
changed conditions. In an attempt to cover the reality of the
process of capitalist restoration in Soviet Union and disorientate
the world proletarian revolutionary movement, it projected the
caricatured concepts ofthe dictatorship ofthe proletariat and its
revolutionary task and the socialist system, robbing these of all
revolutionary content. It projected the realization ofhigh rate of
growth of production as the be-all and be-end of all socialist
development, the sole indicator of the superiority of the socialist
system over the capitalist system, and set the goal of economically
surpassing the most developed capitalist countries in a "peaceful

economic competition" and usher the Soviet Union into
communism. This renegade clique reduced the glorious ideal of
communism, the unprecedented lead to be made by human
civilization, to a mere abundance ofbeef andbutter - the "goulash"

communism.

The CPC under the leadership of Comrade Mao Tse-Tung
exposed and rebutted lGrushchev's "Phony communism" and its
theoretical kingpin, the theory of productive forces. To the
Khrushchev revisionists and their Chinese counterparts, who were
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trying to befog the minds of revolutionary people with dreams of
peacefully gliding into communism, Mao Tse-Tung gave a serious

rebuffby showing that real life around them was bristling with
class contradictions and class struggle, which were radically
transforming the world "Stop this windy nonsense, the world is
being turned upside down".

The revisionists within the CPC learned in their own wayfrom
the experience of the loss of proletarian state power and
revisionists take over in the Soviet Union. They noted how the

bourgeois forces with in Soviet society and the revisionist elements

within the CPSU had got strengthened by taking advantage of the

soviet proletariat's inadequate grasp over the sharpening class

contradictions and class struggle, underthe conditions of its class

dictatorship and its excessive preoccupation with its production

tasks. Having watched the restorationist course pursued by the

Khrushchev-revisionist-clique in Soviet Union, they realized how

the theory of productive forces couldbe used as theoretical cover

for the revisionist line of building state monopoly capitalist
economy under the sign board of socialist construction. So they

eagerly clutched at this refurbished theory of the productive forces

and started singing the tune of "dying out of the class struggle" in
China after the basic completion of the socialist transformation

of the means of production. They clamored that in China the

advance socialist system stood in contradiction with backrarard

productive forces and this constituted the principal contradiction

of Chinese society at that time. In other words the principal task

of the proletariat was the development of productive forces.

The renegade Liu Shao-Chi clique succeeded in inserting a

formulation to this effect in the political report to the Eighth

National Congress of CPC. This developmentwas indicative ofthe
fact that the offensive of the international revisionism, with the

Ktrrushchev revisionist clique of CPSU at the head, had greatly



bolstered up the positions of revisionist elements in the CPC, as

in all other communist parties, and that the proletarian
revolutionaryunderstanding and line on the problem of building
socialism had not yet been sufficiently developed.

Even prior to the Eighth Congress, Liu Shao-Chi and
companyhad exhibited, on various occasions, their economistic
anti-revolutionary approach. They had sought to stem the
revolutionary process of transition from new democracy to
socialism by raising the slogan of "fully consolidating the new
democratic system". They had opposed the co-operative
movement in Chinese agriculture by arguing that it could proceed
only after the mechanization of agriculture, and ridiculed Mao Tse-

T\rng's line of making revolutionary transformations in agriculture
prior to its mechanization as an exercise in "utopian socialism".
But, what certified them to be revisionist diehards was their
persistence in sticking to the theory of productive forces even after
Comrade Mao Tse-Tung, had summed up the soviet experience
and formulated the basic line of the CPC for the entire historical
period of socialist revolution.

The whole logic of the theory of productive forces, as
propounded by the Chinese revisionists, proceeded from the basic
premise that with the overthrow of old exploiting classes from
state power and socialist transformation of the means of
production carried out in the main, the dictatorship of the
proletariat and the socialist system become accornplished
phenomena. A typical expression of their line of argument in this
respect can be seen in the following extract from "On the General
Program for the Whole Parfy and the Whole Nation" - one of the
"Three Poisonous Weeds" prepared under the supervision of Teng
Hsiao-Ping in the year 1975: "Now that our country has become a

socialist country under the dictatorship of proletariat, conditions
within the country permit us to carry out peaceful construction.

We are however facing the threat of subversion and invasion

by imperialism and social imperialism. Should we not seize the

time, redouble our efforts, develop the national economy quickly

as possible and strengthen the material basis" (Emphasis added).

In the preceding pages it has been discussed, how the above

proposition is fallacious in respect of the socialist system which

remains in the process of becoming for the long historical period

of transition from capitalism to communism. The same holds good

in respect ofthe dictatorship ofthe proletariat.

The ruling classes, over the centuries of their oppressive rule

have not only been responsible for economic exploitation and

deprivation of the toiling masses of the people but also for their

cultural deprivation. They have been denied access to all the

advances made by science and culture. This forced under

development of the toiling masses of the people does not vanish

the moment they seize state power.by over throwing their
oppressors. For a long time after the seizure of state power, they

remain handicapped in this matter, in relation to the overthrown

landlords and capitalist classes. Talking of this vantage position

of the overthrown landowners and capitalists, Lenin remarked,

"the 'Art of state', military and economic administration gives them

a superiority and a very great superiority, so that their importance

is incomparably greater than their numerical proportion of the

population (Economics and Politics in the Era of Dictatorship of

Proletariat).

By overthrowing the old exploiting classes and creating the

organs of their revolutionary rules, the working people take first

decisive step in their long march for gradually retrieving, through

protracted class struggle, science and culture from the narrow

confines these have hitherto been fettered in, for socially

appropriating scientific and cultural knowledge and truly
becoming the masters of the conditions of their life and work.
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Only through this protracted revolutionary struggle, waged on
the basis of dictatorship of the proletariat, the all-round
expropriation of the expropriators takes place and the
dictatorship of the proletariat comes into full broom as the
dictatorship in fact of the whole mass of proletarians and not
only of its advanced sections, and then withers away. Basing
on his very brief experience of the soviet rule, Comrade Lenin
made this illuminating observation, "The result of this low
cultural level is that the soviets, which by virtue of their
programme are organs of government by theuorking people,
are in fact organs of the governmentfor theuorking people
bythe advanced sections ofthe proletariatbut notbythe working
people as awhole."

So, the dictatorship of the proletariat does not become an
accomplished phenomenon at the time of its inception as
presumed by the adherents of the theory of productive forces,
rather it undergoes a process of consolidation and development
through the revolutionary struggle of the working people, under
the leadership of the proletarian vanguard for exercising
dictatorship in all fields over the bourgeoisie. Thus taken as such
as it present itself, the modern version of the theory of productive
forces is untenable, based as itis on a fallacious premise, but more
thanthe theory thepractice ofthe chinese adherents ofthetheory
of productive forces has been illustrative of their revisionist
character.

The practice of Chinese revisionists, during the two decades
of socialist revolution in china, as well as in the period after the
revisionist coup there, has revealed that their concern for the
development of productive forces and production has been sham,
while their opposition to revolution has been real. The cry of
promoting production has always been raised by them in order to
divertthe working people from their revolutionary orientation of
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class struggles, to shelve the process of revolutionary
transformation of the super-structure and relations of production

thatis the process of realization of the real masteryofthe working
people overthe conditions of theirlife andwork.

The diversionarytactics of the Chinese revisionists have not
been confined only to the counter-posing of the issue of promoting

production to the cardinal issue of grasping of revolution. Any
issue that posed itself as a pressing problem at the hands of the
Chinese people, whether it be of preparedness against war in view

of imperialist military pressure, coping with serious natural
disasters, seeking abreakthrough in scientific and technological

fields or gearing up the pace of economic development, has been

a handy weapon in the hands of Chinese revisionists to be used

against ongoing socialist revolutionary movement. On any of such

pretexts, they have been demanding that in view of the urgency of
tackling that particular issue, revolution should be shoved offto
the back bench, class struggle should give way to 'stability and

unity', the initiative of revolutionary masses should give way to
bureaucratic discipline and instead of the proletarian class outlook

and politics, professional competence should be put in command
(Because inthewords of thathidebound revisionists Teng Hsiao-

Ping "black cat or white cat, the color does not matter so long as it
is good at catching mice" damn carewhetherthe cat catches mice

to protect the provisions of the master or feeds on mice to prove a

greater menace to these provisions).

The practice of class struggle in Chinabetweenthe proletariat

and the bourgeoisie and the two line struggle within the CPC have

shown that while the directive principal "Grasp revolution,
promote production and other work and preparedness against war"
has been guiding proletarian revolutionary forces in all their
activities and serving their class purpose of advancing to
communism. The principal, "promote production and otherwork



and preparedness against war so as to undermine revolution"
has been guiding the bourgeois revisionists in all their activities
and serving their class purpose of restoring capitalism.

In the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the counter
revolutionary nature of the theory of productive forces advocated
by Liu Shao-Chi and company was thoroughly laid bare. The
proletarian revolutionary mass movement unleashed through the
Cultural Revolution, not only smashed the bourgeois HQs
commanded by Liu Shao-Chi inside the CPC but also gave

concrete demonstration of the revolutionary way of solving the
production problem as well as other problems through grasping

the revolution.

TIIE GREAT PROLETARIAN CULTURAL
REVOLUTION

It was a gigantic ideological political offensive of the
revolutionary masses of the Chinese people inspired and guided

by Mao Tse-Tung's proletarian revolutionary line and leadership
and a great leap forward by them into proletarian consciousness

andliberation.

The greatproletarian cultural revolution of Chinawas notthe
outcome of the particular situation confronting the socialist
revolution of China at that time, as certain persons would like to
project it. The particular situation at that time wherein mounting
internal and external dangers confronted the Chinese revolution
contributed only in pressing upon the Chinese communists to
explore a more effective comprehensive and sweeping form of
developing socialist revolutionary movement so as thoroughlyto
cleanse the rot that had set in the Chinese society and revolution
and rejuvenatethe dictatorship ofthe proletariat as well as socialist
construction. It was the supreme form of putting into practice the
theory of continuing revolution under the conditions of the
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dictatorship of proletariat. And this theory is applicable to any

socialist society and for the entire period of transition to
communist society.

In the wave like progression of the continuing revolution

under conditions of dictatorship of proletariat, the GPCR marked

the first one of the various stormy crests that are bound to appear

during the long historical period of transition to communism.

A characteristic feature of GPCR was the most extensive and

intensive involvement of the masses of Chinese people in the

revolutionary process. It triggered off an unprecedented outburst

of their revolutionary initiative and energy and became the

wonderful mode of exlpression and assertion oftheir revolutionary

will on a grand scale. In every respect, it was a "festival of the

masses".

Another characteristic feature of GPCR, that distinguished if
from other major ideological political campaigns, was the vast

scope of its mighty thrust. In this great proletarian assault on the

vestiges of old society, no sphere, section or institution of Chinese

society was treated as exempt from the operation of struggle-

criticism-transformation; moreover, the process of transformation

involved both non-antagonistic and antagonistic forms as the case

might be. Those sections of people, including state and party

functionaries, who had unwittingly succumbed in varying degrees,

to bourgeois revisionist influences and practices were subjected

to proletarian re-molding through persuasion and education in
the process of struggle, those handful incorrigible persons who

had degenerated into conscious peddlers ofbourgeois revisionist

ideas and practices, thus for{eiting their right to remain in positions

of authority, were subjected to revolutionary overthrow. The

advanced sections of the proletarian masses themselves

underwent the process of further proletarian remolding in thbir
struggle against all vestiges of old society and revisionism
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existing without and within themselves.

The feature of revolutionary overthrow of various
manifestations ofbourgeois revisionist authoritylent to this mass
ideological political campaign, the character of full-fledged
revolution, an act through which one social class over throws the
domination of other class.

The deep-rooted old cultural influences - old customs,
traditions, notions and forces of habit etc. - acted as a powerful
counter-acting force to the forward motion of the socialist
revolution of china. So the ideological-cultural domain, the fields
of education, art and literature which promote one or other kind
of ideological-cultural influence came under the frontar assault
of the proletarian revolutionary mass movement and it was
appropriately called proletarian cultural revolution. But the fierce
class struggle unleashed onthe cultural frontwasboundto extend
to the political front and economic front too.

By storming the ideological cultural sphere, the proletariat
sought to smash or undermine the last stronghold of the
bourgeoisie - to occupy that front so as to make it serve the
consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat and socialist
economic base. On the other side, the bourgeoisie put up all out
resistance against proletarian revolutionary transformation of the
cultural sphere in order to maintain its entrenched position on
thatfront anduse it as a launchingpadfor attempting usurpation
of political power and capitalist restoration in the economicbase.
The revolutionary transformation mirvement of the proletariat and
the counter-revolutionary resistance movement of the bourgeoisie
in the ideological-cultural sphere were both led by their respective
political cores located within the cPC - the Marxist-Leninists
following the proletarian revolutionary line of Comrade Mao Tse-
Tung; and the capitalist roaders following the bourgeois
revisionist line of renegade Liu Shao-Chi & company.
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Without exposing and hitting at the revisionist chieftains
masquerading as Marxist-Leninist within the CpC, the counter-
revolutionary bourgeois resistance could not be effectively broken
and proletarian revolutionary transformation extensively carried
out in the ideological-cultural spheres and they could not be
effectively forced to jump out and reveal their true renegade
features unless confronted with a proletarian revolutionary mass
movement threatening their class positions on the ideological-
cultural front. Moreover, only in the practice of mass revolutionary
struggle could the handful revisionist diehards be sifted from a
large mass of those who had unwittingly fallen victims to the
bourgeois-revisionists ideolory and culture, so as to deal crushing
blows to the former by winning over the latter to the proletarian
revolutionary standpoint. Owing to the organic connection
between the struggle for proletarian revolutionary transformation
of the ideological cultural sphere and the struggle for flushing-
out from positions of proletarian political power, the hidden scabs
torpedoing the cultural-revolution, the sweep of the GPCR
extended to the whole superstructure, including the political
institutions of Party and state of the proletariat of China.

(Because of the fact that a number of leading party and state
cadre following the capitalist roadwere overthrown in the GpC&
certain hidden opportunists within the international Marxist-
Leninist movement allege that it was actually a political struggle
with a deceptive label of Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.
In doing so, these persons betray their ignorance ofthe process of
development of socialist society wherein every advance of the
proletariat has to materialize through class struggle and every
significant class battle, whatsoever be the field of action cannot
but be accompanied by political struggle.)

The GPCR of China was a revolution in the superstructure
of Chinese society particularly in the ideological-cultural sphere,



for ensuring therein hegemony of proletariat and accelerating

revolution in the economic base. It marked a qualitatively new
phase in the process of deepening socialist revolution of China.

The Cultural Revolution enabledbroad masses ofthe Chinese

people to make a great leap forward in becoming the masters of
their own mental processes by appropriating the most reliable and

potent ideological weapon, Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tirng

Thought. They liberated their minds from being shacHed with the

false notion that Marxist philosophy was beyond the grasp of
illiterate or semi-illiterate common people and accessible onlyto
the learned few. Rendered into popular idiom and carried to the
factories and fields, the substance of Maxist philosophywas found

by them to be not only intelligible but applicable to the problems

of their day to day life and work. The basic tenets of Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought were propagated, on an

unprecedentedlyvast scale, in conjunction with the revolutionary

activity of the broad masses of the Chinese people. Thus through
their own experience of waging revolution coupled with an

ideological-political education campaign, the broad masses of
cadres and people were trained as proletarian-revolutionary
fighters for carrying the revolution forward through protracted

class struggle againstthe old and newbourgeoisie, in particular,

against the capitalist-roaders among the top party leadership,

constituting the leading core of bourgeois forces. Apart from the
general achievement in enormously raising the proletarian class

consciousness, revolutionary initiative and self-confidence of the
broad masses of the Chinese people, the Cultural-Revolution
concretely tackled various problems concerning revolutionary

transformation of the superstructure as well as economic base of
Chinese society.

On the plane of superstructure, the most significant
proletarian revolutionary advances were made in the fields of
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education, art and literature, scientific research and health
services and in restructuring the institutions of proletarian party
and state power.

The revolution in the fields of university education brought
forth a new pattern of enrollment of students and invested
education with new content and purpose. The old pattern of
enrollment based on the entrance examination system i.e. on
mainly assessing the student's capabilities for memorizing text-
books, was heavily biased in favor of students belonging to the
erstwhile upper classes and relatively well-off sections of new

Chinese society- who were groomedforthis purposewith special

efforts on the part of their parents. Moreover children of high
ranking party and state cadre used to get entry to educational

institutions through "the back-door", as they called it in China i.e.

through making use of the influential position of their parents.

The new enrollment policy envisaged that over-whelming number
of students should come from worker-peasants-soldier families.
Class background and political consciousness of the candidate

acquired more prominence as criteria for his or her evaluation in
place of mere academic ability. Manual labor on the part of
students and teachers became an essential part of the job of
learning andteaching. The class-room studywas made livelierby
linking it to the practical problems of everydaylife of the masses

ofthe people. Students and teachers were encouraged to go and

work among laboring masses and learn from their rich experience

of life and work. They were encouraged to be concerned with the
ongoing class-struggle in their institutions as well as society at

large, defend socialism and criticize revisionism. They were

exhorted and guided by proletarian revolutionary forces rallied
around Comrade Mao Tse-Tung to struggle against and discard
the lingering effects of reactionary Confucian traditiori of
unethical submission to the patriarchal authority of parents,



teachers, and all elderly persons. Instead they were called upon
to treat their work in educational institutions as a comradely
collaboration among teachers and students involving
democratic discussion, mutual supervision criticism and self-
criticism, dare to uphold what is correct and rebel against
reactionary ideas, practices, and authorities. They were exhorted
and guided to struggle against and discard the bourgeois outlook
of treating knowledge as private properry, to be converted into
personal gain and fame. Instead, they were called upon to view
their studies as means of seeking all round development of their
personalities and becoming better equipped to serve the socialist
society, which provided them those means. Briefly put, the
revolution in the field of education addressed itself to these
questions: Whom the educational facilities were mainly meant
for? What the students were sought to be shaped into through
the educational process and how? What motivation the students
were to seek their education with? It solved these questions
both at the conceptual and practical plane, in accordance with
the Marxist theory of Knowledge and fundamental interests of
the broad masses of the people and developing socialist
revolution in China. Proceeding along the road ablazed by the
Shanghai Machine tools plant, where students not only come
from amongst the workers and peasants but after graduation
return to their midst, the revolution in university education
aimed at bridging the gap between manual and mental labor,
between town and country and preventing the emergence of
new elite stratum from among the educated young generation.

In the field of art and literature, the Cultural Revolution
focused on and solved the crucial question, who were to occupy
the centre of the stage, in works of art and literature - the
luminaries of the overthrown reactionary classes exuding
decadence or the popular characters portraying in a
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concentrated way, the heroism and revolutionary aspirations
of the masses of the working people and revolutionary optimism
of the proletariat? The line and practice of the bourgeois-
revisionist "authorities" on art and literature, hitherto
dominating the cultural scene, came under heavy fire in the
cultural Revolution. They used to foster in the name of socialist
realism the pernicious trend in art and literature that stood for
the so-called objective portrayal of the life of masses of the people,
which amounted to making no differentiation between their
excellent traits constituting the principal aspect of their character
and the secondary aspect pertaining to their failings, in this
way berating the former. The revolutionary cultural workers,
with Comrade Chiang Ching as the leading figure, exposed and
trounced this pernicious trend along with the "authorities" at
its back, and forcefully affirmed the revolutionary essence of
socialist realism in art and literature. As a result, such works
were promoted as represented in art form the best element
contained in the life and struggle of masses of working people.
In this connection, the most notable achievement was made in
revolutionizing the institution of the Peking Opera and creating
the Eight model revolutionary operas. No doubt, the Cultural
Revolution did not bring forth a large number of creative works
on the new revolutionary pattern, still by making use of some
model works and so many pieces of art and literary criticism, it
did set the ball rolling in a right direction and it was no small
achievement.

In the fields of science and technology, the Cultural
Revolution encountered the most dogged resistance put up by the
revisionists and the professionals thoroughly imbued with
bourgeois prejudices. Some of the problems and related policies
in the field were similar to the ones in the field of education dnd
art and literature, namely the integration of mental work with



manual labor and integration of intellectuals with worker and

peasant masses. Apartfromthese, the crucial issues aroundwhich

the strugglebetween the proletariat andbourgeoisie andthe two-

line struggle unfolded in the field were the assertion or denial of
the existence of class bias in scientific and technological work, and

the assertion or denial oftheleading role ofthe Partyanddoctrine

of the proletariat in this matter.

The proletarian revolutionaries asserted the historical
materialist position that in class society, like all other phenomena,

the scientific and technological work as well as those responsible

for directing and organizing it, are conditioned by the class-struggle

and they serve the dictatorship of one or the other class. They

further asserted that the general laws of dialectical materialism

are universally applicable to all forms of motion, including all

branches of natural sciences. No doubt, everyform of motionhas

its own particularity on the study of which, different disciplines

are based; for that reason Marxism cannot take the place of
differentbranches of learning. Nonetheless it embraces them all

and can guide their development on correct lines.

Hence, they maintain that onlybyputting proletarian ideolory

andpolitics in command ofthe scientific andtechnological work,

not only it can't be greatly improved but also made to serve the

process of development of socialist society i.e. the consolidation

of dictatorship of the proletariat and the socialist economic base

and this can be effected only under the leadership of the party

which alone is the conscious thread of all social activities weaved

into awhole andwhich ensuresthe socialist content ofthis whole.

Another issues of struggle, that was in a way a corollary of
the crucial issues concerning the affirmation or denial of the

existence of class bias in scientific and technological work, was

the approach towards the developed Western technolory. Having
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no faith in the revolutionary masses and their creative genius

and betraying slavish mentality inherited from China's colonial
past, the revisionists and the professionals entertained great

fascination for the sophisticated technology of the developed

capitalist countries, it was beyond their comprehension, that
the technological development of a less developed country under

conditions of dictatorship oftheproletariat need not proceed along

the beaten track of Western capitalist countries, that owing to
favorable conditions provided by superior social organization, the

technological development of socialist country could break new

grounds and cover the lags in shorter span of time. Their view of
the process of China's technological development had at its core

the utilization of sophisticated Western technolory. Consequently

their thinking and practice stood in sharp conflict with the line of
Comrade Mao Tse-T\rng and his comrades-in-arms in this matter,

which rested mainlyupon self-reliance andbringing into full play

the revolutionary enthusiasm and creative genius of the masses

of the working people. The proletarian revolutionaries led by Mao

were not opposed as such to the utilizing of Western technolory.

What they opposed was the embracing of this techno_logy

indiscriminately, and uncritically. Indiscriminate inhaust of
sophisticated Western technology, apart from its negative

economic and political implications, would stifl e the development

of China's indigenous technolory. Uncritical approach towards its

utilization would mean ignoring the fact that it is designed to

ensure maximum profits for the monopoly capitalist class at the

cost ofthe workers. So the proletarian revolutionaries maintained

that judicious use should be made of Western technolory within
the scope of the policy of self-reliance, and in doing so, it should

be adapted to the requirements of the specific conditions of
China's developmental process and socialist class content of lhe
latter.



On the basis of the revolutionary stand outlined above, the
scientific and technological workers were mobilized by communist
revolutionaries for waging struggle against the dominant
revisionist line in scientific and technological fields which
pampered and strengthened bourgeois expertise and for
implementing the revolutionary line of developing red expertise.
They sought to win over the great majority of scientific and
technological experts to the standpoint and the cause ofproletariat
through the process of friendly criticism, education and
transformation, assisting thereby, the latter in becoming "red-and-

expert". The process of becoming "red-and-expert" required of
these intellectual workers that they grasp and defend Marxism,
grasp and defend the party's basic line and policies for carrying
forward the socialist revolution, criticize revisionism and the
bourgeoisie, criticize and combat bourgeois theories in natural
science, take part in manuallabor go to the masses ofthe working
people to tap the rich experience stored by the masses through
their activities in production which is the eternal and primary
source oftheories ofnatural science. Sum up and generalize this
experience and thus make best use of their professional skill by
integrating the laboratory work of scientifi c experimentation and
research with the mass experimentation in the field. To the extent
they become "red-and-expert" by fulfiUing the above mentioned
requirements they, in turn could assist the process of developing
experts from among the revolutionary masses of working people.

As discussed earlierthe fierce class struggle unleashed on the
cultural front was bound to extend to all fronts of the
superstructure and base of Chinese society. The revolutionary
offensive of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie to trounce the
latter from all positions of influence and power converged upon
seizing back those portions of political power, which the
bourgeoisie had usurped through its partial hold over the party

and state apparatuses.

The revolutionary seize-back of portions of political power

by the proletariat was the most unconventional but essential

feature of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of China.

(Itkickedup great controversyinside and outside China. The

revisionists of all hues and lands still harp on this point in attacking

the GPCR. Even certain genuine Marxist-Leninist elements

initially got confused on this point. The main argument touted by

the former that carried some weight with the latter, against the

seizure of portions of political power by the proletariat was that it
had not been accomplished through proper constitutional
procedure. Actually, what they were objecting to was the very

theory and practice of making revolution under conditions of
proletarian rule. Because every Marxist worth the name knows

the historical materialist truth that revolutions do not follow
constitutional procedures.

Constitutions are legal expression ofobtaining states ofclass

rule and class relationship in society, which get established or
replaced through revolutions. Constitutional procedures are

meant for enforcing the existing class-rule and not for making

drastic changes in it. It is as true in the case of constitutional
procedures under conditions of proletarian rule, as in other cases

so long as their exist classes, class-contradictions and class

struggle in society.

What the proletariat of China attempted, during the GPCR

was a drastic change in the prevailing state of its class rule in a
direction favorable to it and unfavorable to the bourgeoisie. Such

drastic changes could not be effected except through revolutionary

mass-action.)

A large number of state-cadres, many of whom were

important party cadres as well, earned the fury of revolutionary
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masses on account of pushing the capitalist road of social
development and bureaucratic style of functioning. These cadres
had been invested with proletarian political power to exercise it
for buttressing the position of the proletariat in its class struggle
against the bourgeoisie. By acting to the contrary they abused their
position of power and thus forfeited it. But by dint of their power
position, they managed to suppress the criticism raised by the
advanced elements from amongst the masses.

The circular on conducting the Cultural Revolution issued
by the party's Central committee, headed by Comrade Mao Tse-

Tung, called upon the masses of Chinese people to air their views
freely and publically. As the Central message of the Cultural
Revolution, that rebellion against everything reactionary was
justified, got increasingly registered with the minds of the masses,

their pent-up resentment against the malpractices of the capitalist-
roaders burst forth like a hurricane. Genuine Marxist-Leninist
discharging their revolutionary duty towards their class, provided
political lead in mobilizing the proletarian masses through laying
bare the class significance of the practice of the capitalist-roader
and exhorting the masses of the working people to assert their
mastery over the conditions of their life and work. And the
revolutionary mass movement responded to it by striking the
capitalist-roaders down from positions of power which the latter
had already forfeited and instituting revolutionary committees for
administering their own affairs under the leadership of genuine

Mamists-Leninists.

Those party persons and committees who failed to stand in
the forefront of the revolutionary masses of the proletariat engaged
in tempestuous class struggle against the bourgeoisie, rather,
revealed their hidden revisionist character in attempting to save

the skin of the capitalist roaders under attack from the proletarian
revolutionary mass movement, were themselves cast offby the

proletarian masses as well as revolutionary ranks of the parry.

(Such parry committees defaulted on two counts; first they did

not fulfill their revolutionary obligation towards the proletarian

class, politically to defend and lead it in its major confrontation

with the bourgeoisie, thus eliminating the very reason of their

existence as vanguard detachment of the proletariat; secondly,

they acted against the basic line of the Party for the entire historical

period of socialism and the specific line decided by the Central

Committee on conductingthe GPCR; thus, forfeitingthe mandate

to exercise the authority of the party in dealing with their respective

ranks. Therefore, the revolutionary ranks who steadfastly upheld

the proletarian class-stand and the revolutionary line of the party

by defying the authority of these defaulting party committees, did

in no way flout the party principle of democratic centralism.

Actually, theirpractice involved the repudiation ofthe concept of

mechanical discipline advocated by Liu-Shao-Chi and affirmation

of the Marxist-Leninists concept of conscious discipline.) Under

the impact of the proletarian revolutionary mass movement of

seizure of political power, the process of exposure and crumbling

of hiddenbourgeois revisionist satraps gathered momentum and

worked upwards, ultimately to overtake the bourgeois Head-

Quarters, within the party, headed by renegade Liu-Shao-Chi.

The concrete practice of the Cultural Revolution corroborated

the conclusion arrived at by Comrade Mao Tse-Tung, through

summing-up the historical experience of the temporary triumph

of revisionism in socialist countries, that under conditions of

dictatorship of the proletariat, the menace of revisionism andthe

bourgeoisie growing right inside the communist party cannotbe

effectively combated, solely by means of inner-party struggle,

without integrating this struggle with the overall class struggle

waged against the bourgeoisie through the proletarian

revolutionary mass movement.
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The cultural Revolution not only flushed out much of the
revisionist poison accumulated in the body of the parry but also
replenished the party with new revolutionary blood. It underlined
the necessityof amending the prevalent mode of cadre evaluation
which used to be weighted in favor of veteran cadres. Because of
their past revolutionary exploits, their age and experience, the
veteran cadres would always gethigher assessmentin comparison
with the young cadre irrespective ofthe latter's better show in terms
of proletarian revolutionary consciousness and performance. The
genuine Marxist-Leninist led by comrade Mao Tse-Tung
advocated that while glorious revolutionary acts per{ormed in the
past should be taken into account for evaluating a cadre, the
evaluation should not be based only on history, without
consideration of his actual performance in the class struggle,
currently going on, and that primary emphasis should be placed
on his consciousness in the two line-struggle. It rectified the
mechanical concept and practice of party discipline, fostered by
Liu shao-chi in the name of party discipline. The lower
committees and ranks of the party were expected blindly to execute
the instructions of higher committees. Reviving the true spirit of
Marxism, which is essentially critical and revolutionary, it
rehabilitated in the party's organizational functioning the concept
of conscious discipline, that means party members should be able
to judge the correct line that the orders from above reflect, because
party discipline essentially, is the discipline of the correct
revolutionary line of the party organization.

The cultural Revolution also addressed itself to the problem
of developing proletarian revolutionary armed forces as the
bulwark of dictatorship of the proletariat, to fit in this role, the
armed forces must acquire proletarian revolutionary
consciousness and the capability of waging class struggle against
the bourgeoisie, in unison with the struggring masses of the
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working people and under the leadership of genuine Marxist-
Leninist. Atwo pronged attack on this problem was attempted in
the cultural revolution, involving on the one hand the
revolutionary politicizing of the people's Liberation army, and on

the other hand the arming of the revolutionary proletarian masses

and the build-up of people's militia.

(The people's Liberation Army was a very powerful and
prestigious institution in China. It had acquitted itself creditably
wellinthe people's Democraticrevolution of China andhad along
tradition of maintaining close ties withthe masses ofthe working
people in their weal & woe and engaging in productive labor.
Nevertheless, like all other institutions, itwas prone to bourgeois

influence and showed tendencies towards professionalism and

stratification after the victory in the people's democratic
Revolution of China. Various measures were taken by the party
to checkthis phenomenon, for instance, the abolition of military
ranks, narrowing the differences between living standards of the
soldiers and commanders, continuing the tradition of fulfilling the

consumption needs of the PtA by mainly relying on its own
production activities and above all, carrying on political education

among the ranks. Notwithstanding this it was only in the Cultural
Revolution that the soldier masses of the PLA got the opportunity,
after decades to participate along with the profound political
education. For the first time in socialist China, they conducted
political agitation within the PI-A in defense of Com. Mao Tse

Tung's military line and the line of the socialist revolution of China,

anddid causethetoppling of somebigguns of Pl,A, who persisted

in following the revisionist line of Liu-Shao-Chi and Co.

In this way, the revolution on the political front, resulted in
the renewation of the communist par$ of China on the basis of
Marxism- Leninism-Mao Tse-T\rng Thought and revolutioniry
practice, lending deeper content to the operation ofdictatorship



of the proletariat, through the creation of the institution of
revolutionary committees and strengthening the military basis of
proletarian dictatorship through developing the proletarian
revolutionary armed forces.

On the plane of economic base, the Cultural Revolution
consolidated and deepened the socialist content of the production
process and management of the enterprises as well as that of the
distribution and exchange of commodities. The class struggle and,
the two line struggle on all these fronts, was focused on the
question of restricting the "bourgeois right" and that of ensuring
the leading role of the working class, in running the enterprises.

Under the impact of the proletarian revolutionary
transformation in the superstructure, particularly the ideology,
there occurred a revolutionary upsurge of the masses of the
working class, to asserttheir masteryoverthe socialist enterprises.
They refused to be treated as a mere economic category - labor
force - an object of management carried by few specialists working
in seclusion. They struggled to acquire and assert their true identity
as self-conscious socialist producers, who were not only the most
potent productive force but also the masters of the conditions of
their own work. And in this process, they came into sharp conflict
with the revisionist line of Liu Shao-Chi & Co., on running the
socialist enterprises.

The revisionist line, in practice, was "opposed to launching
vigorous mass movements, to the principle of cadre participation
in productive labor and worker participation in management, of
reform of irrational and outdated rules and regulations and of close

co-operation among cadres, workers and technicians and opposed
to putting politics in command....."'Just resorting to material
incentive, putting profit in command and instead of promoting
proletarian politics, handing out bonuses and so forth."

Implementing and carrying forward the true spirit of the
2C,6

"Charter of the Anshan Iron & Steel Co." the mass proletarian

revolutionary movement challenged and swept aside all those

irrational rules and regulations which used to foster a rigid pattern

of division of labor, stifle the initiative and innovative genius of
the worker masses, tie-down every worker exclusively to a specifi c

pole and which were used through practicing "control, checks and

coercion" by revisionist cadres and specialists for imposing
bourgeois dictatorship over the worker in the factories.

Not onlythe principle of cadres participating in the productive

labor and workers participating in management, was vigorously

implementedbutthe latter, the major aspect ofthe principle, was

institutionalized, in the form of various workers administrative
groups, in the workshops and mass management committees at

the team and squad level. It enabled the workers to exercise

revolutionary supervision over the cadres and the cadres to remold

their outlook and relations with the workers, thus the
revolutionary workers particularly of Shanghai, through the mass

movement of "struggle-criticism-transformation" gave concrete

shape to Com. Mao Tse-Tung's concept - "management itself is a

matter of socialist education" by effectively restricting the
"bourgeois right" existing in the relations among people engaged

in production work. This proletarian advance in strengthening

socialist relations among the cadres, technicians and workers in
turn, consolidated the socialist revolutionary achievement already

made in liquidating the "bourgeois right" in the system of
ownership of the means of production, in the sense that, it
furthered the process of transformation of the formal ownership

of the enterprises by the working people into actual ownership.

So far as the relations of distribution and exchange were

concerned, the mainfeature ofthe mass proletarian revolutionary

movement was that of criticizing the ideology of the "bourgLois

right" in these spheres, although some measures for actually
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restricting the "bourgeois right" were also initiated. The
revisionist line relying on material incentives strengthened the
idea of doing work for the sake of increasing one's share in the
distribution of the commodities produced. While struggling
against the revisionist line, which generated mercenary
approach towards socialist labor, the revolutionary masses of
workers subjected themselves to public scrutiny and criticism
in order to trace and get rid of this bourgeois infection and effect
their own proletarian revolutionary remolding. Through
political education and their own experience of struggle against
the revisionist line, the revolutionary masses of the working
class came to realize that appeal to individual material interest
had been a pernicious weapon in the hands of revisionists for
vitiating the revolutionary consciousness and class solidarity
of the masses and distracting them from their historical mission
of building communism, that without purging their own
thinking of such bourgeois poison they won't be able to
effectively combat revisionism; hence emerged their fighting
slogan "fight self, combat revisionism".

It was this awareness that prompted the Shanghai workers
to spurn the offer of wage increase made by revisionist bosses
for pacifying the revolutionary tide. In so many cases, the
workers labored overtime to boost production or meet some
urgent production requirements without extra remuneration.
While on the whole, the socialist principle of "from each
according to one's capacity to each according to one,s work,,
was adhered to, some sprouts of the communist principle" from
each according to one's capacity to each according to one,s
needs" blossomed in relations of distribution among members
of work teams with unequal capacities and in mutual dealings
among unevenly situated work teams of a commune and
unevenly situated communes.
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A notable fruit of the efforts of the proletariat to restrict
"bourgeois right" in the sphere of exchange of commodities was

the institution of Socialist Big Fair in the country side, the

Socialist Big Fair came intobeingthrough socialist revolutionary

transformation of the traditional village trade fair, the latter used

to be a channel for the peasants to exchange the products oftheir
small private plots and family sideline occupations, and a breeding
ground for capitalist tendencies and practices. Grasping it as an

issue of the struggle between two roads, proletarian
revolutionaries resolved to block this channel leading small
production to capitalism. Through persistent political education

campaign on the basic line of the party and the struggle between

the socialist road and the capitalist road, criticizing the capitalist

tendencies existing in rural trade fair and relying on the
revolutionarypropensities of poor andlower middle peasants, they

graduallysucceeded in persuading alarge mass ofpeasants to sell

the produce of their private plots and family sideline occupations

to the state. They helped the personnel of supply and marketing

cooperatives to grasp the political significance of seizing this front
from the bourgeoisie and organized the supply department so as

to make it more responsive to the commercial needs of the
peasants. On this basis, the Socialist Big fair was organized with
no trace ofbourgeois practices of shouting prices and striking
bargains which were associated with the old rural trade fair. By

organizing various revolutionary cultural activities at the fair and

commandingly projecting the features of a new socialist man, the
Socialist Big fair was made an instrument of socialist education of
the peasants, which, in turn made great impact on their production

activities. The emergence and proliferation of this "socialist new

thing" curbed the growth of capitalist factors and fortified socialist

positions in the rural areas

Thus the Great PCR of China constituted a giant step forward



taken by the Chinese proletariat on its historical march towards

the goal of communism by overthrowing the bourgeoisie from
its remnant positions of power and influence and digging up

the soil that generates it anew. It has been great source of
inspiration and illumination for the world proletarian
revolutionary movement. Naturally it has been cherished by
Marxist-Leninist the world over and hated by all reactionaries

and their revisionist servitors.

The GPCR manifested the intensified struggle in China

between two classes, two lines, two roads, and two world outlooks;

hence it caused a great division and realignment of social and

political forces. The magnificent first round victory of China's

proletariat over the bourgeoisie in the Cultural Revolution though

badly mauled the latter, yet it increased manifold its counter

revolutionary hatred and resolve to fight back and undo the

revolutionary gains of the proletariat. The life and death struggle

between the two classes was bound to erupt with increased frenzy,

soonei or later. Whether or not to carry out the Cultural
Revolution whether or not halt half way, whether or not to honor
its verdicts on the revisionist line, practices and protagonists and

nourish its tender fruits, the "socialist new things" has been, all
along, a question demarcating genuine Marxists Leninists from
revisionists scabs in China and throughout the world.

EMERGENCEOF

COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY CURRENTS

History shows that every great revolutionary movement in
class-society is invariably followed by frenzied attempts for
restoration on the part ofdefeated reactionaries till that particular

revolutionary leap taken by social development gets consolidated.

This historical materialist law applies to the particular socialist

revolutionary leap marked by the GPCR of China as well to the
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overall phenomenon of socialist revolution of China.

The proletariat of China under the leadership of genuine

Marxist-Leninists, with Com. Mao Tse-Tung at the head had

achieved splendid political victoryin the first battle-round of the

Cultural Revolution by the time of the holding of the gthParty

Congress. The bourgeois revisionist headquarters and line,
associated with renegade Liu Shao-Chi, had been defeated. The
"theory of productive forces", constituting the basic theoretical
prop of Liu Shao-Chi's revisionism, as of all otherright-revisionists
platforms the world over, had received a good thrashing. At the

same time, the proletarian revolutionary transformation effected

in various fields during this period was still to be consolidated.

For this consolidation to take place. It was most essential not to
allow slackening of proletarian revolutionary vigilance and drive.

Of course the tempestuous form of class struggle characteristic of
the first round of the Cultural Revolution was bound to give way

to relatively mild reforms for some time to come but in order to
consolidate the gains of the first round and be better prepared for
the eventual second round, it was imperative for the proletariat to
persist in firmly grasping revolution. This point of attention was

being repeatedly stressed by Com. Mao Tse-Tung and his close

comrade-in-arrns, at that time. Various bourgeois revisionist forces

were exerting themselves in various manners to disorient the
proletarian revolutionary movement, precisely in respect of this
point.

In the subsequent period upto the passing away of Com. Mao

Tse-Tung and the counter-revolutionary revisionist coup of year

t976, the proletarian revolutionary movement encountered

successively two major counter-currents unleashed by the Lin
Piao clique of political swindlers and the Teng Hsiao-Ping clique

of arch capitalist-roaders, respectively. These bourgeois-
revisionist platforms were identical in their class content with
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formally different philosophical roots; the former being rooted

in the metaphysical-idealist way of thinking or reasoning, and

the latter being rooted in the eclectic-idealist way of thinking
or reasoning, nevertheless, the bourgeois-revisionist platform

of Teng and Co. posed a greater menace in ideological-political

terms, because it possessed a full-fledged line, programme, and

a whole set of policies for capitalist restoration and because of
its sophistry. Nevertheless, both of these counter-currents were

beaten back by proletarian revolutionary forces under the
leadership of Com. Mao Tse-Tung and these political platforms

were subjected to Marxist-Leninist criticism, exposure and

denunciation. That the Lin Piao clique and the Teng Hsiao clique

opted for counter revolutionary violent means for seizing
political power and enforcing their respective programmes for
capitalist restoration, betrayed self-acknowledgement on their
part of the political-ideological bankruptcy of their revisionist
platforms in squarely facing the challenge of Mao's proletarian

revolutionary line.

The bourgeois-revisionist platform of arch-capitalist roader

Teng Hsiao-Ping and his like was raised in the summer of year

1975. Itwas a refurbished andupdated edition of Liu Shoa-Chi's

discredited revisionist line and policies for capitalist restoration.

It was designed to guide the process of regrouping of bourgeois

forces and their counter offensive against the advanced positions

of proletarian revolution established through the verdicts and

transformation of the Cultural Revolution.

A look-back on the struggle, waged by Marxist-Leninists of
China led by Com. Mao, against "the right-deviationist wind to
reverse correct verdicts", stirred up by Teng and Co. in the year

1975 is particularly important for all Marxist-Leninists in
understanding and combating the words and actions of present

day revisionist rulers of China because, essentially, the same
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bourgeois-revisionist forces, platform and methodologr, exposed

and denounced, at that time, are now instrumental in developing
that right deviationist wind, once beaten back into a counter-
revolutionary revisionist typhoon inside and outside China.

The bourgeois revisionist platform of Teng and Co. found
systematic expression in three documents prepared under the
guidance of Teng, namely, "On the General Programme for All
Work of the Whole Party and the Whole Nation", "Certain
questions on Accelerating the Development of Industry", (also

referred to as "2o articles") and "Outline Report on Work of the
Academy of Sciences". These documents, known as "Three
poisonous weeds" in China, came up under penetrating criticism
by Manrist-Leninist and Revolutionary masses of working people

and were exposed as having ultra-right essence, as a serious
revisionist attemptto create public opinion and a plan of actionto
reverse correct verdicts of Cultural Revolution and restore
capitalism. Of these three, the first one i.e. "On the General
Programme...." provided the general orientation of the all-round
bourgeois revisionist counter-offensive while the latter two
delineated, on its basis, specific orientations for the same on the
industrial front and on the scientific technological front
respectively, so as to develop these fronts as bridge-heads for
pushing the process of capitalist restoration on all fronts. The key-
note of "On General Programme" as well as the "Outline Report"
and the "zo Articles" was Teng's fraudulent thesis: "Chairman

Mao's directive concerning the study of theory, combating and
preventing revisionism, stability and unity and pushing the
national economyforward constitute ageneral programme for all
work of the whole party, the whole army and the whole nation.
This key-link must be firmly grasped, if we are to accelerate the
development of industry".

First, something aboutthe three directives. These directives



were issued time to time by Com. Mao in the period around the

convening of the fourth National People's Congress i.e. at the end

of year rg74 and start of year tg75. The most significant of

these directives was the one concerning the study of theory i.e.

the Theory of exercising all round dictatorship of the proletariat

over the bourgeoisie and combating and preventing revisionism.

Concentrating the experience of class struggle during the

Cultural Revolution and keeping in view the latest trends of
ongoing complex class struggle, Com. Mao called upon the

whole party and revolutionary masses of Chinese people to have

a clear grasp over the imperative need to exercise all round

proletarian dictatorship over the bourgeoisie, from the economic

base to the superstructure, reiterated his thesis that danger of

capitalist restoration still existed emanating mainly from the

"bourgeois right inside the party" and sustaining on the

operation of bourgeois rights in the socialist economic basis

and thus further concretized the party's basic line of continuing

revolution under the conditions of proletarian dictatorship. He

pointed out, "Why did Lenin speak of exercising dictatorship

over the bourgeoisie? It is essential to get this question clear.

Lack of clarity on this question will lead to revisionism. This

should be made known to the whole Nation". Underlining the

importance of criticism and restriction of bourgeois rights in
this connection, he pointed out, "In a word, China is a socialist

country. Before liberation, she was much the same as a capitalist

country. Even now she practices an eight-grade wage system,

distribution according to work and exchange through money

and in all this, differs very little from the old society. What is

different is that the system of ownership has been changed".

"Our country at present practices a commodity system, the wage

system is unequal too, as in the eight-grade wage scale, and so

forth. Under the dictatorship of the proletariat such things can

only be restricted. Therefore, if people like Lin Piao come to
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power, then it would be very easy for them to rig up the capitalist

system. That is why we should do more reading of Marxist-
Leninist works."

Exercise of the dictatorship of the proletariat over the

bourgeoisie is a form of class struggle where in the proletariat
makes use of its political power against the bourgeoisie. By

focusing on the question of exercising dictatorship of proletariat
over the bourgeoisie, Com. Mao was stressing that even after the

smash up of the renegade cliques of Liu Shao-Chi and Lin Piao,

the proletariat must persistin "grasping class struggle as the key-

link" andhandle otherproblems andtasks onthisbasis. The other

two directives dealt with the specific tasks of promoting stability
and unity and developing national economy.

With a sleight-of-hand, the arch capitalist roaderTeng Hsiao-

Ping sought to replace this revolutionary orientation of all work
of the party and the masses of the Chinese people with a revisionist

orientation, by dishing out the thesis of "taking the three directives

as the key-link" By manipulating Com. Mao's own words, so as to
strike at Mao's proletarian revolutionaryline, he placedthe study

of theory of proletarian dictatorship at par with promoting stability

and unity and developing national economy, raising the latter two

specific tasks to the position of the key-link and negating, in this
surreptitious manner the cornerstone of party's basic line i.e.

"taking class struggle as the key-link".

Not that in the "three poisonous weeds" there were no phrases

about class struggle, politics in command, political-ideological

education, or even the directive on the study of theorybeing most

important of the directives. If that were the case, then the two line

struggle would have been a simpler phenomenon. None was going

to swallow that kind of unadulterated revisionist poison without
the sugar-coating of such revolutionary phrases and it would
have promptly invited on itself the wrath of the party ranks
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arid the revolutionary masses, especially in the situation brought

about by the Cultural Revolution. So these revolutionary phrases '

had to be incorporated to make the "three poisonous weeds'

effective weapon of bourgeois-revisionist counter-offensive. But

these revolutionary phrases had no function in determining
the line of development of the theme of these documents. Once

stated, these revolutionary phrases were destined, in the next

breath to be undermined and contradicted with other phrases

and gradually divested of all meaning. With the result that the

analysis of the situation under consideration, the tasks to be

accomplished, and the order of priorities of these tasks, the target

to be hit, the objective sought, the alignment of forces and their
relative significance, in short, the whole line and set of policies

dished out in these documents ran counter to what was dictated

by these revolutionary phrases.

For instance, "On General Programme" was adorned with
the statement: "The study of theory of the dictatorship of the

proletariat, and thereby combating and preventing revisionism

occupies the foremost position among the three important
directives." But the whole line of argument of the document was

developed on the basis of thesis, "We must take these three

important directives as the key link" because all the three were,

"an interconnected and inseparable entity". Now if all the three

directives together constituted an "inseparable entity" and

occupied the position of "key link" then how one of them could

possibly occupy "the foremost position among the three important
directives?" It could not. Obviously, the earlier statement was a

mere formality and irrelevant to the main theme of the document.

The matter did not end with lumping together these tasks of
different order and confusing their mutual relationship. Other

statements turned this relationship topsy-turvy by making the

former subservient to the latter: "The purpose of our studying
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theory and grasping political line is to promote stability and

unity" and "Revolution is promoting the development of
productive forces." Thus, promoting stability and unity and

development of productive forces were projected as prime

concerns which determined the handling of all other tasks,

including the tasks relating to class-struggle, i.e. these two,

particularlythe latter one, came to be the "key-link". So, through

the jumble of disparate and contradictory phrases, the document

tooka turn ofhundred and eightydegrees from its initial position

that the tasks pertaining to the dictatorship of proletariat

occupied the "foremost position".

Wherein lies the mischief of such statements as, "The

purpose of studying theory and grasping political line is to
promote stability and unity" and "revolution is promoting the

development of productive forces?" Isn't it true that grasping

of class struggle and political line promotes stability and unity,

that revolution promotes the development of productive forces?

Of Course, it is true, and it is the semblance of this truth
exhibited by these statements that allows them to be passed

over at a cursory glance. "The purpose" of grasping class-

struggle and political line by the proletariat is not the promoting

of stability and unity but promoting of its class power, at all

levels, and weakening, overthrowing, and eliminating the

bourgeoisie. The state of relative stability in social turmoil and

unity among revolutionary ranks is sought and achieved by

the proletariat on the basis of the resolution of class

contradiction, class struggle in its favor, and promoted in so

.;far as it is condueiue to the consolidation olnd extension
of its class pou)er.

"Revolution" is not the promoting of the development of
productive forces but radically altering the superstructure aiid the

mode of production in favor of the revolutionary class (in this case,



the proletariat). The promoting of the development of productive

forces is sought and achieved bythe proletariat on the basis of the
revolutionized superstructure as well as the economic base and
pursued in a rnanner conduciue to consolidstion and
rrduaneernent of this process of reuolutionary
trantsforrnation,

The promoting of stability and unity and the development of
productive forces is subordinate to and qualified by the
requirements of revolutionary class-struggle and not the vice-

versa.

Again, in the specific context, "The purpose", of studying
theory ofdictatorship ofthe proletariat, as clearly stated in the
concerned directive, was to acquire a better appreciation of the
danger of capitalist restoration, the imperative need to exercise

all round dictatorship of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie, and

the significance, in this connection of the tasks of combating
revisionism and restricting the bourgeois right. The statement

underdiscussion was a deliberate attemptto divertthefocus from
the crucial tasks. The diversionary effectwas reinforcedby other
statement of this nature, e.g. another statement read as follows:-

"Nowthat our countryhas become a socialist countryunder
the dictatorship of the proletariat, conditions within the country
permit us to carry out peaceful construction. We are, however,

facing the threat of subversion and invasion by imperialism and

social-imperialism. Should not we seize the time, redouble our
efforts, develop the national economy as quickly as possible and

strengthen the material basis?" (On General Programme)

The analysis of obtaining situation made in the above

statement projected the external threat, the intensification of the
contradiction between socialist China and imperialism, as the
principal factor militating against socialist construction, otherwise,

"conditions within the country", permitted China peacefully to
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glide into communism through stepped up economic

construction, internal class contradictions being either non-

existent or at least, not so intensified as to have a decisive bearing

on the development of socialist revolution and construction of

China, "now that" it "has become" a socialist country under

the dictatorshipof the proletariat, consequently the need of the

hour was to develop the national economy and "strengthen the

material basis" of already consolidated socialist system. In this

fashion, with all the pretensions of discussing and upholding

the three important directives of Chairman Mao Tse-Tung the

above statement threw away the very analysis of the prevailing

situation, which had prompted Mao to issue these directives

i.e. the persisting danger of revisionist takeover of party and

state power and restoration of capitalism.

The mischief of these statements lies in their plausible look

but false and misleading essence. The essence being: the negation

of the principal contradiction, the principal aspect of the

contradiction andthe primaryissues by confusing these with the

non-principal ones. The sophistry of these statements is intended

to cover their eclectic essence.

It should be clear from the preceding discussion, that the basic

premise of the "three poisonous weeds", i.e. "taking three

directives as the key-link" was tantamount to advocating "not

taking class struggle as the key-link". Once the actual content of

this revisionist premise is seen through, it is not that difficult to

figure outwhatthisbunch of capitalistroaderswas upto in saylng

"to implement these three important directives is to implement

the party's basic line" and "we must take these three important

directives as the key-link, sum up the experience gained since the

GPCR, set up concrete policies in all fields and use this general

programme and various policies to direct and rectify all ardas of

work". (On General Programme)
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One, they proposed to reverse the party's basic line of
continuing revolution under conditions of proletarian
dictatorship to one of promoting stability and unity and
development of productive forces, consigning revolutionary class

struggle to oblivion (that being the actual context and purpose
according to them, of implementing the three directives) TWo,

they proposed to reverse the positive verdict of the 9th and lott
party congresses, on the GPCR by summing up its experience
on the basis of this bogus "key link" instead of the key-link of
class struggle. Three, they proposed to reverse the correct
verdicts of the Cultural Revolution on directing all areas of work
through'all round'rectification to be carried out on the basis of
this revisionist general programme and various policies set up
in its light. In order to draw all work in the orbit of capitalist
restoration.

No wonder that this revisionist general programme of
"taking the three directives as key link" for reversing the line
and gains of socialist revolution of China, particularly that of
the Cultural Revolution, was strongly, denounced, by Mao
"What taking the three directives as the 'key-link"'! Stability
and unity do not mean writing off class struggle; class-struggle
is the keyJink and everything else hinges on it".

Despite all the zig-zagroutes taken bytheir arguments these
invariably converged, essentially, on making the point that the
proletariat should not 'unduly bother' about class struggle. But
the capitalist roaders themselves were not oblivious of the
demands of class struggle even for a single minute. The negation
of class struggle was meant to ideologically disarm the proletariat,
lull its revolutionaryvigilance and push on under this cover, their
own class struggle against the proletariat on behalf of the
bourgeoisie. Politics, bourgeois politics, constituted the central
core of all their schemes and deeds. While they tom-tommed the

issue of "stability and unity" and "four modernizations", pursuit

of political power through grabbing leading positions in Party and

state apparatus remained their central preoccupation.

In this connection "On General Programme" impressed

on all the revisionist elements that "in the rectification of various

areas, the rectification of the party and its work is the most

important" and that "the key to implementing chairman Mao's

three important directives and various concrete policies is the

strengthening of the leadership bodies of the party committees at

all levels".

Commenting on the situation that prevailed after the Cultural

Revolution in respect of party leadership of enterprises, the "2o

points" bewailed, "unreformed intellectuals and bold elements are

in power. These people are politically ignorant and inexperienced

in production, yet they make the most noise, pointing their fingers

and calling the shots, accusing people and singing a high sounding

tune but never working out concrete problems." So "those

leadership bodies that contain unreformed intellectuals and'bold
elements' must be reshuffled" and these should be manned by
hard core revisionist elements who "can stand a hard battle and

will not crumble upon the first attack".

Who were those 'unreformed intellectuals' and 'bold

elements' placed in positions of power by the Cultural Revolution?

None, other than advanced elements from among the
revolutionary masses of the working people and genuine Marxist-

Leninists, upholding Mao Tse-Tung's proletarian revolutionary

line and waging uncompromising struggle against the bourgeoisie.

They were the targets of this counter-revolutionary campaign for
"the rectification of the party". "On General Programme" coined

anotherterm forthe leading group of genuine Marxist-Leninists

in the CPC namely, "anti-Marxist class enemies", who hoist the

banner of combating the "ultra-left". It characterized as "anti-
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Marxist class enemies" those who "wave the banner of
combating revisionism" and "opposing restoration" and "topple
good party cadres and progressive model personalities". It stated
that "the contradiction between these Anti-Marxist class
enemies and the masses of the people is an antagonistic one",
and struggle against them was "a concentrated expression of
the current struggle between the two classes, the two roads
and the two lines". In this manner, "three poisonous weeds"
attempted the reversal of the ParW Congresses' assessment that
revisionism was the main danger by shrieking about the wolf
of "ultra-leftism" and the reversal of the respective positions of
the leading forces of the socialist revolutionary movement, and
the forces constituting the main target of this movement,
namely, the party persons in power taking the capitalist road.
It was an attempt to pass off the struggle of the bourgeoisie
against the proletariat as proletariat's struggle against the
bourgeoisie, create public opinion for toppling leading
proletarian revolutionary forces and bring back to power the
capitalist roaders toppled during the Cultural Revolution i.e. for
the seizure of political power by the bourgeoisie.

The bourgeois revisionist general orientation, pushed through
the general methodology of eclectic reasoning and sophistic
phraseology of the "Three Poisonous Weeds", found specific
expression in various concrete policies for switching work on
different fronts on to the revisionist track of capitalist restoration.

The "zo points" and "The Outline Report" formulated a set of
concrete policies each forthe workon the industrial front andthe
scientifi c research and technological front respectivd and set the
pattern for similar revisionist attempts in other fields. These
policies were a polished rehash of what had been repudiated on
these two fronts by the Cultural Revolution and were aimed at
negating the revolutionary transformation brought about in these

fields by the Cultural Revolution.

Negating the significance of innumerable technical
innovations made and astonishing technical feats accomplished

by worker masses, and certain world-class scientific advances

made by scientific workers under the guidance and inspiration of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought during the Cultural

Revolution, the "outline report" painted a dismal picture of the

existing state of affairs in this field. It bewailed that China was

hopelessly lagging behind the Western countries in this respect:

"our science and technology falls considerably short of world
standards". The way to "face up to the existing gap" was "to
introduce foreign achievements". After some ritualistic references

to the policy of self-reliance, it stressed the aspect of "borrowing"
"in order to gain time and speed, we must import some advanced

technolory and equipment".

The Cultural Revolution had established the primacy of "open

door research work" linked with the experiences of productive

activities of the masses over "laboratory experimentation" and that
of "applied research" linked with the specific requirements of
China's socialist industry and agriculture over the "theoretical

research". The "Outline Report" in typically Tengian style,

ventured to undermine this policy: "a lot of research work calls

for field experiments. However.... we must not demand that all
research work'take the factory and the countryside as the base',

and indiscriminately shout the slogan 'open the door to conduct

scientific research"'. And "while we improve our applied research

work, we must also emphasize and strengthen our theoretical

research". "Theoretical research often does not yield immediate

results; it is therefore vulnerable to attack. Due to this, the support

and concern ofthe leadership at all levels is required and relevant

and concrete arrangements should be made..." research ceriters

of the Academy of Sciences and some higher educational institutes
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with the proper facilities should also share the responsibility for
more theoretical research. This should all come under an overall
plan."

The Cultural Revolution had insisted on the guidance of
Manrism-Leninism and leadership of the party as an indispensable
condition for properly developing the scientific work and making
it serve the socialist cause. On this basis, it had brought about a

new situation in this field. The "Outline Report" sought to bring
about a change inthe current situation of academiclaxity andthe
settling of academic questions, simply by administrative methods,
through encouraging "debate and discussion of different
scholastic viewpoints." It echoed the sentiments of the big-wigs
of the Academy of sciences, who were not reconciled to work under
the leadership of "ignorant" proletarian revolutionary cadres.
Insinuating against the latter's faithful adherence of the Cultural
Revolutionarypolicy ofpromoting criticism ofbourgeois revisionist
theories inthe realm of natural sciences and encouragementgiven
by them to scientific workers with proletarian revolutionary
consciousness it stated, "We must not simply force conclusions
by administrative orders, by supporting one faction and
suppressing another. We cannot moreover, judge on the basis of
a majorityvote, age or political performance, we cannot accuse all
the academic viewpoints of the scientists in the capitalist and
revisionist countries of being capitalist and revisionist, thereby
negating everything at will".

In this manner the "Outline Report" sought to reverse the
whole orientation of the work in the field of science and
technology, undo the changes brought therein by Cultural
Revolution, oppose the proletarian policy of revolutionary
remolding of the outlook of intellectuals contaminated by
bourgeois revisionist influences and undermining the exercising
of proletarian dictatorship over all fields ofwork including the field
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of scientific research and technolory.

Negating the significance of the "struggle-criticism-
transformation" campaign launched by revolutionary masses of
workersto do awaywith irrational rules andregulations, bourgeois

principles and practices of enterprises-management, the
bourgeois aspect of relations among the cadres, technicians and

the workers, and strengthen thereby the socialist orientation of
the enterprises and leading role of the working class; denying the

fact that, as a result ofall this there had occurred a great spurt in
the revolutionary enthusiasm of masses of workers for socialist

construction and in their productive activity, the "2o Points"

portrayed the situation on the industrial front in dark colors. In "a

substantial number of enterprises" itbemoaned "management is

in chaos, work productivity is low, product quality is poor,

maintenance is expensive, costs are high and breakdowns are

frequent". Imputing absurd motives to the "struggle-criticism-

transformation" campaign the "2o Points" babbled, "Opposition

to enterprise management and operational rules will inevitably

lead to anarchy". It offered a diagnosis ofwhat ailed the entelprises,

"management is in chaos, production has suffered prolonged

stagnation" because one "bad people are in power, while good

people suffer" and two a "strict system of regulations" was lacking

in the functioning of enterprises. So "these enterprises while
rectifying and strengthening the leadership must simultaneously

rectify enterprises management practice and lay down rules of
operation".

The so-called rectification of enterprise management,

demandedbythe "2o points" obliteratedthe social class aspect of

this problem. It made out enterprise management to be above class

phenomenon. It echoed Teng's bureaucratic capitalist view on

enterprises management.

"To develop national economy, every enterprise,
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department and work unit must set up and strengthen a strict
system of regulations". "As production, science and technolory
become more developed, the required system of regulations

which reflects such developments become more tightly knit.
Also, the demand to strictly follow the system of regulations

becomes greater.... Not only is this so in capitalist society, it is
also the same in socialist society and will be the same in the
future communist society" (On General Programme).
Accordingly, "a system of responsibilityis the core of the system

of operational rules in an enterprise. Without a system of tight
responsibility, production can onlybe abattle of chaos. Building
a system of responsibility is a crucial aspect of rectifying
enterprise management." Deliberately focusing on the aspect

of man's relation with nature in the process of production and

obliterating the crucial aspect of relations among men engaged

in productive activity, the diehard revisionist Teng Hsiao-Ping

blurred the distinctive features of a socialist enterprise that
demarcate it from a capitalist enterprise. His, "system of tight
responsibiliqr"was asystem of absolutisingthe division of labor,
tying every worker to an exclusive job and work situation so as

frustrating the political, technical and organizational development

of workers, suppressing their innovative talent and introducing
the bureaucratic practices of"control, restriction and repression"

of the working masses which were repudiated by the Cultural
Revolution.

Com. Mao Tse-Tung had long back refuted such reactionary
fallacies of Liu Shao-Chi and Teng Hsiao-Ping. In his crilique of
economics, Comrade Mao observed, "There should be a basic

distinction between the principles governing management of
socialist and capitalist enterprises." (Unions and single leadership

system note: S4). Concerning the management of socialist
enterprises he put forward his celebrated thesis "management
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itself is a matter of socialist education".

The zo Points flouted Mao's directives on enterprise

management and substituted "system of tight responsibility"

for "socialist consciousness and socialist relations" as the "core

of enterprise management in order to enforce bourgeois

dictatorship over the worker masses and transform the socialist

enterprises into bureaucratic capitalist enterprises.

While pretending to uphold Chairman Mao's directive on

a study of theory of proletarian dictatorship, the "2o Points"

negated its most essential direction in the field of socialist

economy i.e. the cruciality of restricting the bourgeois rights.

Negating the significance of criticizing the ideolory of bourgeois

right and restricting it step by step in the realm of distribution,

the "2o Points" directed its sharp edge against "egalitarian

distribution" as if that were the main tendency afflicting the

distribution system. Projecting a static view of socialist relations

of production, particularly of the basic distributary principle

from each according to his capacity to each according to his

work, it laid stress only on the aspect of its compatibility with

the existing state of development of productive forces. "At the

present stage, this is in accordance with the requirements of

the productive forces, and must be implemented" but evaded

the other aspect of its incompatibility with the requirements of

further development of productive forces. In this manner, the

zo Points denies the very basis of seeking revolutionary
transformation of the relations of production "at the present

stage. " The denial of the aspect of incompatibility of the relations

of production, in particularly the relations of distribution with

the requirements of development of the productive forces would

imply either the non-existence of bourgeois rights or at least

impermissibility of restricting these, and any attempt oh the

part of revolutionary masses of the proletariat under the



leadership of genuine Marxist-Leninists to curtail bourgeois
rights in distribution couldbe beaten with the stick of "opposing
egalitarianism".

Commenting on the hostility shown by Teng and other
capitalist roaders towards the deepening of socialist revolution
in the economic base and curtailing of bourgeois rights, Com.
Mao Tse-Tung summed up, "with the socialist revolution they
themselves come under fire. At the time of the cooperative
transformation of agriculture there were people in the partywho
opposed it, and when it comes to criticizing bourgeois rights they
resent it. You are making the socialist revolution and yet don't
knowwhere the bourgeoisie is. It is right in the communist party

- those in power taking the capitalist road. The capitalist roaders
are still on the capitalist road".

The most pernicious policy pushed forth by the "2o Points"
was that of liberal import of advanced technology from Western
countries. This policy undercut the accepted General line on
economic development of socialist China worked out by Com. Mao
Tse-Tung i.e. "going all out, aiming high and achieving greater,
faster, better and more economical results in building socialism"
by maintaining independence, retaining initiative and regeneration
through self-reliance.

To begin with, it highlighted, "advanced technology" as the
decisive factor in the industrial development of a country,
obliterating the decisive role of the social system. It stated, "For
an industriallybackward countryto catch up with an industrially
advanced country, it must adopt advanced technologr, we must
do the same", as ifthe course open to an under-developed capitalist
country and under-developed socialist country for industrial
development were the same one. In the case of the former the
bourgeoisie is incapable of unleashing the enthusiasm and
creative initiative of the broad masses of working people and
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tapping the enormous native potential for economic
development. Consequently, the bourgeoisie cannot but choose

to rely on the technical assistance of advanced capitalist
countries in the vain hope of arriving at the "take off' stage.

The statement contains the veiled suggestion that socialist China
would have to "do the same". It emphasized the point that, "it
is necessary to learn humbly from foreign experience and to
selectively import advanced technologies from abroad for our
purpose." The ritualistic reference to the principle of
independence and self-reliance, and opposition to the philosophy

of slavishly learning from abroad and crawling slowly behind
was immediately followed by the expected "but...." and the
counter thrust : "But we must not be conceited and close our
doors to everything and refuse to learn at all from abroad. AII
industrial ministries and science research units must firmly
grasp the favorable opportunity that has been created by the
success of Chairman Mao's revolutionary line in foreign policy,

and try to learn as fast as possible the new technologies which
we need".

The "2o Points" would soon reveal the real purpose behind
the incessant chant of "try to learn as fast as possible" the new

technologies of the Western countries "to increase the importation

of advanced foreign technologies exports must be increased." So

that was it, if China were to push forward her industrial
development she must, "increase" the importation of advanced

foreign technologies". The "2o Points" gradually and cautiously
unveiled the contours of this new "major policy'': "In certain areas

of production, we may import from foreign countries entire sets

of modern facilities, to be paid back by our production of oil and

coal" (quite a way "to selectively import advanced technologies"!);

"To speed up the development of coal and oil in our countfu, we

may consider, the adoption of certain practices in international



transactions, like long-term credit and contracts under
conditions of equality and mutual benefit."

Thus, under the deceptive banner of 'modernization' of
China's industry, the "2o Points" sought to push socialist China

on to the track of comprador capitalist development advertised

by imperialism. Taking serious notice of Teng's propensities for
disregarding the fundamental conflict of interests, ideas and

approaches to problems of the proletariat and the bourgeoisie and

projecting such economic practices as enterprise management,

international trade etc. to be above class phenomena, Comrade

Mao Tse-Tung remarked in disgust, "This person does not grasp

class struggle, he has never referred to this key link, still his theme

of "white cat, black cat making no distinction between imperialism

andMan<ism".

Following the lead given by Comrade Mao Tse-Tung in
exposing, through various directives, the revisionist eclectic nature

of this new platform raised by Teng and company, genuine

Marxist-Leninist leading cadres of the CPC took up the ideological

battle to concretize the criticism of this platform, to help the

revolutionary masses in grasping the vital issues involved and to
raise their consciousness of the two line struggle and class struggle.

As the struggle against the right deviationist wind to reverse the

correct verdicts was increasingly gathering momentum and

developing into a great revolutionary mass movement of study,

exposure and criticism of the capitalist-roaders, the counter

revolutionary incident at Tien-En-men Square took place.

This counter revolutionary incident staged by the bourgeoisie

was an act of great defiance of the dictatorship of proletatiat and

leadership of Comrade Mao Tse-Tung. It was indicative of the

nervousness and desperation of the clique of diehard capitalist

roaders grouped around Teng Hsiao-Ping in view of the unfolding

revolutionary mass movement of grand exposure and criticism
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of their restorationist platform and activities. At the same time,

it was indicative of the serious dimension of consolidation of
their social base and hold on parry and state apparatuses that

had taken place in the aftermath of Lin Piao affair and on the

basis of which they were emboldened to adopt a bellicose posture.

It pushed the Teng Hsiao-Ping problem to the plane of
antagonistic contradiction and force the hand of proletarian

revolutionary HQs headed by Mao for an early resolution of
this contradiction through organizational measures, before the

process of political ideological exposure of his bourgeois

revisionist platform at mass level, had been fully consummated.

After the toppling of Teng Hsiao-Ping from positions of party

and state power and subsiding of the right deviationist wind to

reverse correct verdicts, the mass movement of study, exposure

and criticism of capitalist roaders and their restorationist
platform lost its earlier momentum notwithstanding persistent

efforts of leading Marxist-Leninist cadres to maintain this
momentum. Consequently although the poisonous weeds,

nourished by Teng Hsiao-Ping, were moved down at the time,

these could not be thoroughly uprooted. And now after the

counter revolutionary revisionist takeover of party and state

power in China, these poisonous weeds have sprouted with a

vengeance, burying under their wild growth the red flowers of
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the Socialist

Revolution and even the New Democratic Revolution of China.

TIIE GREAT REVERSAL

In order to dismantle the socialist system and restore

capitalism, the renegade Ten-Hua clique was bound to bring about

counter-revolutionary transformation first of all, in the socialist

Superstructure of China. Having seized political power from the

proletariat, the next step was that of eradicating the pervasive
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influence of proletarian revolutionary ideology and culture. But
newrevisionist rulers wantedtobuyoffsome time for achieving a
relative consolidation of their counter revolutionary political power

before they could launch a frontal attack on the established basic
line of CPC and Mao Tse-Tung Thought.

They had usurped parfy and state power by pretending to
be revolutionary successors of Com. Mao Tse-Tung and made
use for this purpose of that despicable double dealer Hua Kuo-
Feng. It did serve temporarily to cause confusion among a great

number of people as to the nature of the political change that
had taken place. This confusion was to their advantage as it
ruled out any concerted opposition from revolutionary masses

of the Chinese people, to their counter-revolutionary seizure of
political power and provided them enough time to fortiff their
new position. An immediate frontal attack on the basic line of
party and Mao Tse-Tung Thought would have prematurely
exposed the sinister features of these renegades and invited
trouble. That was one of the main reasons why they deliberately
evaded theoretical debate during the period following the
October coup upto the convening of the rrthParty Congress and
indulged, instead in mere personal slanders against the arrested
four prominent leaders belonging to proletarian revolutionary
HQs headed by Mao.

Even after the ttth Party Congress, for a period covering
most of the yearr978, the revisionist theoretical offensive was

carried out, mainly on the pattern of the right deviationist wind
of the year tgTS i.e. the writings and speeches, in the period,
were generally exercises in eclecticism and sophistry. But the
revisionist thrust of these writings and speeches was more
pronounced. Thinlyveiled, criticism of the post-1958 period and
line was initiated through laudatory references to the earlier
period and line and occasional comments were there to suggest
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that some drastic and unprecedented change had occurred
mainly to assure the bourgeois forces inside and outside China

that the country had changed color for good, as also to let the
Chinese people gradually know that things were no more the
same as used to be. The propaganda material of this period was

a prelude to the full-scale theoretical offensive of year tg79 and
meant for preparing the ground for switching to this offensive.

So, one could, still, come across formal reiteration by the
ruling Teng-Hua revisionist clique, of the revolutionaryposition
on the key question of the principal contradiction in Chinese

society, though it be a toothless presentation.

"During this new period of development, the principal
contradiction in our country is still that between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie, between the socialist road and the capitalist
road. Some of the cases that come under this contradiction belong

to the category of contradictions between ourselves and the enemy,

but most of the cases belong to the category of contradictions
among the people. Enemies who fight against socialism are always

only a small handful while the people who support and back
socialism comprise over eg%o of the population".

(Hua's speech at All Army Political Work Conference

- Peking Reuiew no.24,1978)

The latter part of the above excerpts from Hua's speech

following the first sentence, served to blunt the revolutionary edge

of the former. The actual emphasis was on the point that "most of
the cases" that come under the principal contradiction between

the "proletariat and bourgeoisie belong to the category of
contradictions among the people". The sly attempt, on the one

hand, was to confuse two different kinds of demarcations (One,

among those who follow the capitalist road there shoul{ be a
demarcation between the handful ofdiehard capitalist roaders as



the vanguard detachment of the bourgeoisie and the so many,

genuinely, revolutionary cadres and working people who

unwillingly fall prey to bourgeois-revisionist line and practices;

two, there should be a demarcation between the social-political

forces locked in mortal conflict as the two opposite aspects of the

principal contradiction i.e. between Marxist-Leninists and the

proletariat on one side and revisionists and the bourgeoisie on

the other side) and on the other hand, to confuse two different
stages of development of this principal contradiction
corresponding to two different phases of development of the

Socialist revolution of China mediated by the Great Proletarian

Cultural Revolution. (The characteristic feature of the latter phase

was the striving of the proletariat for exercising all round
dictatorship over the bourgeoisie and resolving the principal

contradiction with the bourgeoisie through revolution). To say that

the principal contradiction between the proletariat and the

bourgeoisie operated in most ofthe cases as contradiction among

the people was tantamount to negating the new phase of
development of socialist revolution of China as well as the new

advances made by Comrade Mao Tse-Tung in the theory and line

of carrying forward socialist revolutionary process.

But more often than not, the revisionist statements made in
this period were bolder than the one in Hua's speech. The echoes

of Liu Shoa-Chi's revisionistthesis, of the Eighth PartyCongress

period, could be heard loud and distinct:

"To develop the social productive forces is one of the basic

tasks of the dictatorship ofthe proletariat, and to bring about such

developments, with technical innovations and technical revolution

as the prime mover, constifutes an important aspect of continuing

the revolution under the proletarian dictatorship". It was for this

reason that the resolution adopted at the sixth plenary session of
the Eighth National Congress of the Communist Party of China
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in r95o correctly pointed out."since we are dedicated to the

cause of communism, we must, first and foremost be

enthusiastic about developing productive forces".

(Is it Necessary to Deuelop the Productiue Forces in

Continuing the Reuolution - Lin Kang. P.R. No. 4, 1978)

In so many ways it was being suggested that Liu Shao-

Chi's labor had not gone in vain and was bearing fruit after

two decades. "We are now implementing the line of the ltth
party congress. The making of this line had gone through a

very long process of practice and development and can be traced

back to the late So's".

('A Fundamental Principle of Marxism" Jiefang Jin
Beo,

Special Commentator, P.R. No. 28, 1978)

And that the victory of this clique and this line was the

outcome of a'decisive battle' of "rare occurrence" and constituted

a "turning point" in the history of CPC and socialist China: "Our

struggle against the 'Gang of Four' is a decisive battle of historic

importance. Both in depth and breadth, it is a battle of rare

occurrence in the history of our party. The victories we have won

in this battle have tremendously changed the balance of class

forces in our country in favor of the proletariat and brought

profound changes to the political, economic, military and cultural

spheres". (NewYear's Day Editorial by Renmin Ribao"- "Hongqi

and Jie Fangginn Bao"- A Bright China, P.R. No. r, 1978) "This

was another great turning point in the history of the Chinese

revolution; profound changes have now taken place in the political,

economic, military and cultural spheres throughoutthe country."

(A Major Move in Continuing the Long March- Joint Editorial-

F.P. No. 9,r9TB)

On the plane of ideology, the revisionist moves were still of



cautious and subtle nature aimed at corroding the certainty of
the truth of Marxism-Leninism Mao Tse-Tung Thought
through the use of double meaning phrases. Citing a quotation
from Mao, "Thought must reflect objective reality and must be

tested and verified in objective practice before it can be taken as

truth; otherwise it cannot.", an impression was created as if
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought were not
generalization, systematization of the experience of social
practice, corroborated by the revolutionary practice of
international proletariat over a period of hundred and more
years but a theoretical proposition, 'a thought'yet to be tested
in practice before it could be accepted as truth. "But Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought itself needs to be tested in
practice". (A Fundamental Principle of Marxism)

The shift in the line and policies for the development of
technology and economy was more tangible. The proletarian
revolutionary principle of cadres' participation in productive labor
was on the way out: "It has been reaffirmed that at least five-sixth
of work-hours each week must be guaranteed to scientific and
technical personnel to engage in professional work. Therefore, we
must. ... strictly control the time for other activities.

(On the Situation in China's Science and Education

- Fang Yi, member of Political Bureau- P.R. No. 2,1928)

"When we saythat atleast five sixth oftheirworktime should
be left free for their scientific and technical work, this is meant to
be minimum demand. It is still better if even more time is available
for this purpose. If some persons work seven days and evening
on endto meetthe needs of science orproduction, that showtheir
loffy spirit of selfless devotion to the cause of socialism".

(Speech at opening ceremonA of National Science
Conference: Teng Hsiao-Ping - March t8, tg78, P.R. No. tz)

I
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What about the directive policy of "being both red and
expert"? To devote oneselfto the socialist science and contribute
to it is an important manifestation of being red, the integration
of being red with being expert" (Ibid).

The hegemony of the proletariat on the front of science

and technology exercised through firmly establishing the
leadership of its political party over the professional work was

to be renounced.

"It is impossible for Party committee to handle and solve

all these matters. We must honestly admit that in scientific
and technical work there are many things we don't know".

"We should give the directors and deputy directors of
research institutes a free hand in the work of science and
technology...." (Ibid)

The proletarian revolutionary policy of relying on the
masses of working people for developing scientific and technical
work and striving to raise proletarian contingents in this field
was to be discarded as old convention and reliance was to be
put on outstanding talent".

"On the question of talented people, we must particularly
stress the need to break with convention in the discovery selection
and training of those with outstanding talent... The history of
science shows that great results can be produced in the field of
science from the discovery of a genuinely talented person! " (Ibid)

Key colleges and universities can break with conventional
practice and enroll exceptionally outstanding young people at any
time".

(OutlineNationalPlanfor the Deuelopment of Science and
Technology, Releuant Policies and Measures.- Fangyi Minister

Sc. andTech. P.R. No. t4,1gi8.)

Such kind of scientific and technological work as was 'free'



from 'interference' of the parry and obligations of proletarian

remolding of professional intellectuals and relying on the masses

of working people, could very well be guided by any bourgeois

scientist or technical expert, native or foreign, hence:

"We will also invite foreign scientists, engineering and

technical experts to China to give lectures, serve as advisors or
join us in scientific research". (Ibid)

Advance technologyfromWestern countries was tobe made

"the new starting point" of China's advance to modernization:

"While keeping to the principal of independence and self-

reliance, we should strive to learn advanced science and
technology from foreign countries .... and make it the new starting
point ofour advance".

(On the Siruadon in China's Science and Education

- Fengyi, Member of Political Bureau, P.R. No. 2, 1978)

In order to fully appreciate the meaninglessness of such talk
by the Teng Hua revisionist clique as "keeping to the principal of
independence and self-reliance" one needed simply to listen to its

unashamed eulogizing of imperialist economics based on

sophisticated technolory:

"There are many examples in the world where a country is

developing its economy at a high speed by introducing advanced

techniques and equipment from abroad..... One experience gained

by Romania and Yugoslavia in rapidly transforming the
baclanrardness of their national economy is also that of large scale

introduction of advanced foreign techniques to all branches of the

National economy so as to bring about sustained, high speed

development of their industry and agriculture. Yugoslavia has now

become afairly developed country".

"Science and Technology has no class character".
(WhA China Imports Tech. and Equipment P.R. No. 4t, 1978)
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"History tells us that many less developed countries were
pushed to the front ranks of the world by this method.After World
War II, some capitalist countries successfully introduced
technolory from abroad to quickly resuscitate their war-ravaged

economies and thus made huge strides forward. Some socialist
countries have done the same".

(P.R. No. 49,1978)

So, "keeping to the principal of independence and self-
reliance" could come to mean, "long-scale-introduction of
advanced foreign techniques to all branches of the national
economy" and leaders of a 'Communist' party and a 'socialist'

country could come to rave like mean compradors dazzled with
the technological and economic achievements of imperialist
system. Did not Mao explain that under given conditions opposites

change into each other!

In their pursuit of altering the character of Socialist
production and carrying-out capitalist restoration, the revisionist
rulers of China couldbe heard repeatingthe accusation, hurled.....

by renegade Khrushchev at Com. Stalin, that Stalin
underestimated the workings of the law of value in sphere of
production (Stalin correctly asserted that in the sphere of Socialist
production the law of value played no regulating role and that this
role is playedbythe law of planned proportional development and

state planned economy).

"Stalin was going too far when he said that the law of value

had no regulating function in production under socialist system

but atthe most some influence on production...."

"In drawing up the state plan we can and must see to it that
the law of value through price policies plays a definite part in
regulatingproduction' 

(p.R. No. 46, t'g7g)
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In his critical comments on Stalin's work "Economic
problems of Socialism in the USSR" Mao Tse-Tung reiterated
Stalin's position on this issue:

"Commodity exchange laws governing value play no
regulating role in our production. This role is played by planning,

by the great leap forward, under planning by politics in command".

(A Critique of Souiet Economies pg . t3o,
Monthly Reuiew Pres s, t 977 edition.)

In his 'Reading Notes on the Soviet Text', he treated the
issue in detail:

"The law of value serves as an instrument of planning.
Good. But the law of value should not be made the main basis

of planning. We did not carry through the Great Leap on the
basis of the demands of the law of value but on the basis of the
fundamental economic laws of socialism and the need to expand
production. If things are narrowly regarded from the point of
view of the law of value the Great Leap would have to be judged

not worth the losses and last year's all-out effort to produce

steel and iron as wasted labor.... In sum we put plans ahead of
prices, of course, we cannot ignore prices". (Ibid pg. 8Z/88)

In utter disregard of the above basic orientation of the
process of socialist production, prominent role was being
assigned to the law of value. The November L7, 1978 issue of
the Peeking Review juggled with statistical data to make the
point that the progress of national economy up to the year 1958

(that is prior to the formulation and implementation of the
General Line, under the guidance of Mao Tse-Tung, for socialist

construction) was quite encouraging but "after 1958 wages did
not increase regularly nor did labor productivity", progress was

tardy, all because work thereafter, was not done fully in
accordance with the demands of the law of value. "Now, that
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we are doing things once again according to this law, we are

bound to achieve good results".

Proletarian revolutionary consciousness and socialist
enthusiasm of the workers for stepping up production, greatly

heightened by the Cultural Revolution, were being corroded by
reintroducing and inflating the significance of material incentives.

Even the most retrogressive piece-workwage system, rejected and

buried by the workers way back in t958, was being resurrected.

"Another example is Whampoa Harbour in Kwang Chau. The

introduction of piece-work wage system for teams of stevedores

has effectively stimulated the enthusiasm of the dockers and

staff. Loading and unloading are done promptly and efficiently.

In some cities where an appropriate amount of material
rewards are given to the barbers who do more work, efficiency

has shot up and there is no more waiting."

(Integrating Moral Encourag ement with Material
Reusard, P.R. No. t6, t978)

This kind of propaganda for material interests will make

capitalism unbeatable ! "

(M ao Tse-Tung "A Critique of Souiet Economics" pg . 79)

Thus by close of year tg79, the shift to a frontal theoretical

attack on all aspects of the basic line for socialist revolution and

construction of China, and Mao Tse-Tung Thought as well as to
full-scale operation-restoration had been accomplished. Ever

since, the counter-revolutionary onslaught against Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tse-TungThought and socialist system of China

has been going on at a gallop.

China's economy has been put on the course of comprador

bureaucratic capitalist development relying on not only
sophisticated Western technology but also foreign monopbly

capital. Doors have been plunge open for massive inflow of foreign



monopoly capital in the form of big loans for buying
sophisticated technology and equipment and collaboration
enterprises. Under the compulsions of this bankrupt course of
economic development, the process of reorganizing industrial
and agricultural production onlines of export-oriented economy
has been initiated with the prospect of integration of China's
economy with international imperialist economic order.

"Our government decided last year to make use of foreign
funds in an appropriate way and not tie ourselves down to any
particular formula. Any internationally accepted practice will
be adopted".

"To improve our ability to repay we must expand our
exports. As you know, we have accepted compensatory trade
in foreign trade. We undertake to process and assemble for
foreign firms that supply the raw material and parts. There are
also other new forms in foreign trade we have adopted".

(On the Deuelopment of Modern Industry - Interuiew
by Hua Guang, Vice-Minister in Charge of State Capital

Construction Commission; P.R. No. 72, 1g7g)

"We have adopted the method of adjusting production
according to sales and integrating industry and trade. Adjusting
production according to sales means, selling stocks on hand as

well as future deliveries, that is, signing contracts with buyers to
produce goods according to their designs and specifications and
delivering the goods in the specified time".

"We can adopt the methods of compensatory trade,
processing buyers' material for production of export goods
according to buyers' specifications".

"... ... We accept joint ventures and foreign businessmen
can take part in running and managing enterprises...."

(Interuiew uith Zon Sigi, a leading member of the
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Export Bureau of the Ministry of Foreign Trade;P.R. No.
17, 1979)

To the discomfiture of certain apologists of Teng-
Huacompradorism who attempt to whitewash it by saying that
resorting to these economic measures a matterof expediency for
socialist country in special circumstances of imminent threat of
aggression by Soviet Social imperialism there is a categorical

statementbythe revisionist rulers of China:

"The introduction of foreign capital, technology and
equipment is not a matter of expediency but a strategic policy

decision". Obid)

As an important symbol and instrument of China's
comprador relationship with foreign monopoly capital, a powerful

central capitalist institution has been floated under the name "The

China International Trust and Investment Corporation". "Rough

Yiren, a former Shanghai industrialist" is the "Chairman of the

Board of Directors and President of the Corporation.

"Most of the 44 directors are former industrialists and

businessmen from various Chinese cities, and industrialists and

businessmen from Hong-Kong and Maccau."

".... It shall employ its personnel according to their merit and

tryout a contract system."

"Otherbusiness activities will include acting as agents under

contract for foreign manufacturers and merchants in relation to
advanced technology and equipment and engaging in joint
ventures inside and outside China, or making investment itself'.

(New China Netu s, 1 7- 10 - 1979)

With the new capitalist orientation of China's economy, it
cannot retain the feature of planned proportionate development

that being a fundamental specific feature of socialist economy.

It has to undergo a process of uneven development resulting in



sectoral and regional disparities under the dictates of
considerations of quick and more profit and foreign exchange
earnings. More so, because of its path of dependent capitalist
development. Hence, the newguideline is:

"Develop those trades and branches of the economy that will
produce quick results, earn more profits and foreign exchange and
thatcancompete oninternational market so asto accumulate more
funds, import advanced techniques and quicken the pace of
construction.

The proportion of investments for iron and steel should be
reduced".

(Guidelines for Economic Construction ; Renmin Ribao
Editorial Feb. 24, tgTg)

What about Mao's directive slogan for industrial development
that is, "Taking steel as the key-link"?

"In order to do a good job in readjustment it is necessary to
emancipate the mind and make reassessment of those policies
andprinciples which Lin Biao andthe'gang offour'sanctified and
forbade others to discuss. The principle of 'Taking steel as thekey-
link'is a case in point". (Ibid)

On the agricultural front, the policy of restricting and
removing regional disparities through the intervention of state
planning and financial allocations is to be discarded in favor of
the new pattern of specialized production on regional footing.

"China is avast countryand natural and economic conditions
differ in various areas. This calls for specialized production on a
regional footing. The major share of the state agricultural
investments should go into the construction of a number of
marketable grain and cash crops production centers and live-
stock-breeding, fishery and forestry basis...."

"... These basis should have up-to-date machinery and be
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scientifically managed to get the highest returns with the
minimum of efforts".

"Letting some major areas go ahead to build up modern
agriculture and the people there improve their standard of living
in a planned and systematic way to become examples for the rest

of the country will spur others to follow suit."

(On Farm Mechanization ; P.R. No. 11, 1979)

This typicallybourgeois logic, that the prosperity of the few

spurs the many in adversity to follow suit leading to general

prosperity, is similarly used to justify the policy of fostering
polarization among various communes, the various brigades
in a commune, various teams in a brigade working under
different sets of natural and other conditions;

"The aim of allowing the peasants to get different incomes

is not to enlarge the differences but to gradually narrow them".

Fine, let us see how:

"There are two ways to achieve this; one is to go backwards

as the'Gang of four'advertised that is using restrictive methods

to check the advance of well off communes and brigades. But
this will not reduce the differences between those who are well
offandthose who are not, and even if such difference is reduced,

the result will be 'common poverty' instead of common
prosperity. The other way is to go forward, that is, acknowledge

the difference, opposing absolute egalitarianism and allowing
and encouraging members of some advanced units with higher
collective incomes to earn more and have a higher living
standard so as to inspire the less advanced to follow their
example".

(Let Some Peasants Become Well off First; P.R. No. g, 7g7g)
So, in order to consolidate and develop the social-economic

base of the bourgeois-revisionist rulers of China in the



countryside, "Agriculture will be modernized area by area,
through concentrated use of farm machinery, first in areas

where conditions are superior. In the first few years, efforts
will be concentrated in areas with S percent rural population.

(Measures for Agricultural Modernbation; Neu China
Netas, t7.to.t979)

A similar line is being taken on the educational front aimed
at creating an elite stratum, from among the educated young
people, as successors of the bourgeois counter-revolutionary
cause, who shouldbe capable of copingwiththe demands of new
bourgeois economy and administration. The emerging system
is a dual-education system with special institutions for
grooming academically bright students, mostly comprising of
children of high Party and state cadres and other well-placed
families.

"A number of universities and colleges, middle and primary
schools have been selected as key schools throughout the country.
These schools are provided with better teachers and better
equipment andhave the advantage of enrollingthebest students."

"Many schools have divided student of the same year into
'quick'and'slow'classes in accordance with their standard, and
some schools have set up special classes for the very best".

(Education: Apex and Base of a Pyramid; P.R. No. zo, t97g)

To cap it all, hundreds of these privileged students are to be

sent everyyear to imperialist countries for getting technical and
othertraining.

So, even the resorting of capitalism is a huge joint-venture of
the Chinese bourgeoisie and imperialist bourgeoisie of the West.

It would have been extremely difficult for the ruling Teng-
Hua revisionist clique to adopt and effectively carry out the out
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and out reactionary line, policies and measures for wrecking
the socialist economic base of China and promoting comprador-
bureaucrat capitalist development without setting scores with the

basic theory and line of CPC headed by Comrade Mao Tse-Tung

for the entire historical period of socialism, renouncing these, in
more or less, categorical terms and displacing these with the basic

revisionist theory and line of the arch-revisionist Liu Shao-Chi

and his loyal successor renegade Teng Hsiao-Ping.

Casting away the formal posture of adherence to the chief
postulate of the basic line, that fi rmly grasping the keyJink of class

struggle and persisting in socialist revolution is the central task or
focus of all work of the party and dictatorship of the proletariat, it
has been pronounced by this clique that production or "four
modernizations" is the focus of all work of the party:

"Lg7g, the first year of the shift of the focus of the country's

work to modernization..."

(The Decision on Some Questions Concerning the

Acceleration of Ag ricultural Deuelopment (Draft) Adopted by

the Third Plenum of ttth C.C. of CPC).

"The party Central Committee has now decided that, from
now on, barring large-scale invasion by enemies from without,
the work of the whole parfywill be centered on production".

(Onthe Deuelopment of Modernlndustry - Inter-uieu by
Hang Gaung , Vice-Minister in-Charge of Capital Consfiaction

Commission; P.R. No. 12, 1gZ9)

"China has now entered a newhistorical period in which the
central task is to bring about the four modernizations".

(Deng Hxioping: Opening Speech at the Second Sessfon

of the CPC, Fifth National Committee P.R. No. 25, 1g7g)

"Modernization is the pivot ofthepoliticallife ofthe Chinese



people," Ye Jian Ying said...

(Ye Jain Ying; Speech at a Rally on the Occasion of the
goth Anniuersary of the Foundtng of PRC; Netu China News,

S.to.t9Z9)
"... Class struggle is no longer the principal contradiction

in our societ;r..."

(Hua Guo-feng;- "Report on the Work of the

Gouernment" deliuered at the second session of the Fifth
National People's Congress on June t8, tgTg)

(The words in the last quotation come from the same Hua
Guo-feng who an year earlier on June :.6, rg78 had said that the
principle contradiction in China was still that between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie, between the socialist road and
the capitalist road!)

This chief postulate of the proletarian revolutionary basic
line, as much as the whole basic line, rests on theoretical
foundation of the general class analysis of socialist society made
by Lenin and carried forward by Mao to the effect that politically
overthrown and economically expropriated old exploiting
classes do not vanish, for a fairly long period, from socialist
society, that material and spiritual conditions still remain under
socialism which give rise to new bourgeois elements, that after
one generation ofthe bourgeoisie ceases to exist new bourgeois
generation will appear on the same scene so long as the
conditions for their subsistence and regeneration continue to
exist, and that these circumstances does give rise to the danger
of capitalist restoration andthe necessity of taking class struggle
as the key-link. The revisionist negation of the chief postulate
of the proletarian revolutionary basic line, in effect the whole
basic line, can acquire some teeth only if these analysis of Lenin
and Mao too are negated and displaced by theory of dying out
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of class struggle under conditions of socialism:

"Class struggle still exists to a certain extent after the

exploiters ofour country no longer exist as classes."

(Ye Jian Ying speech)

"Chinese intellectuals including the overwhelming majority
of those elderly ones who experienced the old society, have

become a sector of the working class and are consciouslyworking

hardforthe cause of socialism."

"The over-whelming majority of the capitalists who can work

have transformed themselves into working people earning their

own living in the socialist society. .. . .. As working people, they are

now contributing their share to the socialist modernization
programme.

(Deng Xiao-Ping : Opening speech.....)

"As classes, the rich peasants have ceased to exist..... the

capitalists no longer exist as a class.

(HuaGuo-feng: Report)

"The economic system of Socialism, including the principal
"To each according to his work" cannot in any way be the base

giving rise to the bourgeoisie.

(To EachAccording to His Work, Socialist Principle in
Distribution - Li Hunglin P.R. No. Z, 1978)

In such an almost'classless' and immune-to-bourgeoisie

societyas China ofYe's and Deng's and Hua's description, itwould
be ridiculous to have designations indicating the existence of
classes and class antagonism! So,

"China has decided to remove the designations of those

landlords, rich peasants, counter-revolutionaries and bad

elements who have remolded themselves and to treat th6m as

regular member of rural communes. They account for the great



majority of landlords, rich peasants, counter-revolutionaries
and bad elements..."

(Neu China Netus, 1.2.1979)

Thus the Teng-Hua revisionist clique claims that China is
no more a class-society, that class contradictions and class-
struggle are no more the motive-force for its social development,
hence, continuing the socialist revolution for restricting and
eliminating bourgeois rights in the economy and the super
structure and the "three major differences" is no more the basic
line of the CPC which now is that of pursuing the 'four
modernization' through grasping production as the keyJink
(since any further improvement in the relations of production
can onlybe made on thebasis ofthe greatlydevelopedproductive
forces and "Following the change in the economic base, the
super structure will also undergo changes sooner orlater." (Wu
Chiang;P.R. No. S 1978). The concept and task of exercising
all round dictatorship over the bourgeoisie makes no sense to
this clique as no bourgeoisie as a class is around or can arise
anew. Of course "there are still counter-revolutionary elements,
elements engaged in corruption, theft and speculation and
criminals over whom the dictatorship still has to be exercised".
(Renmin Ribao, Editorial April tt, t979) but it comes under the
category of law and order enforcement which is different from the
political function of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

But there is more to it. The above stated stand of the Teng-
Hua revisionist clique ofthe class situation in China andthebasic
political line resting upon this analysis of Chinese society is
applicable not merely to the current period but to the whole period
since the transition from New Democratic Chinese society to
Socialist society was in the main, realized in the year 1956.
According to this clique, the shift of the focus of all work of the
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party, the state and the people from socialist revolution to
production was due to the time the Eighth Party Congress was

held in 1956 but "for various reasons especially the interference

and sabotage by Lin Biao and the 'gang of four'this shift was not

completed" (Ibid). With the result, that the'wrong'basic line

evolved on the basis of 'wrong' analysis of Chinese society

remained in force from the year 1958 up to the year tg76 i.e. the

year of usurpation of political power by this clique. Obviously, the

practice of class struggle and the two line struggle during this
period, guided by a 'lwong basic line' (the proletarian revolutionary

basic line worked out by Com Mao Tse-Tung) could not but be

like-wise'wrong'.

The Great Leap Forward and Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution were the two major events in the revolutionary

practice of class-struggle, of this period and the exposure and

smashing of Peng Teh-Hui in 1959, the bourgeois revisionist

Headquarters of Liu Shao-Chi and Teng Hsiao-Ping in the early

phase of the Cultural Revolution, the bourgeois revisionist HQs

of Lin Piao, Chen Po-ta in the latter phase of the Cultural

Revolution, the campaign to criticize Teng and beat back the

right deviationist wind to reverse correct verdicts in t975-76,

constituting the major events in the two-line struggle. Quite
understandably, all of these (with the omission of the one

concerning Lin Piao, for certain tactical reasons) come under

the revisionist guillotine:

"Ye Jian Ying enumerated the major 'leftist' mistakes:

"... Although it was necessary in tg57 to counter the attack

of a handful of bourgeois Rightists, a mistake was made in
broadeningthe scope of the struggle" (In otherwords, the mistake

was in extending the struggle against representatives of the

bourgeoisie outside the Party to those within it);
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"... Guidance in economic work in 1958" (The Great Leap
Forward)" "departed from the objective law and principles of
carrying out thorough-going investigation and study and of testing
all innovations before popularizing them. There were mistakes in
giving arbitrary directions, being boastful and stirring up a
'CommunistWind"';

"... in 1959, an inner Party struggle was improperly carried
out against so-called Right opportunism" (peng Teh-Hui and his
like for their Right opportunism - "so called" by Mao Tse-Tung)

"These 'leftist' errors plus the g years of natural calamities
and the scrapping of contracts and withdrawal of specialists by
the Soviet government led to serious reverses in the economy in
the late 5o's and early 6o's", Ye said.

"But the point is that, "he added" at the time when Cultural
Revolution was launched, the estimate made of the situation
withinthe partyandthe countryran counterto reality, no accurate
definition was given of revisionism and an erroneous policy and
method of struggle were adopted, deviating from the principle of
democratic centralism"

(Neta China New s, g. t o. t g7g)

"Through their so-called campaign to'criticize Deng Hsiao-
Ping and beat back the right deviationist wind to reverse correct
verdicts ....... The'gang of four'tried their utmost to topple the
older generation who, with Comrade Deng Hsiao-ping as the
exponent, firmly advocated the'four modernization'.

(Zhon Yang, Vice-President of Chinese Academy of Social

Sciences ; P.R. No. zt, t979)

The Cultural Revolution being the most extensive and
profound revolutionary practice of the proletarian revolutionary
line of Com. Mao Tse-Tung, and hitting the revisionists where
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and the way it hurt most, the period of ten years of the Cultural
Revolution is particularly resented and vilified by them:

"Interferences and damage done to agriculture were especially

serious during the ten years of the Cultural Revolution when Lin
Piao and the 'gang of four' pushed an ultra-left counter-
revolutionary revisionist line..."

(The Decision.....Third of C.C. CPC)

"The havoc which the counter-revolutionary gang wrought
for ro long years spelt calamity for our people and constituted the
most severe reversal to our socialist cause, since the founding of
the People's Republic".

(Ye Jian Ying N.C. No. S.to.tg7g)
"Our line has been correct for the greater part of the last

30 years". Abid)

And the smaller part of the last 30 years when "our line"
has been incorrect is constituted by the ten years of Cultural
Revolution.

Political-ideological line is the decisive factor. Once the line
is reversed, reversal in other matters inevitably follows. Given the
official revisionist appraisal of the revolutionaryline and practice

of the Party in the period following the Eighth Party Congress (that

it was quite wrong during the ten years of Cultural Revolution

causing, "the most serious reversal to our socialist cause, since

the founding of the people's republic" and defective earlier
resulting in "majorleftist mistakes"), the measures takenbythem
to 'rectifr'the mistakes and political-organizational effects of the
'wrong' line and practice should not be surprising. On
rehabilitating Teng Hsiao-Ping, Peng Teh-Hui, Liu Shao-Chi and

thousands of small fry, they have only carried 'things to their logical

conclusion.'



This revisionist tribe of Liu Shao-Chi had fought and failed
against the same revolutionary line and practice which has now
been judged and declared 'wrong' by the Teng-Hua clique on the
strength of usurpedpolitical power andthe formerhadfought for
the same cause and from the same political-ideological positions
as those of the latter. These rehabilitations are quite in line with
and symbolic of the counter-revolutionary triumph of revisionism
in china. It is immaterial whether rehabilitated ones are alive or
dead. The person is not important, the rehabilitation is that of the
political-ideological line represented by the person as much as it
is the damnation of that ideological-political line and its
representatives fighting against which the person had earlier gone
down.

(This kind of rehabilitation has nothing in common with
such rehabilitations as are done on the basis of the rectifications
of either the person concerned or the error of judgment
committed by some Party body proceeding against the person.
In the case of rectification of the person, he repudiates the wrong
political ideological line and practice that led to his downfall
and the line or position of the Party, on the basis of which the
person concerned was proceeded against, stands vindicated. In
the case of rectification of error of judgment in dealing with
the person concerned, the question of line is not involved and
the error is rectified in the usual way as other functional errors
are rectified. It is on the part of certain apologists of Teng-Hua
revisionism to sell the idea that the rehabilitation of Teng, peng

and Liu etc. do not involve the question of line.)

While the Teng-Hua revisionist clique pronounces negative
verdict onthe proletarian revolutionarybasicline and its practice
developed under the leadership of Com. Mao Tse-T\rng, its posture
of reverting to the political line and the cause of economic
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development in force at the time of the Eighth Party Congress

is not genuine either. It falls back upon the positions of the
Eighth Parfy Congress just to be able to wield Liu's revisionist
theory of dying out of class struggle under socialism and theory
of productive forces as sticks for striking at the revolutionary
basic theory, line and practice which matured during the period
following the Eighth Congress. Despite the inadequacies of
revolutionarytheory and practice at the time of the Eighth party

Congress, these cannotbe adoptedbythis clique as instruments
of restoring capitalism in China. For this purpose it has to look
somewhere else; may be the experience of Khrushchev's Russia

or Tito's Yugoslavia. Having discarded the specific experience and
form of socialism in China (with which Mao's revolutionary
line, the practice of the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural
Revolution are inseparably linked), this clique is in quest of
some other form of 'socialism' which may provide a deceptive
shell for concealment and nourishment of the comprador
bureaucratic capitalism that is being rigged up by it.

"There must be no vacillation over the principle of socialism
and the socialist road, but the specific form of socialism must be
studied."

(Emancipate Our Minds and Blaze Our OwnRoad; pR.

No.20,1979)

"... Socialism, to a large extent is still something to be studied,
explored and put into practice. [,et us.... .... through a comparative
study of the various forms of socialism, find out the best road to
socialism".

(Zihon Yeng : The Third Mou ement......)

Com. Mao Tse-Tung critically assimilated and further
developed the Marxist-Leninist understanding of the fundamental



problems of socialism. The basic theory and line for carrying
out socialist revolution and construction developed by him i.e.

the theory of continuing revolution under conditions of
dictatorship of the proletariat is his most important contribution
to scientific socialism and is a vital component of Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought.

In its "new long march" in quest for the "best road to
socialism" the Teng-Hua revisionist clique could hardly afford not
to reject and cast away this vital component of Mao Tse-Tung

Thought, in more or less categorical terms. Neither could it afford
plainly to say that Mao Tse-Tung Thought is all humbug. It has

been marshaling all its revisionistwits andtricks to wriggle out of
this awkward situation. Mere distortion of Mao Tse-Tung
Thought does not work to justify this clique's clean break with
the revolutionary past and socialism. So, it as well attempts to
pruning and diminution of Mao Tse-Tung and Mao Tse-Tung

Thought. This purpose is sought to be achieved as a result of
the cumulative effect of multi-pronged attack.

There can be seemingly innocent phrases which are
soundless bullets fired at Mao:

"It is impermissible to belittle the collective or the masses or
to exaggerate the role ofindividual leaders".

(Ye Jian Ying speech...)

There is damnationwith faint praise:

"Mao Tse-Tung Thought is a valuable part of the spiritual
treasure house of our parfy and the Chinese people. It plays an

important guiding role for our cause not onlytodaybutfor a long
timeto come".
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(PR. No. 25,1929)
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So Mao Tse-Tung Thought is not the embodiment of the
essence of the spiritual treasure house of the party and the people

of China, it is just "a part" of it, though valuable! It is no more the
guiding ideologg of the parfy in pursuing the revolutionary
cause, it plays only "an important guiding role".

Moreover, even this "an important guiding role" is playedby
"Mao Tse-Tung Thought" contained in just two of his works,
namely "On the Ten Major Relationships" and "On the Correct
Handling..." and rest of the guiding role is played by Liu Shao-

Chi's Thought expressed in the documents of the Eighth Parfy
Congress:

"Ye Jiang today stated that Mao Zedong's important works
"On the Ten Major Relationship" and "On the Correct Handling
of Contradictions among the People" and the major documents

of the Eighth National Congress of the Communist Party of China
in 1956 contain the guiding principles for China's socialist
revolution and socialist construction".

(NCN S.to.lgzg)

Still Mao Tse-Tung Thought, deeply embedded in the minds
of the vast masses of Party ranks as well as lower and middle level
cadres and the working people of China, goes on haunting the
Teng-Hua revisionist clique. In order to erase thoroughly this
powerful revolutionary influence of Mao Tse-Tung Thought over
the masses, this clique has launched the'Movement to Emancipate
the Mind'.

In this huge campaign for brain-washing, the main
ideological weapon used by this clique is pragmatism. This
pragmatism is wrapped up in the catch phrase, "seeking truth from
facts". Actually, it used to be a revolutionary motto of the CPC.for

promoting Marxist-Leninist style of work. It was a popular way of



saying that communist work methods must be based on the

Marxist theory of knowledge, establishing the dialectical unity of
theoryand practice, the latter aspectbeing determinant.

This clique grossly distorts the meaning of "Seeking truth from
facts" in order to snap the dialectical connection between theory

and practice and negate, in the name of upholding the primary
role of practice, the great role of revolutionary theory in
influencing practice. The objective of this clique in undermining
the significance of theory, in general, is to undermine the
significance of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung
Thoughtwhich is a summing up of revolutionary practice at

theoretical level. It seeks to ideologically disarm proletarian
revolutionaries of China who oppose and resist on the strength

of their grasp of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought,

its counter-revolutionary wrecking of socialism in China.

For these pragmatists everything is open to question and

revision, on the strength of the revisionist practice and
conclusions:

"... all theories, Marxist theories included, come from practice

and have to be tested in practice. We adhere to anything that has

been proved to be correct in practice; we will also revise anything

that has been proved wrong in practice".

(Emancipate Our Minds and Blaze Our Oun Road P.R. No.

2o-1979)

Any discerning eye can get at the meaning of such seemingly

general phrases as the following:

"The spirit of seekingtruth from facts is the spirit of opposing

blind faith, opposing the practice of blindly following others and
ideological rigidity".
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(Zhaon Yang - The Third Mouement to Emancipate the

Mind. PR. No. zt. t979)

Here "blind faith" denotes Mao Tse-Tung Thought; "others"

are Mao Tse-Tung and other leading proletarian revolutionaries

of China; "ideological rigidity" denotes the firm commitment of
communists of China to the revolutionarylegacy of Mao.

"This fore tradition was wantonly wrecked by Lin Piao and

the 'gang of four' with their ultra-left slogans and their all-out
advocacy for contemporary blind faith . (Ibid)

Lest someone should think that "blind faith" refers to some

cult in ancient China, it is made explicit by adding the adjective

"contemporary". What could be the "contemporary blind faith"
advocated by the "gang of four"? Unmistakably, Mao Tse-Tung

Thought.

"They took advantage of Comrade Mao Tse-Tung's high
prestige inside the Party and among the people at large, of the

rigid thinking of some of the comrades in our ranks, and of the

naivet6 of some of the young people". (Ibid)

What advantage hadbeentaken of "Com. Mao Zedong'shigh

prestige" by the proletarian revolutionary leaders? The advantage

of popularizing revolutionarybasic line and policies formulated

by Mao and Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought for
criticizing and combating revisionism.

"Through their so called campaign to'criticize' Deng Xiao-

Ping and reverse the right deviationist wind to reverse correct

verdicts and through continuing to use their contemporary blind
faith, the 'gang of four' tried their utmost to topple the
revolutionaries of the older generation... with Com. Deng Xiao-

Ping as the exponent... (Ibid)

The counter revolutionary character of the present



'Movement to Emancipate the Minds' is betrayed through
linking it with counter-revolutionary disturbance at the Tien-
En-Men square in April t976. At that time also the counter-
revolutionary elements cried out that minds should be
emancipated from the hold of "Chin Shia Huang (the historical
allusion for referring to Mao Tse-Tung) and Mao Tse-Tung
Thought and demanded "genuine Marxism-Leninism".

"This mammoth mass movement at Tien-En-Men square
presaged the advent of another great movement to emancipate
the mind in the history of our revolution. (Ibid)

This "Another Great Movement to Emancipate the Mind" has

been whipped up to break the ideological resistance of proletarian
revolutionary masses to the restorationist policies and acts of
the Teng-Hua revisionist clique:

"... The erroneous tendency of failing to come out of the
state of ossified thinking, or even still being mentally fettered
by the contemporary blind faith created by Lin Piao and the
'gang of four' and thus being unhappy with or opposing the
strategic shift of the focus of the whole Party's work.... ... this
tendency is opposed to emancipating the mind and doing away
with blind faith and even regard the creative new principles
and policies drawn up by our party in the height of the new
conditions as grave mistakes and regard it as a breaking away
from Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought". Obid)

Hence,

"Emancipating the minds is more than to meet the needs

of socialist modernization, it is also the pre-requisite to socialist
modernization. Ideological changes have always preceded vast
social changes". ]bid)

How true are these words! In these words, the revisionists
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give themselves away, "Ideological changes have always
preceded vast social changes".

Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought must be
displaced by revisionism as the dominant ideologz in China before
'vast'social changes i.e., through transformation of socialist system

into capitalist system, can be brought about; as it turns out the
principle task of Teng-Hua revisionist clique too is not the
developing of production but carrying out the great bourgeois
cultural counter revolution.

' What if some people refuse to'emancipate'their minds from
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought? These incorrigible
proletarian revolutionaries of China are being flushed out of the
Party and State apparatuses, persecuted and suppressed.
Whatever is left of the once great, glorious and correct
Communist Party of China is being systematically stamped out
of existence. Coming first in the line of fire is about one third of
ParW membership which has been the product of the Cultural
Revolution. In order to thoroughly transform the composition
of the CPC in favor of bourgeois intellectuals and professionals

and refashion it on the lines of a bourgeois fascist party, the
earlier basis and method of recruiting party members and
promoting cadres is being changed.

"He stressed the necessity of transforming the current
cadres system. He said that it had serious shortcomings and
was not conducive to the discovery, selection and training of
bright minds. He said, "We should command and assign for
responsible posts those fine cadres who devote themselves to
the four modernizations, who have liberated their minds and
are ready to study and explore and constantly improve their
professional knowledge.... "



(NCN S.1o.1g7g Ye Jian Ying, speech....)

This is the sum and substance of developments in China

since the October, 1976 cotrp. The Teng-Hua ruling clique has

discarded Mao's basic theory and line for China's socialist

revolution, reversed the course of China's economic

development, cast away the experience and achievements of
China's socialist revolution, especially those of the period of
cultural revolution, restored those revisionist theories, line and

policies and individuals, that had been exposed and rejected by

revolutionary means by Chinese people under the leadership of
Mao, denigrated the revolutionary leading role of Mao,

particularly in the period of socialist revolution of China,

launched a concerted attack on the guiding ideology of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought, unleashed

various obscurantist, religious forces in China, opened the flood
gates of decadent Western bourgeois culture to inundate China,

changed the political complexion of the Communist Party of
China by purging it of genuine proletarian revolutionaries and

stuffing it with cast-away revisionist elements, initiated the

process of altering its class composition, so as to succeed in
rigging up the capitalist system in China without obstruction

and delay.

The fundamental reversal of the character of China's
guiding ideology, political line, state, Party and course of
economic developmentgets reflected in its external relationships

that is, economic relations with other countries, state relations

and Party to Party relations.

The state to state relations exhibit China's new orientation

of capitulation to imperialist state, in particular, imperialist USA,

and support to reactionary regimes everywhere (excepting

social-imperialist USSR and its lackey regimes because of the
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clash of reactionary nationalist interests of China, with those

of the former at this time), and hostility towards all genuine

revolutionary movements of the people of the world. (Excepting

the sham support to movements directed against Soviet-Social-

imperialist, with selfish motives.)

The party to party relation too are being readjusted on the

new ideological basis of revisionism, resulting in forging of
fraternal bonds with arch-revisionist parties such as Tito's
'Communist League of Yugoslavia' and Togliatti's 'Communist

Parry of Italy' (the only obstacle in fraternizing with the revisionist

CPSU being the hostile behavior of soviet states), Patronizing all

opportunist Parties and groups who are ready to swallow the Teng-

Hua's general line of renouncing proletarian revolution, ganging

up with their respective reactionary ruling classes in the name of
fighting against soviet social imperialism andhostilitytowards all

genuine Marxist-Leninist Parties and groups.

The new orientation of China's external relationship based

on revisionism cannot but be diametrically opposed to
revolutionary line of Lenin and Mao Tse-Tung for external

dealings:

"We advocate unity with all Marxist-Leninist, with all

revolutionary people, with the people in general. In no case, do

we want unity with anti-communist and anti-people imperialists

and reactionaries. Whenever possible we shall establish diplomatic

relations with them too and strive for peaceful co-existence with
them on the basis of the 'Five Principles'. But this is in a category

different from our unity with the people of all countries".

(M ao Tse-Tung; ?csks at an Enlarg ed Working

Conference Conuenedby the C.C. of CPC; Jan go, t9,62)

Coveringinternal affairs aswell as external affairs, the reversal



is total and all-round.

Yet there is no dearth of such so called Marxists in our
country and elsewhere who maintain closing their eyes to this
overwhelming evidence to the contrary, that CPC under the
leadership of Teng-Hua revisionist clique is still Marxist-Leninist
Party and China is still a socialist state. Some of them go to the
whole hog in defense ofTeng-Hua revisionism, willing to concede

that Mao Tse-Tung and Mao Tse-Tung Thought were not
necessarily correct and hail the recent developments in China as

a turn for the better, thereby showing themselves up as an utterly
rotten lot. But most of them prevaricate. With a view to evade a

clear cut stand on this fundamental question of ideology andline,
and deceive Communist revolutionary ranks, they pretend to have

seriousreservations on some of the policies or acts of Teng-Hua
clique. Genuine Communists cannot afford to have'reservations'
on questions related to Ideology and line. They must take
unequivocal stand in relations to these developments in China
and the CPC under Teng-Hua leadership. And that stand can be

none other than the one advised by Com. Mao Tse-Tung for such
eventuality:

"If China's leadership is usurpedbyrevisionists infuture, the
Marxist-Leninists of all countries should resolutely expose and
fight them and help the working class and masses of China to
combat revisionism".
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SAFEGUARD MAO TSE-TUNG

THOUGHT AGAINST
*LEFT" REVISIONIST PICK.POCKETS

An Expose of the Ideological Hinges of 'Party
Programme'of the Renegade Trio alias R.C.P. Qndia)

An English translation from the original Punjabi text.



A few arch-irresponsible and disruptionist elements,
renegades to our revolutionaryline and organization, have played

a cruel joke with the communist revolutionary movement by
renaming themselves as the'Revolutionary Communist Party
(India)'. This 'party' has projected afresh a draft program and line
for the Indian revolution. This trio of political-lumpens (Surinder,

Joginder and Jagsir) has demonstrated through this feat that they
have bid farewell to Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought
and communist revolutionary movement and become a trumpeter
of neo-Trotskyism.

To ascertain and examinethe currentforms of stands adopted
by this opportunist trio is just like undertaking an ordeal of
describing the contours of floating clouds. This trio hardly
commands any serious political standing and is worthy of little
attention by the communist revolutionary forces. In the context
of our organization, for a certain period, these political minikins
had come to enjoy undue importance, owing to the especially
negative role played by this trio in the process of ideo-political
confusion and organizational disintegration which brew up in our
organization. Keeping in mind the specific requirement of that
certain period, we have sufficiently unmasked their political
character and hypocritical nature through our various writings.

As a result of its exhaustedpotentialfor misleadingthe ranks
about its claim as a genuine representative of our organization
i.e. UCCRI (ML) "Nagi Reddy Group", and its political and
organizational exposure among the ranks temporarily swayed by
it, it had to face extreme discreditedness rather too soon. In order
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to somewhat prolong its political existence, now in the process of

extinction, it has now staged a big somersault and has tied itself to

the garbage-wagon of "Ieft" crypto-revisionism. Hence arises, the

necessity to expose and defeat the revisionist thrust of the line

being projectedbythis lumpen-trio these days. Because, no-doubt,

this trio in itself is of no special political significance but the

revisionist deviation, in whose hands it is serving currently as a

tool, poses a serious danger. Because, although due to its
irresponsible and unreliable political character, it can, at the most,

serve as a worthless tool, yet to the extent, there prevails objective

ground for the "left" crypto-revisionist deviation to flourish and

tothe extent, itwill taketimeto expose andbluntthe effectiveness

of this deviation, to that extent, this deviation will lend some

vitalityto the decadent existence of this trio.

Much like with other different variants of revisionist

deviations, in this variant of revisionist deviation as well, the

setback suffered by the proletarian revolution in China has played

the role of a midwife. With the victory of counter-revolution in

China, a giant-pillar of the world proletarian revolution has

crumbled down and with the shock-waves thus caused, many

unsteady sections of the Communist revolutionary camp have lost

their bearings. They have been swept off the feet by one or the

other variant of revisionism. Being the most effective ideological

mainstay of the contemporary communist revolutionary
movement, Mao Tse-Tung Thought has become the select-target

of various hues of revisionist onslaught. That is why the struggle

to defend Mao Tse-Tung Thought happens to be the main content

of the struggle against modern revisionism'

Communist revolutionary forces were, as yet, in the initial

stages of recovering from and countering the onslaught of right

revisionism of Teng variety and dogmato-revisionism of Hokha

variety when "Ieft" crypto-revisionism launched its attack from



within. In the absence of a high-caliber leadership to guide the
communist revolutionary forces in their struggle against
revisionism and to defend Mao Tse-Tung Thought, under the very
cover of the banner of this struggle, "left" crypto-revisionism has
succeeded in raising its head and lunching an attack.

The "Ieft" crypto-revisionism has utilized as a handle the
problem ofinvestigating the causes ofthe reversal ofproletarian
revolution in china for its rise. This issue had significance for the
communist revolutionary forces as a part of fighting more
effectivelythe onslaughtofTeng as weil as Hoxhatype revisionism
because both these counter-revolutionary currents were utilizing
the developments in china in their favor and preparing a ground
for repudiating the revolutionary authority and teachings of
comrade Mao Tse-Tung. what was required from the communist
revolutionary forces was that they, while derving to the extent
possible into this phenomenon, should pinpoint that the victory
of Teng-clique at this juncture in the development of class struggle
in china is neither an indicator of the fact that this clique is an
adherent ofcorrect socialist revolutionary line nor the defeat of
proletarian revolutionary forces indicates that Mao Tse-Tung
Thought has been proved incorrect as a whole or in part; rather,
this negative development has, in a way, corroborated the
revolutionary teachings of comrade Mao about the basic problems
oftransitional period ofsocialism and the orientation to tackle
them and thus it has afirtned thereuolutionary authoritg
of the integrated. uhole of Mao Tse-Ttung Thought,

But by twisting the problem of probing the setback to chinese
revolution by diverting it from the real issue, the protagonists of
"Ieft" crypto-revisionism have forged it into a weapon to strike a
covert blow on Mao Tse-Tung Thought. Apparently opposing all
those who have launched frontal attack on Mao Tse-Tung Thought
or those who have openly rejected it, they have opted for subtle
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means to achieve the same counter-revolutionary objectives.

Underthe garb of pinpointing certain errors and shortcomings of
a "secondary nature" in the thinking and practice of Comrade Mao,

they are, in essence, dittoing, albeit in a subdued tone, all those

charges which have been hurled at Mao by other revisionist
renegades.

Basing on their so-called "preliminary summation"
concerning the setback to socialist revolution in China, the sort of
conclusions they want to project, when shorn of all verbiage, in
its bare explicit form, run as follows:

During the People's Democratic stage of Chinese revolution,
it was led by the Chinese Communist Party not as a Communist
organization with proletarian socialist revolutionary
consciousness but basically as an organization with bourgeois

democratic revolutionary consciousness. Up-till sixties, even Mao

remained under the sway of revolutionary bourgeois democratic

consciousness. Though in later period, he developed himself as a

Communist revolutionary whereas his associates, in the main,
remained confined within the realm ofbourgeois-democracy. But

even in later period, his thinking continued to be somewhat
marked with remnant influences of democratic stage of Chinese

revolution. Consequently, he fell prey to the tendency of
approaching problems with a nationalist angle and could not come

up to the mark as a consistent upholder of proletarian
internationalism.

In the contemporary era, when imperialism has developed

into aworld-wide system, he created an artificial divisionbetween

internal and external contradictions and attributed a decisive role

to the development of internal contradictions. This paves the way

for flourishing of a narrow nationalist concept as against the
proletarian internationalist concept of world revolution. hhe

Communist parties struggling for seizing state power make the



requirements of their 'own' revolutions, and victorious parties,
the task of construction and defense of socialism in their respective
countries, as their prime concern and relegate the requirements
of world proletarian revolution to a secondary place. Thus, the
seeds are sown fortheir degeneration and defeats.

Implementing the specific experience of Chinese revolution
in a mechanical way, he raised the tactic of identiffing the principal
enemy, for the given period and of building a broad united front
against it from being a suitable tactic at a certain time to the level
of a general principle. In so doing, the comprehensiveness of the
revolutionary blow of proletarian revolution is curtailed, a part of
the enemy, imperialism, remains secure from the onslaught of
revolution and great revolutionary possibilities are lost (as it
happened during the second world war). While assessing the
present international situation and chalking out the current
orientation for the international Communist movement, adhering
to the same tactical principle, the erroneous tactic adopted by Mao
of identifring the two imperialist super powers as the main enemy
and building a broad united front against these, served later on as

a stepping-stone for the emergence of revisionist "Three World
Theory".

Thus, these crypto-revisionist charlatans, revising the so-
called errors and shortcomings of a secondary nature (!)
committed by Comrade Mao are pretending to defend Mao Tse-
Tirng Thought. Where is the need to reject Mao thought lock, stock
and barrel, when the device of throwing away, under the pretext
of errors and shortcomings of a "secondaqy''nature, all those basic
revolutionary teachings of Comrade Mao which have special
relevance and significance in the present context, does click?

Thus, all this loud orchestration about proletarian
internationalism by the adherents of "Ieft" crypto-revisionism,
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propping up its head on an international scale, is not merely an

expression of romantic revolutionism. Being churned outthrough
this is the insidious insinuation that, in the past, Comrade Mao

and the international Communist movement under his
stewardship had failed to uphold the revolutionary spirit of
proletarian internationalism. (This blatant insinuation is being

hurled at Comrade Stalin and the Third International quite
openly).

In fact, through all their rhetoric about proletarian
internationalism, they are out to cover their retreat from the
revolutionary teachings of Comrade Mao on one of the
fundamental problems of world proletarian revolution viz.
national question. Under the pretext of the need of special

emphasis on proletarian internationalism to curb the evil of
reactionary nationalism in the context of developed capitalist

countries, they are out to negate the national question in general.

Even anti-imperialist revolutionary nationalism is a taboo to them.

They are out to negate this theoretical proposition of Comrade

Mao that in the countries under imperialist domination, the history
has entrustedthe flag of nationalism inthe hands of Communists

and that this nationalism in the hands of the Communists is an

applied version of proletarian internationalism (i.e. the
Communists approach their national tasks from their
internationalist class standpoint). In this way, they put the
proletariat on a track which detracts it from one of the basic

historical currents of world proletarian revolution, a very powerful

current inthe presentworld situation i.e. the national democratic

revolutionary movement. They are attempting to muddle this
ideological understanding of the proletariat that to achieve its
world historical mission, it has not only to support national
democratic revolutionary movement but also endeavor to attain
its leadership. And for the proletariat of the countries under



imperialist domination, all talk of establishing the hegemony
of the proletariat over the national democratic revolutionary
movement, without emerging, through their program and practice,

as a most consistent and resolute nationalist force in the eyes of
broad masses of the people, is nothing but a mere fantasy.

Under the rhetoric of proletarian internationalism, the
negative approach towards, the national questionbeing promoted
bythese "left" crypto-revisionists, on the one hand, is an approach
of derailingthe proletariat of developed Capitalist countries from
the path of proletarian internationalism because it calls upon the
proletariatto turn its face awayfromthe most important demand
of the times emanating from proletarian internationalism. This
demand is: while intensifiiing their class-struggles in the face of
developing revolutionarysituations in these countries and making
all-round preparations for utilizing the revolutionary
opportunities which may develop in the future, they should
contribute to the maximum extent possible for revolutionary
advance on the most active front of world proletarian revolution
(i.e. the front of national liberation and national democratic
revolutionary movements). On the other hand, this negative
approach leads the proletariat astray on the peasant question in
the context of countries under neo-colonial domination because
in these countries, national question is, in essence, a peasant
question, national liberation becomes the liberation of peasant
masses andthe strikingforce ofthe national liberation movement
is, in the main, based on the organized and armed strength of
peasant masses.

The sharp edge of the ideological thrust of this "left" crypto-
revisionism can be stated as follows: In the struggle to topple world
imperialism, lack of faith in the revolutionary pgtential of all the
class forces struggling for national liberdtion, in general and in
the peasantry, in particular; lack of faith in the capacity of the
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proletariat to establish its leadership successfully over its
strategic allies; thus, lack of faith in the revolutionary affectivity
of the basic tactic of the proletariat of building united front of
struggle with its long-term as well as possible temporary allies;
and as a concomitant of it, lack of faith in the related basic
revolutionary teachings of Comrade Mao. (This is the essence

of modern Trotskyism as well). This lack of faith in the
revolutionary potential and alliance of non-proletarian allies
of the proletariat i.e. this lack of faith in the combined potential
of motive forces of world proletarian revolution is the fountain-
head of lack of faith about the possibility of any big advance of
revolution in normal times, it makes the revolution dependent
upon the mutual confrontation and destruction within the
enemy camp and in the absence of such a situation, nullifies
the revolutionary initiative of the proletariat. This defeatist
thinking, expressing lack of faith in the possibility of any big
revolutionary advance, without a situation of mutual
confrontation within the enemy camp, is the generator of
defeatist politics being projected by this "Ieft" crypto-revisionism
in a veiled manner.

This chanting by the adherents of "Ieft" crypto-revisionism
about world-wide revolutionary onslaught by the proletariat, when
inter-imperialist war actually breaks out, is not merely an
expression of "Ieft" adventuristic revolutionism; enclosed in the
glittering shell ofthis "Ieft" phraseoloryisthe rustykernel oftheir
present defeatist politics. Their shreikingly-pointed references to
the great challenges of great revolutionarypossibilities and dangers

to be really faced by the world proletarian revolutionary movement
in the days to come, in fact, is a conspiracy of diverting its attention
from the challenges of revolutionary possibilities and dangers
confronting the world proletarian revolutionary movement ri$ht
these days. Rather, it would be more correct to say that through



their slogan-mongering about the future challenges, they want

to divert attention from the challenges of the present and their
flight from the revolutionary struggle required to face these

challenges.

To-day, when the entire imperialist system is engulfed neck

deep in great crisis, and when in a bid to tide over this crisis, the

imperialist powers, especially the two super-powers, have

launched a massive attack on the livelihood and earnings of the

toiling masses of the world, particularly the toiling masses of the

baikward countries ; when repression is being enhanced every day

to stem and crush their retaliatory struggles, then, the task of
successfully leading the struggle of the toiling masses launched

for giving a fitting resistance to this reactionary economic political

onslaught and molding these struggles in a revolutionaryfashion

becomes a great challenge to the worldproletarian revolutionary

movement.

To-day, when the present all-pervasive economic crisis has

further spurred the already sharpening general crisis of the

capitalist system, when the last resort to cushion the blow of this
general crisis i.e. the neo-colonial system, is itself engulfed in a
great political instability; and when imperialist powers, especially

the two super-powers, have launched an offensive of political-

military intervention, instigating of local wars and establishing and

extending war bases in the underdeveloped countries in order to
tighten their grip over the source of raw materials, markets,

usurious regions and recruiting-centers for the mercenary forces,

then, the task of organizing national resistance against this
imperialistic political-military offensive of the imperialists and

their local henchmen becomes a great challenge to the world
proletarian revolutionary movement.

To-daywhen the lava of class-tensions is raging high in the
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socio-political life of semi-slave backward countries, and
imperialist emperors are feeling awfully terrified at the prospect

of crumbling of their neo-colonial empires with the outbursts,
possible at any time, of the down-trodden masses; when both the
imperialist superpowers are straining their every nerve to crush

the armed forces of national liberation and national democratic

revolution in order to blunt the edge of rebellions looming large

over their heads, but before they can free their hands at one place,

a liberation front erupts at another place, then, the task of
defending from this counter-revolutionary attack, the armed
struggles for national liberation and national democratic
revolution and pooling energies to extend these, becomes the
greatest political challenge to theworld proletarian revolutionary
movement.

To-day, when the two super-emperors of the decadent world
imperialist system, bent upon pushing the whole world into a
catastrophic world imperialist war due to their inordinate lust and

sharpened contention, are making war preparations, extending

the network of their military bases to every nook and corner of
the world, building up war blocks of their supporters and hirelings,

sinking millions and billions of dollars into the race for stockpiling
highly destructive weapons and organizing false-propaganda on

a vast scale to build public opinion in favor of their belligerent
aggressive moves, then, the task of making the world people aware

and conscious of the war designs and moves of these imperialist
giants, building a mass resistance movement to oppose all their
war-preparations and war-provoking and aggressive moves and

giving a revolutionaryguidance to this mass movement, becomes

an important challenge to the world proletarian revolutionary
movement.

To-day, when cashing-in upon the set-back to revolution in
China and cashing-in upon the complexities of development of



national liberation struggles, revisionist renegades of various

hues have launched an all-out offensive on Marxism-Leninism-

Mao Tse-Tung Thought; when ideological confusion and
organizational disintegration is being fostered; when the
revolutionary perspective for the present phase of the world
proletarian revolution (in which national democratic
revolutionary movement becomes the main-axis and both the

imperialist super-powers become the bulls-eye for the
revolutionary onslaught) projected by Comrade Mao has become

a select-target ofall overt and covert revisionist attacks, then, the

task of unswervingly defending Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Thought, especially, the task of upholding this revolutionary
perspective of Comrade Mao and restoring the unity of national

and international communist movement on this ideo-political

basis, becomes the biggest ideological political challenge for the

communist revolutionary forces.

By refusing to accept the great at-hand challenges of dangers

and revolutionary possibilities, by shunning the responsibility of
revolutionary struggles emanating from t'hem, all talk about frantic

preparations for meeting the great challenges of dangers and

revolutionarypossibilities to be provided in the situation of world
imperialist war could not be anything but mere empty talk. These

preparations, which need to be urgently undertaken, can acquire

flesh and guts, and can become meaningful preparations onlyby
means of active struggle, only in the process of struggle, with the

challenges of the present. The "left" crypto-revisionist politics of
avoiding to face the ehallenges of the present is a counter-
revolutionary prescription for capitulation-in-advance before the

challenges of the future.

In short, the protagonists of "Ieft" crypto-revisionism, due to

their defeatist thinking and politics, attempt at platonically

compensating the lost revolutionary content, lost in concrete
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terms, through their high-sounding "Ieft" phraseology.

To-day, the task of unmasking and defeating this crypto-
revisionist deviation constitutes as one of our significant
ideological tasks. However, we need not forget that at the present

stage of their development, the protagonists of this crypto-
revisionist deviation have not as yet been transfortnedinto
a counter-reuolutionarA political force; although with
their persistence in the present drift, it is bound to be so ultimately.
Therefore, remaining the target of ideological attackby communist
revolutionaries, they should not be considered to be a target for
political attack.'

The essential substance of the entire current thinking and
practice of this lumpen-trio is revealed clearlywhen placed in the
context ofthe portrait sketched out above about the breeding
ground ofthis "left" crypto-revisionist deviation, propping up its
headon aninternational scale, abouttheissues serving as aspring-
board for it and about its basic ideological and political thrust.

It stands revealed why today, after'wandering for years in
the wilderness'this revelation has suddenly dawned upon it that
Marxism is a living science and not a basket of dogmas and why
suddenly'creativity' is itching them so severely. It stands revealed
why for them "the main problem in the international communist
movement as well as and especially in the communist
revolutionary movement of our country" is not this that Marxism,
compared with any time in the past, is under much more and all-
out major attack from revisionism wherein powerful campaigns
have been launched to question, revise or altogether reverse many
established Marxist concepts, theses, and principles, but instead,
is the "dogmatic tendency of blindly clinging", to these established
concepts, theses and principles by the "fanatic followers" of
Man<ism! Why the need of resisting these revisionist attaeks and



defending Marxism-Leninism-Mao Thought is not of an

immediate and utmost importance to them but instead, it is of

utmost importance to get rid immediately of old dogmatic and

inflexible thinking and practice.'

It stands revealed why it finds that issue of "analyzing the

setback to proletarian revolution in China" and "solving these

problems of the socialist revolution" have become "the prime issue

of the present-day situation" and that "without confronting this

important task straightway. . .. . .it is impossible to build any genuine

revolutionary movement..." Why the summation of set-back in

China to revolutionaryline and forces under Mao's leadership has

become a problem of problems and a solution of solutions for this

trio, without which even building a new-democratic revolutionary

movement "is just beating about the bush"!

It stands revealed why they are parading such a strange-

sounding claim that measuring up to the challenge of the times

"the Communist revolutionaries...... have picked up the red flag

from where it had fallen ......" Why it has made it a fundamental

question "to analyze and eradicate the omissions and commissions

and erroneous practices of the past international communist

movement."

And it stands revealed why it has been impelled towards

drafting a new program that incorporates "the preliminary

summing up of the past mistakes and their rectifications"!

Then it becomes easy to discern that when the 'new draft

program' speaks out that during the transitional period of
proletarian dictatorship i.e. socialism, "the vanguard detachment

of the proletariat - Cornrnunist Partg - should not lose sight,

even for a second, of the final destination - Communism - and

its every step should be directed towards this destination" then,

how it becomes not a mere routine restatement of Marxist

approach, but a "rectification" based on "the preliminary
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summation" of the errors of past historical experience of the

dictatorship of the proletariat. In this, a so-called lapse on the
part of the past triumphant socialist revolutions has been

pointed out and a different course of action has been suggested

so as to remain loyal to the cause of communism.

Then, it becomes easy to discern that when the draft of
this 'new program'vociferously projects the concept that the

revolutionary struggle to wrest state power or to maintain it should

be "made a part of the international proletarian revolution" then,

it is a "rectification" based on "the preliminary summation" of a

so-called flaw in the past revolutionary struggles of the
international communist movement, wherein this established

Marxist concept has been revised according to which in the present

imperialist era, every genuine revolutionary movement, which is

directed againstimperialism on an objective plane, isboundtobe

a part of the world proletarian revolution (whether the hegemony

of proletarian class has been established over it or not)3, wherein,

this orientation is suggested that onlybybuilding a revolutionary

movement aroundthe aim of the dictatorship of the proletariat, it
can be made a part of the world proletarian revolution; the basis

for this orientation is provided by this erroneous logic and

conceptional distortion that to make it a part of the world
revolution, it is necessary to run it along proletarian
internationalist lines and that the dictatorship of the proletariat is

the key-link of proletarian internationalism.

Taken as a whole, it stands revealed how no program for the
people's democratic revolution in India could suit this lumpen-

trio; how the present program of this lumpen-trio is neither a
program for the people's democratic revolution, nor for any other

revolution in India; how it is hard pressed to undertake a ludicrous

exercise of dedicating to the Indian people the maximum progiam

- establishment of a Communist society - of a Communist
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party.4

Even without getting familiar with the "left" crypto-
revisionist deviation, under the umbrella of which this lumpen-

trio is strutting these days, even without getting acquainted

with the main ideological source and considerations of this trio,

Communist revolutionary ranks will, generally, sense the
political bankruptcy and detrimental nature of its program. But,

with the comprehension of these revisionist-orientated
considerations of this trio, the contours and nature of which

have earlier been brought into bold relief, under the constraint

and to the requirement of which this trio had to knock into
shape a new-program on an emergency-footing, that main

thread is picked up by means of which not only all the knots of
its professed politics can be untangled but some measure can

also be had of the forms that this politics may assume later on.

Lastly, a few excerpts are being quoted to further
corroborate our view that the new program of this lumpen-

trio has taken shape under the constraint of above-cited

revisionist-ideological considerations. These excerpts are being

reproduced from such an editorial of the "JAIKARA" which

has been written to highlight "those points of this program which

constitute its specificity" and in which the real face of this trio
has got unveiled a bit.

Prior to highlighting "those points" the editorial sheds light

on that "historical background" which necessitated and lent

significance to this newprogram:

".....After the communist revolutionaries of India organized

themselves around a new program in CPI (ML), the Communist

movement in India has been a victim of the tendency of continuous

disintegrati on, theccuses ofwhich can be traced in the lapses
of Indian Communists in waging the fight o,gainst

interttationalreuisionism and as aresult ofit in the flaws

of that program." (Emphasis added) (If the readers themselves

try a bit to further unveil it, then they will further see through

the meaning of underlined words, i.e. if it is recollected that

these pointers are towards "the lapses in waging the fight against

international revisionism" during "The Great Debate" conducted

under the guidance of Comrade Mao (wherein the Indian
Communists participated in the debate with little difference of
standpoint) then it is clearly revealed that these are the lapses

committed by Comrade Mao in his fight against international

revisionism, these arethelapses in general line draftedbyhim for

the international communist movement, "as a result of which"

flaws crept in the previous program, and a new program was

necessitated to remove these lapses and programmatic flaws!)

Further, highlighting "those points which constitute the

spefficitg ofthis draft" (Emphasis added) thegditorial, putting

forward "the preliminary summatiotl" of the reversals of
revolutions in Soviet Russia and Red China, speaks out "on the

very first consideration, it is clearly revealed that national
tendencies haue been eotning to thefore and. gaining
ground.inthe international communist movement, at its various

turns. These deuiations frotn irttentationalisrn - the basic

standpoint of the proletari at - hanse play ed an imprortornt role
in these reuersals...... corasequently, the draft program can

be seen repeatedly emphasizing the aspect ofmo,king the
Indicrnreuolutionapartof theinterno:tionalreuolution
of the proletariat." (Emphasis added)

"As a lesson ofthesereuersals, it is even more necessary

to-dayto grasp and upholdthe question of the dictatorship ofthe
proletariat and it constitutes the key-link to promote

internationalism." (Emphasis added)

At the present stage of the degeneration of this lumpen-
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trio, one need not expect more plain-talking than this from it.

And these are but the lesson drawn from a mere "preliminary

summation". The task of making this summation

comprehensive is on with full gusto and the lumpen-trio

entertains great expectations that very soon some chieftain of

the "left" crypto-revisionist flock is going to develop the

'International communist movement' to a qualitatively higher

stage by getting rid of those parts of Mao Tse-Tung Thought

which have been 'proved incorrect in the process of social

practice' or are 'historically obsolete' and by developing those

parts related with the "Theory of Continuing the Revolution

underthe Dictatorship of the Proletariat."

And this message, to be carried to every dark nook and corner,

where the toiling masses live, of that chunk of the globe called

India, has been recorded in the new program in following words:

"Thus, by deeply analyzing its past, particularly, the last phase

of the third International and drawing correct conclusions and

lessons and defeating each and everyvariant of revisionism, the

international communist movement ca,rt o,ttoin a
qualitatiuely higher stage as eornpared u:ith the
preaious orte ......" (Emphasis added)

It seems,laboring under the illusion of becoming the great

teacher of the world proletariat, after the revisionist renegade

Enver Hoxha, now someone else is dancing the peacock.

Aprilz4, t983

(Footnotes)

'A politicalforce while opposing Marxism on the ideological

plane may not essentially be, at the same time, opposing the

revolution on the political plane. Whosoever donning the garb of

Marxism, attacks it overtly or covertly, becomes the target of

ideological attack by Communist revolutionaries. Whosoever, by
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virtue of his political stand or action, plays a counter-revolutionary

role in the f ight between revolution and counter-revolution of the

day, becomes a target of political attack by Communist

revolutionaries.

'Within the communist movement of a country, dogmatism

can emerge as the main danger only in that case when allthe vital

constituents of Marxism at its developed stage enfoy unchallenged

authority and there exists no serious challenge to it from revisionism

on the ideological plane. ln another case, dogmatism, as a variant

of revisionism, can become the main danger when old form of

Marxism is contra-posed in order to repudiate the truth of developed

stage of Marxism. Except these cases, all hullabaloo, about

dogmatism being the rnain danger, has been a patent tactic of all

sorts of revisionists to attack the genuine Marxists'

r Proletarian hegemony overa revolutionary movement directed

against imperialism does not play the role of "making" it a part of

the world proletarian revolution. Rather, the proletariat undertakes

the task of establishing its hegemony over it only because this

revolutionary movement is a part of the world proletarian revolution.

The significance of the established hegemony of the proletariat lies

in fully realizing the revolutionary potential of a revolutionary

movement so that the way may be paved for passing on to the next

stage of revolutionary development. On another plane, its

significance lies in tending more certainty to the process of actually

realizingthe existing obiective basisforthe alliance of this movement

and all other revolutionary movements directed against imperialism,

particularly the socialist revolutionary movement'

+ Ever since the national democratic revolutions of the new

phase, of the people of the East under colonial yoke, have gained

momentum and the organized communist parties have undertaken

the task of leading them, especially ever since comrade Mao Tse-

Tung has developed the theory of People's Democracy, delineating



the course of development of these revolutions, from then onwards,

it has been the practice of all Communist parties that they place their
minimum program - for People's Democratic Revolution - before

the people, so that on the basis of this, at this stage, the motive

forces of the revolution be put into gear and organized, and record

the gist of their maximum program - for proletarian socialist

revolution, f inal aim of which is the establishment of a Communist

society - in a preamble to the party constitution so that organizing

the communist forces on its basis, the party be built up.
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